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The presen,t study inves i:igated · t~e app_iica ti.on of. Gagne 1 s ' 
. I 






an important topic in biology curricula. 
. I 
Few validated learning bier-· . -
I 
arch~es ' have been reported in the literature for concepts o~tside the! 
realm of mathematics and the -physical ·sciences. ~s 
1
a ·result, .. the. 
. . I 
applicatiol} of Gagn~ Is mod.el in . the present study provided some infcirma-
. ' 
.tion regarding the ~pplicability .of the model to such ,a .concept, ~~  
' . . , . c ,: .... ::·--;.. . .· . ' 
addition,' · the process of validati~lL;J\~ hypothesize~ lea_i:ning hie~archy 
-- -- . . . I . 
'" provided a ready ~eans by ~hicl.;, to :nves~ig~t~ students 1 miscon·~-e~tio~s 
. ,. . 
regarding skills . comprisi.ng the. hierarchy. Hence,' a second as.pe~t of 
1 . 
' 
the present study concerned the identification of connnon misconceptions 
·, ·•. "' . ' . . . . ' . ' 
which grade ten biology st~d~nts hold regarding · the food web ~oncept. 
. . 
This in tur~ prov:f,ded some information re_garding the applicability of 
the -l~_arning .'hJ.erarchy -Dl()del to the study of students 1 mis_conception·s. 
I 
The sample consisted of 209 grade ten biology students· f rom 
three coedu.ca,tional · schools in the St. · John 1 s area. . A leatn:i.ng· 
I 
. ' \ . ' . . i 
hierarchy was devel:oped for the food web concept using' a Gagne-type 
., 
task analysis. Upon complet:l.on of t;"egular classroom· instruction on food 
. . . I . 
. webs, t-he sample was tested on the skills . comprising the food web · 
\ . I t. 
hierarchy. 
. . \ . . 
Following this pretest a self-instructional booklet, designed 
. .' -
· to remediate the skills of the food web hierarchy for students 01ho bad 
-;-, .. 
failed to learn them initi ally, w~s aduU.ni~t~r'~d. 
I· - ; I . 
an individualized prescription for ·the remediation 
I 
l . 
--.. - -- ·- _  _;__,, _____ .__._, _____ -- -. -· . .. 
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Each subject received 
of skills which were 
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. - '#, '. t. j I 
failed on· the pret~st. 'Fol;Lo~ing ·the remedial phase·~ a parallel form .. 
r· 
of the pretest ·wa!f administered to th~ sample. ·.These data were 
analyzed ·using- two psychometric validation t~chniques, the,.~drder+ng:.! 
a ~ <I '' • • • 
theoretic ~nd t~e D~yton and Macrea'd-y metho<'l~! ··Griffiths' method was 
I ' , • ' , "' • • 
0 tl "' 
·used . to investigate the hie~archy in ~ermEi''of i'ts·trapsfer validity._ 
. . ~ • F .. '·. . , - . . / 
Data from test items wh~ch were answered incorrectly w:ere anal_Yzed ·E;tnd 
subjects' misconceP.tions were recorded. 
' : 
The hypothesized food web hierarchy was 'found to be vau:ci bot~ o 
... ' . ~ ~ . 
.• . 
... . 
psyc~ometr.ic~lly ~nd ~n ~e~ o~··ty!s~er~· .~tqo~gh tr~~~fe~ o~).earning · . . · · 
for connections invo~v-:l.ng ,lower skills crf t~e hiera~chy · c~-ul~·,not be · · • 
: ' • , •: 
1 
: • ' ~ , ·' • oJ.. Cl I ',_ t , ' • 
0 
o 
. determine!! because too. few stud!'ln~~ fai1.ed · .these. 'sk~lls in ,the pre~est. 
~owever, the validat~d hierarch:t . appears to -~Her· much pot_entlal. use as 
... ' " · 
an instructional tool for the instruc'tion of food webs. ::In· additi.on-~ . · 
' . _. """' ., - ,. . 
~hes~ findin~s indicate some suppor:t 'for'_ the 'ap~li~abi~i~~ 6f ·t:·h~ :iearn~ 
' I . . ' i . ' ~ . 0 .. I ' 
ing hierarchy model to co:q.cepts other than those of mathematics and the· 
., 
physical. scie~ces. Five common fui;conc_eptions .h"'el'd by grade ten biology 
, I , ~ , . . 
students conC:e~ning . food webs; food chains and predatio·n were idend.ffed. 
. . . . 
_In one case, a misconception was revealed for a la}:"ge part of the .sample 
. . ~ . . 
.·. -~ . . . in -items testing subordinate sk~lls, but did not occu;r in the ... case of the 
te'rminal skill. ili:hi.s suggests that the learning liierarchy model may ··be 
. ' 
usefu.l in :the ~tud-/l:of misconceptions; in that '1 t h~s the' ab~l·~y· to 
reveal underlying misconceptions which would not _be apparent from 
students' respon9es to the terminal skill alone. 
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I. THE . PROBLEM 









. . . 
. J' ' (\. J : . 
· ' .. . 
,• 
'; 
··often the curriculum is ineffective not -becau~e its · content · is · . 
· .: inadequate, but b~cause it. is put together in .a way . that . 
· makes learning· difficult. • • • · 
-·· 
. . . . . 
At the instructional level, it follows that diffiiJ:ulties which students 
• 
encounter with impor.:tant concepts in science and .other -areas of study 
· might be alleviated by improve4 'sequencing of instruction. This is of 
!-' • . • • • 
·particular sign~fican.ce when the learning of one element .of instructi'on 
,'1 ' 
. .. 
may facilitate the le~rning of another. In such .a case, Briggs' (19~7, '• : · -' 
. . p. · 4) · suggests that careful sequencing· of elements in-t~rms o# the 
'"· . , 
direction of such :transfer should be more . effectiye than random 
'se.quericing. Thus, knowledge o~ th~ sequence in ~hich .elements of 
' · 
know~edg~ should be learned could provide a valuable tool .for shaping 
effective instruction (White, · 1973). 
· Despite several decades of research effort which has addressed 
the . pro.blem of .how tc) ,identify optimal sequences of ~struction '(Dewey, 
1916; "Bruner, 1960; Piaget, 1964; Schwab_, 1966; Gagne, 1977);· w:hat has 
•, . 

















i ~-- -: · 
. - ·. ·L :· I .. . . 
. . I ,. 
- - -------· ~-~-· .. 1.._._ ... __ .... _,...... ______ .... -... . ~--·· ...... _. .. ~ .. . ' "" 
I · ..*"' .. . 
I 2· .· 
·needed ' befrire v~Hd reconunendations for pracdc.e. can be made (Posner & 
' 
Strike, lo/76, pJ 665). While n6 gener~l reco~e·nda~f6-ris 'have b'een made; • 
• ... . . • l -- • . .: 
-~:here does appe~r to be sub:st~ntial in~er~st in the study p·f,- instrut-




From the! 1i terat.ure it. is .apparent that.' the sequencing proble~ 
\ : . ··- . . • ,· • ·. Q 
may be studied · at v.arious l~v~is, dep~nding. upon the- size o.f the : · . 
. ' . . - ' . ' 
instructional unft to be sequenced. ·.,.op _a "macro" level,: ··seq\le.ncing · .. 
. . ' . . . . ' . .· . -~ - . 
efforts focus on very large- blocks _of curri~ui9m. · · An. example or tid.~ . 
. ,. . . . . .. . •. I ' • ' 
level ~f ·aequi:mcing 'is- Co~te 's po~itiv~ hierarch;· of th~- ··s~iences in ·~· · • 
' . ' - \ ' ' . . . '_· -
. ' . 
whilch sever<ll ·entire. disCiplines . ~re organized into a sugges.~ed sequenc~. 
of study (cited in' Schwab, 1964b, p·. 18). · Sc~wab (1964a·, .·p~·-.11): , .' · 
. . ·. . . .· . '• -· . . . ,:"" - . . . _., ·. · .. 
. . . . . , . . . .. . 
·however, n,otes the fallacy· in ' attemp-~ing to de1ineate . a · .pre~e~red.·•. 
sequence of ~~t~uction ai: . this level: ·· 
.. 
. ( . . 
• • • the "Problem of the organization of the disciplines, ~s a 
problem of -classification · prima~ily. The diversity. and var:l,ety 
of available modes of cl~ssHication is great • . Co~seq~entiy, 
nothing could 'be -more . foolish . than to suppose that the problem 
posed to' us by. tnis · vari:ety o-;§,p da,,q,tr!~~s · is. tqe pt:o:blem:of ·_ . . ·: 
determining which :·one i~ - "right~'. ·. With .'very <few.:ex_c,¢-g"t_!(?,n~~.: . 
' ~-· 1 • I I 
~ . . 
.• -t -.... . . · each .of them is,. ·in its own _ way, "right". ·• ' • '"", · , .,, 
.... _; 
In this resp~(, sefJ.ue~cing 'on a macro level ~eems ~o invo.lve a cur- · 
, . . ' ' '· . 
-r~cular · decisi~n more so than · an . ins true tional one:· ·c.ohsequentiy, the 
problem of the identificati~ri of sequences whidh: ~Y imp~ove l~arnlng 
. . . . . . " . ' 
appears to be more lik~ly' for · s~ier unit.s of instruction. In his 
--review· of the. -liter'ature relating to sequencing of instruction, Briggs 
' . ~ . . 
(1967, Pt: 12) suggests it .would be most exped1ent to focus· on brief 
units of. instruction. On su~h - a !•micro" level, sequencing efforts would "' 
( 
· be directed towards elements of a si_ngle les~on. · · Gague (1?'73) takes a 
similB;r view,· suggesting that learning hierarchies, which rep_resent one 
.... 
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·.' 3 . 
' .. ·. 
. · .... · '. , . 
e-fforts ·toward · 
, l,lnits_ .~f instr1,1c~ion . inte~diate _ to t~!ose · o_f thf!' .macro and· micro l,eveis · 
. -~ . 
·_·described abov~· . · ·nesp.ite acknowledgi.ng the me~its of · focu~ing· research· •. ~ .. 
" . - .-: .. : . ~. \ , . . 
efforts on .?ingle unitl:l· of iristructi'on, Griffiths (1979,' -p. 17) : su.ggest-~ . 
-~- . .. : .  . ~ ·. , . . . . . . . . ~ . ' 
that - ~equenajmg. efforts . represe'ntihg such small pnits ·.;f . h~s_tructi'ori 
. ' II• ·: : . 
are unlikely to. pe cons~dered ~f. signiqcan~ vaiue to edueators. . He· 
, . 
proposes th~t sequeocing efforts involving several lessons may ·.allow 
.. 
sufficient experimental control, and still be usef ul to -teachers.~ .This 
. .~is .the positi~n taken• in the present study. 
to · , · 
In addition to differences conc~rning .the size of th~ instru~.:. 
: . \ . ' ' . . . . ..... . . 
· tional, un:it .to h!= ~equenced, the seq'l/-encing pr_oblem may be' considered .' ' . 
' , . . ... ' · . - . . . 
i : ' . 0~ • ~-
with respect .to anothe'r . :"ariable, namely the rationale used to order . an 
. ·. 
. . 
ihstr~tional unit in a particular way. While almost all theoretical · 
-
positions ackn~w~,dge the' importan~e of effectiv'e sequ'enci~g,_ alterila-: 
of conceptualizing the seq!l_encin'g problem _exist f:B.riggs, 19_67, tive ways 
p. +S). - Posner 51nd Strike (1976) ha~e · propos~d a conce·p~uai 
' : • ' . . I . ' . 
framework r': 
. • . I 
for s.t1,1dy~ng these altern_ative perspectives ·o L ii}structional sequencing~ 
· as _ well as their implicati ons for .sequ~ncing research. 
. , . . . . . 
Their framework 
. ' outlines five distinct categories of s'equenci;,g i>'rinciple: world-
. . . .'j . . . . 
' :, ' . 
reJ.ated, concept-I:'el~ted, Ie''aming-related, inquiry-related and' . 
f : • • .. .. 
. I . .. 
'7t_ilization;--related, each with_ a nu,er of subcate~ories . . Mqst 
. ~nvestigators appear to focus . their J esearch within a given ca-tegory .'or 
. . , . ~ubcategory. · r : I ·: .
•. . . . ·' . i .... . . 










. .. , . . . 
.. 
· The present _study grew in an atteml't. to alleviate difficulties 
. , • , . • I . 
• •. ~tude~ts may· erro~nter in 'u~ders~~ddin~- an imPO'rtant· concept in high· 
. school'bio~ogy, ,pamely, ~food _webs. For several · rea:sons ,~ Gagne Is 
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. . i~~~ning . h::i.e_rar'chy theory_ was considered a . promising -model _ from which . 
. • • t 
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. · -~i\'t~l~~ci:ua( skills :are part•ic~lar~y . ~me_nab~~ to the application or· 
the ~l~ar~i~g hierar.chy· ·model. The· rule-lik'e nature of the relation-
~hi~~ - in . f~~d ~e~~ s~ggest~~ - tha-t a potent~aily profitable approach 
th~ough which to promot~ inore ~ffect.i ve learning wcmld . be the.. learning . 
)1ie'iarchy model. 
~. I • 0, Second, the·ta~k analysls _and ·subsequent•dqta co~~ 
' • .· ' . . ..# • . . 
... 
. . ·.· 
. \ . 
· 1~cd6D.· .. phases in the development and validation of the learning 
•·. 
~ ) . ·. . ' 





. . . . .. . . 
• • J . • • • • ' 
· hi~rarchy .. ~o~ld_. provide ~n opportunity to reveal commo.n misconceptio~s· . 
• • , ~ ' , I • , • ' • • , 
. . . 
..... whici~ ~tudents may harb~ur· regarding the· food ·web concept. 
•,scie~ce educ~~i~~ r~s~a~ch ·~efl~cts growing s~~~or~._ , fo~ the· need . to 
Current · . . 
' fde~_tify , mfsconceptions . held by students. with respect to particular 
' . 
· .. ·. ~c£~nce ccn~cept~ ~ For ~xample, finley and ·stewart: (1982) s~ggest that 
-· . ·research ~? identif~ knowledge of commonly taught content domains 
which students 'have ·'prior to .:instruction wo.uld be valuable to teachers 
. ... . 
. . . 
: ' .·.· . . 
. . 
and =curricul~ developers, · They suggest that' this information,_ could · 
. :. 
. ' . 
. be used ·in planning ~ns~ruction to- include missing knowledge and to 
co·rr~c_ t common misconcep t'ions. A learning liierarchy ha~ several built-
' ,.• '·· 
in ~iiagnosti~ features whi_cJ:l' are u~eful 'in Pf~po,inting area~ of 
4. " . 
.. : ~ifficultY experi:e~ced by ,individual students (Okey & Gagne, . 1970; .. 
. . 




tool for diagnostic te~ting .and remedial teaching in: this area • 
. , A third reason fo~r. c~nsider~ng · the use of Gagne_'s model in the 
present· study' became · appa~ent from a reyiew" o.f the literature. · Here 
. . . 
. , . 
it ·~,as observed ·that studies inco.rpoL"at~ng ~agn~ 1 s· learn~ng hierar~hy 
.· 
. .: · 
,' ... .. 
' , :· ..... : ..... 
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model rarely focus on concepts central to the b{~io'g:i:caf sciences. 
- , . . , .., . .. --~..-:' 
...--=-- . "' 
White and G~g~e (1~174) un~er~core the need to determine whether---va:Ii.d . : .. 
hierarchies exist in subject areas other · than mathematics and the · 
physical sciences. The present study .may ' contribute to this • 
Prior to !;Iiscussing Gagne's hierarchical model of learning 'in 
~· 
greater detail, .it is importan~ to acknowledge an alternate learning. 
theory which has been more widely applied to biology education than 
has· the Gagnean model, namely, Ausubel's reception learning paradigm 
.. . (Ausubel, 1963; Ausubel~ - Novak & Hanesian, 1978). Ausubel's work is -
" concerned largely with the l~arning ;f verl)al ' knowledg~. Gagne (1977) 
· appears to agree with Ausubel' s views ·for this . type of learning~ 
Perhaps be'7ause .a large. part of biology education involves the learning 
of verbal knowledge, Aus~bel's theory has gained w~de popularity· among 
' 
biology, educators. Yet biology, -like other disciplines, involves other· 
domains in addition to ' verbal knowledge--including ·. that of · intellectual . 
" 
sk.iJ.ls. Accordingly, Gagn~·~ theory is- also relevant to biology ed~ca-
tion, and- for the_ content under conside:r:ation in the ~sent_ study,_ 
appears to be the most promising model. 
· :.: --. -~ .... 
Gagne 1 s Hierarchical Moclel·.of Learning · 
"· . As a learning .theorist, Robert Gagne has ~de 'many contributions 
.$ 
to curr~nt views of learning. His hierarchical model of learning 
(Gagne & Paradise, 1961; Gagne, 1962) has received . muc~ attention in 
• • l . 
the 20 years since its _inception. The development of .the ~ode! as well 
. as changes and refinements that have help.ed .to clarify its basic 
pr~mises will now be considered • 
. ...... ·"·-·····--- ....... ·-~--- .. ···. ·-' 
·.'' !, ' ,. - : 
-I 
........ .__ -
.. ·· - .. 
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I 
·- .. 
Despite origins in the behaviourist tradition, Gagne clearly · • 
dismisses the. n~tion ~hat any one prototype of learning can be 
appli'cable to ·the domain of learning as a whole. This belief in dif-
ferent type~ of learning led Gagne (1965) to propose that there may be 
as many dif!erent types as there ' are different conditions under which 
learning takes place. <I) . ' The importanc.e of this idea to Gagne's work is. 
reflected inthe title ' of his major text, "Conditions of Learning" 
.(1965, 1970, 1977). 
Gag~e (1965) proposed that there ·were eight types of' learning, 
·and furthel-; that these types form a hierarchical arrangement in which 
types representing simpler, more sp~cif~c capabilities are pre-
' 
requisit~ to the learning of 'the next, more complex, capabilities. A 
slightly m'odified version of this model is· illustrated in Figq:ce 1. 
As most children of school age ·wili have already developed a foundat~on 
in the learning. types .. comprising the lower half of this model, it is I . . 
suggested tl\at the. upper four types are most significant to those ' 
·concerned with - the i~truction of these students. Only the upper. types 
are represented in the model shown in Figure L 
' . ' 
/• . 
The basic premise underlying learning hierarchies is that 
fai-lur~ to learn a particular skill is principally due to a iack of 




• 1' • 
. ess.ential subordinate skills, "and correspondingly, that iea:rning should 
be easy to induce if all relevant subordinate skills are possessed by 
the' l~arner . (White &·.Gagne, .1974). Gagne (1968) urges that a 
hier~rchy does not. repr.esent a unique ·or ~~.st :fu~fJnt route 
learning 
to the 
learning ·of a given ·final t'ask for all learners. ··He suggests that a 
,~· 
given individual may be able to miss .one . or more of the subordinate 
,. tasks, ~bile a.,.,ther may be able .to apply some capability whi.,")l.~meS 
.from quite a different domain .of knowledge ~ot represented · i~flthe 
·- ~ ··~-... ~ .. ~ - ·- - ~ " · ' . 
· .' 
, . 































. . . 
HIGHER.:ORDER RULE.S r· 
I ' 
require as prerequisites 
·I 
RULES . 
whic~ requir.e as prerequisites . 
' .. ~ . 
• c;: .... 
. . I 
·CONCEPTS 
whfch require as prereq1,.1isites 
. . I 
DISCRIMINATIONS 
whicn require as prerequisites 
' : .. 
Basic Forms of Learning: 
Associations and. Chains 
'------------~--.... ·. 
~igure 1. 
. ' ,. 
Gagne's · (197i, . p. ' 34) representation · 
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hierarchy. Generally, however, for a validated hi~rarchy it is 
a~ticipated that most learners will benefit from following the 
. sequence (Gagn·~, 1968). :. 
In response to the question of how a learning hierarchy is 
generated, Gagn~ (1968, P,• 3) suggests that f;)r each task encountered 
one should ask, 11What would the individual already have to know how 
to,do in order to learn this new capability simply by being given 
verbal instructions?" The same question· is asked successively for . 
each new capability produced. The resulting 'structure may be linear, 
or ·where two or more subordinate skills are p~erequisite to a higher" 
skill, branched. ·Gagne . {l968) suggests that the question by means of 
which the analysis is begun implies th'at one is search:f,ng for sub-
-ord~nate tasks that will transfer positively to the learning of the· 
8 
I 
superordinate task in questio·n. In thi s way, when a subordinate skill 
is mastered, it is suggeste'd that · the ~earning of the related super-
' I -~ J • ' 
ordinate skill will be facilitated; and conversely, if the sub- · 
·ordinate·:skill has not been mastered, that there will ; be no facilita-
tion 'of the superordinate skill. The crucial tes t of l the validity of 
a hierarchy throughout Gagne 1 s wr itings h a s bee n the extent t o whi'ch 
. . 
learnin'g of a. subordinate skill effects pos itive t ransfer to the learn-
ing of superordinate capabilities. Those who fail to exhibit pre-
requisite capabilities are pred~cted to fail to exh~bit related super-
' ordina t e capabilities, while those who exhibit prerequisite '~apabili-
ties_ ,are expected to be more likely to exhi bi t s uperor di·nate capabili-
... 
ties. The co.rollary, that incr.eas ing the ·proportion of l earners who 
I . . . 
can exhibit the prerequisite skill s will result in a signif icant · 
' . 
increase in the pr9portion who can exhibit the superord~nate skill s, 





















repres~nts the essential test of t~e - ~xistence of 
• I 
a hierarch) (Gagn~, 
1968) • 
I Although reviews of studies incorporating the learning hier-
archy model had generally encouraged further application of the model 
(Briggs; 1967;· Resni~k & Wang, 1969; Walbesser & Eisenberg, 1972; 
' 
9 . 
Whi~973)," 'they also revealed certain anomalies. This led to. a 
rec~ns.Jeration of the model on the part• 'of Gagn~, which u1timately 
resulte'd in .a reclassification of th)_.nature,- chara~teristi~s and uses 
of learning hierarc;hies (Gagn~, 1972). In addition, the development 
of more rigorous validation procedures has led to further clarification 
of the learning hierarchy concept, a_nd of the component elements .of 
' hierarchies. These· Wlll now be discussed. ' . 
. . 
An important characteristic of hierarchies involves the ' ' . 
capabilitie~ wJ::lich comprise the hierarchy. Originally, Gagne . suggested 
that his hierarchical model applied to all types of learning (Gagn~, 
1965). However, anomalies in reseay;ch findings eventually led Gagn~ 
(1972) to propose a restriction of the use of his hierarchies+ model 
to ,certain kinds of learning. Where he originally 0\itl"ined eight types 
of learni_ng (Gagne, 1965), Gagne now po.stulates five do~ins of learn-
ing: learning of intellectual skills~ .cognitive strategies, motor . 
_ skill~, ve.rb,al information and attitudes (Gagn~, 1972) • . The eight 
types of learning which were originally distinguished are ·now con-
\ I 
sidered to represent components of one domain of . lea~n~ng, intellectu~l 
skills.' Although his classification of learning types! has 'changed 
. . . 
somewhat, Gagne's basic belief in the existence of different types of 
i 
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This ·reclassification of ·learning 
' \ 
types•was accompanied by a 
clarification of the role of .learning hierarchies. -Gagne (1968) 
. ,, ' . \ 
proposes that 'the hie-rarchical model represents the mas~ ~ssential 
. . I 
component of the conditions proposed for the learning of only one . 
domain, intellectual skills. · Although empirical evidence may support 
I 
the need to identify prerequisite behaviours in any domain, it does 
not support the suggestion that these prerequisites form a learning 
·hierarchy in 
1968). . With 
any ~in other 
thi( view, Ga.gne 
hierarchy to .be 
o i 
than that of intellectual skills (Gagne, 
(1968, p. '5) has redefined a .learning 
,. 
.: •• an ordered set of intellectual skills such that each 
entity generates a substantial amount of positive transfer 
to the learning of a not-previously-acquired "higher-order 
. . capability. (emphasis mfne) 
, I 
i ' Although each domain of learning has an important role in 
education, . Gagne (1974) advises that the identificatio~of hier~rchfes 
of intellectual skills. cannot be overemphasized. Not only "does the 
domain of intellectual skills represent a substantial part of school · 
learning, but development in the domains of cognitive strategies, 
verbal .information, ~otor skills and attitudes appears to require the 
• 
. prior . learning of ·relevant intellectual skills (Gagne, · ~977)~ · 
' . 
In pr.oposing that hiera~chies contain OJ11Y intellectual skills, . 
an~ot 
su&es.t 
elements from . ~ther domains, Gagne (1970) does not intend to 
''• 
that the capabilities comprising each of the other domains are 
irrelevant to the learning of intellectual skills, rather, because 
. ) 
they do not e.xhibit a consistent relationship to intellectual skills 















Gagn€' s views have alSQ changed somewhat 'with regard .to the 
' " preferred amount of instruction to be included in a learning hier-
archy. Or_iginally, he proposed there was no limit to the amount of 
content to be included (Gagne, 1963). More recently, Gagne (1973) 
. suggests ~hat learning hiet:i{~ies, are most applicable to the content 
of a single lesson, although argumepts have been proposed for the 
inclusion of more than this (Griffithd, 1979, p . 17). As such, the 
que'stion of how much content should be included in a learning hier-
archy has not been defined absolutely. 
Although it ·was not .intended that th:i:s section represent a 
compr~henrive treatment of Gagne' a work, the basi'c principles and 
applicability of the learning hierarchy model have been describttd. 
Following a definition of terminology used in the present study, the 
application of this model will be discussed. 
, . 
Definition of Terms 
Capab-ility: The ability to perform a · specific functio~der 
specified conditions; e.g., the ability to .determine how a sudden 
. ' . . 
11 
increase in a given population in a food web would -affect another, non-
adjacent, population located lower on the same chain within the web. 
Couununity: A group of interacting po_pulations existing 
together in a particular habitat . 
. Food Chain; A simplified model ~o describe feeding relation-
ships between populations in a community·, in which nutrients are ·s-hown' 





















relationships between populations ·in a community, . in which nutrie~ts . 
.. . j 
are shown to ·pass through a network of interconnecting food chainr· 
Hierarchidal Connection: , A relationship between tw~ skil-~s 
I 
such that the learning of the lower skill is 
enhances the learning of the upper skill. 
. : 






- . . . I 
Knowing "how11 as contrasted with kt1owing 
. I . 
"that11 rif information (Gagn~, 1968, p. (+); 
' I 
e.g., _knowing how to i deter-
mine the effect-of a change in one population on anot~er popul~tion in 
a: foo~ ~eb, as oppos:ed to knowing that pop~lations i~ a food ~~b 
' I 
· · interact. l . ~ 
I I . 
Learning Hierarchy: An arrangement of intellectual r kills in 
which skills are related to other skil+s through subordinat~-
. . I 
superordinate relationships·, such that · the subordinate skiil in each 
. I . 
. . I . 
p~ir is necessary for the learning of the· superordinate sl,{ill and/or 
. I 
exhibits transfer of learning to the superordinate skill.; 
''· .. 
. d 
Population: A collection of individuals of . the same species 
" 
' co-occurring in time and space, among whom t~erg_is no barrier to 
"' breeding; as in the ecological de'finition of this . term·. 
· Subordinate Skill: · The lower skill in a hierarchical connec-
tion between two skills, which ~s necessary for and/or enhances the 
learning of the upper skill. 
Superordinate Skill: The upper skill in a hierarchical . con-
. nection between two skills. I 
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Need for the Study 
The n~ed for the present study may be .assessed from three 
vantage points •• · The first addresses 'the educational needs of the 
learner; that ~s, the importance of the food web con~ept to -·a student's 
~ education and the ·ensuing need to investigate a potentially useful 
method by which to teach this concept. Understanding the concept ·of 
. -· 
a food web forms an important part of most high school bio~ogy curricula. · 
In a ·study in wh;lch . lOO biology ~eache.rs were· asked. to rate 55 'major . 
biology topics according to their importance, "food webs" was r 'ated as 
· one oi - ~he 15 most important topics (F~nley, .. Stew~rt:( & Yarroch~ ·198i; 
Stewi!rt, 1982). One reasoQ f or the importance te~hers place .upon ~p · 
understanding of the .f~od web concept .is its role as a basic 'ecological 
. I>rinciple. 
. . ),. 
Before students can understand co~plex ecological concepts, 
t~ey must have a firm grasp of the basic tenets. Alexander .(1982).. 
. ' ' 
suggest's that the ability to understa';ld ·and analyze a food web appears 
to be central to an understanding of more com~lex ecological principles. 
In lig~t of a leading professional E!~ologist' s . view that ''rle are 
·abysmally _ ignqrant of -the ecosystems of which we· are dependent parts" 
(Odum, 1977, p. · lf89), the importance of the food web concept becomes 
lit · apparent • 
. ) ' 
\ Alexander .(1982, p. 189) pro~ose's tha t perhaps at issue is not 
I 
the '"need", but rather th~ "how". to teach pri !lciple s of ecosys'tems; 
and that one of the most ·eff~ctive means is through ·.the · study of a fo'~d · 
web. The fJod web model repre~ents f eeding relat'ionships among vario.us 
..;; ' . 
populations · living in a . give n community. The concept behind this model' 
implie s that individua l populations in, a . given community do not; live in 
' " ' 
\. i solation· from each other; they depend upon each other for ·' food. If 
·. 
·' 
~ .. '. ·. 
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c 
the . s .ize of1 ,9ne population undergoes an ex'trefne change. thereby 
· affecting . its" ~~eding pot.en.tial, other populations in the food .web will 
be directly or ~ ~ndirectly · affected'; By undersilanding the .concept of ·.a · 
food ' web •. students will be better able to understand how a phe.nomenon 
wh~~h dra,sticalty· alte'rs one l¢embe_:_ population of a fopd web will 
, . 
ultimately affect other -populations in ,the community compris{ng that 
web ! This is an importa_nt ecologi,cal pri~c~p·~e ~~ .~is, · cdtical to 
14 
' . _.. ... . 
an understanding~ of environmental issues. including pollution, conserva-
.'i . . . J_ ., 
~~on and populati~n manageme'nt; iss~es about which st~d~nts ~ay be called 
. .. . . . . . ··-- •; 
upqn .. to make decisi~ns a's. conscientilbus members . of society. In · 
"\.' . . . . . . 
. a~dition, Coletta an~ ·Bradley . (1981) advis~ that the food .web concept, . 
. ' with its many interacting bran.~he~, ,,c.an <;'£fer a realistic understanding 
.,., .~ . 
. ~ · . . 
of natural environments. 
. . 
Such an ~nderstanding is essential if society 
.is to successfully · balance use with. conservation. 
Although teachers rate the food web concept as an important 
part of . biology curricula, Fit_ll ey,' s.tewar't and Yarroch (1982) suggest. 
. . ' . - . •I' . 
that they do no.t 'perceive · food webs and related concepts to be 
. ' • •4-
p~rticularly difficuit. 
. ~ 
Yet Johnstone and Mahmoud (1980a·) note · that; . 
. . ' 
examiners' rep~rts ~~ s~hool~leaving examinations in ·scotland ov~r 
J ' • 
an eight-year period indicated that student!} experienc'ed subst'antial ' 
.difficulty . It appears, . therefore, that there is a need to .identify 
particular difficu.lt i es and misconceptions whi ch . students encounter I . 
in learni~g the food web concept, so that teachers may work to 
prevent or alleviate them. This leads to the consideration of a· 
second need to which this study may respond, a~d an eme rging a r ea of 
substantial ·interest in science education rese~rch: · the iden.tificatiori 
of students' misconceptions .and alternative conceptions (Driver & 
1. 
. ·. . ' . v . 
:~·,--- ...... · ··--:· _ __  ... _·-·--·- -- · - ., 
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- .1" 
Easley,-1978) of scientific phenomena. Stewart and Atkin (1982) 
that a great deal of empirical research is ·needed to assess the 
knowledge and proce~ures ~tilized by 'students in solving problems in 
' . 
pal;'ticular content domains, and that research of this type has . direct· 
. .· 
implications for science teachers. 
. . 
Upori addressing the question of 
. . 
what represents relevant research in biology education, Stewart (1980) 
' 
cites the need for resea~ch dealing with misconcep'tions_'which students 
develop as a result' o.f instruction, as well as the identification 9f' 
.,1 .. ' • 
preconceptions which they ·br~ng . to the classroom. Ve!y .few studies of 
·- ~ . . 
mi~conceptions have related to biological- con~~-p~sl, although ~tumby 
• • • IJ • ~ . 
(1982) rep~rts ... data· relating . to stud.ents' misconceptions ·of ,"life" an·~- ~ 
.. 
D~~dman ?nd· Kelly (1978) rel'ort · on misconceptions. co.ncerdn,~ '~evolution." 
It J.s particularly timely, therefore, to add to the literature on 
students' misconceptions about biological phenomena. 
F~nally~ few validated learning hierarchies _have been reported 
. in the literature for concepts ·outside the realm of mathematics and the 
physical sciences. · The present study may provide information regarding 
the applicabilitY' of . this model... to suc·h a· conceP.t. B~e·son (19 77) 
addresses the need _to test the concept of learning hierarchies in a 
va.rie.ty of curriculum areas. He ·claims ·it is nec~ssary ·that the. nature 
and limits of the application of learning hier'archies in various cur-
·riculum areas must be i ·nvestigated if they are to hav,a pr~ctical 
application in the development of instructional sequences: This study· 
attempts to investigate the application of Gagrie's learning hierarchy 
I 
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Purpose -of the Study ,_ 
' C) 
•. ~ 
.. ·~ . .• 
. ' I . 
'Th~ primary purpose of this study -is to identify a learning 
. hierarchy leading to ' the_,learn~ng of the concept of a food web • . The 
I 
hierarchy will be consider,ed with respect to both its psychometric and · • 
transfer characteristics •. I ' • 
A secondary purpose is to determine particular IJ}.iscon~eptions · ·· ·. 
held by ·grade ten biology students: with respect -to intellectual skil~s 
' . . -. 
'·'which lead to the ~earning of the food web concept. . ,, 
· Resea1ch Que~tions 
-Ques'tion· 1: 
Questipn -2: 
Does the arrangement of intellectual· 'sk~lls 
represented in the· hypoth-esized :h;lerarc.hy 




Do\ any connections between pairs of' intel-
le~tual skills comprising t~e hypothesized · 
hi~rarchy represent connect~ons which are · 
valid in te~~ of transfer of learning? · . ' \' 
~ . . 
Question 3: Wh~t ~isconceptions do grade ten biolo"gy · " 
. students hold witli respect to· the ·intel-:- . . 
lee tual skills C:Omprising the hypq.thesized _ 
hie-rarchy? · · · 
1 ' 
Delimitations of the Study 
' -· ' 
Rest:.;:iction of · the sample to one ~ra~e. level (grade ten) 
within the St. John'~ area :-of. Newfoundland represents an important 
, ' .. . . ·. : 
.•. 
delimitation-o_f the study. Evidence g~thered from -one grade level may 
\) 
~ot b~ generahzable t9 h::i.gher . or lower grades. · Also, 
~·hat students' f~om fchools othe~~n the three s~inpl~ 
it . is 'pos_sible 
schools may 
respond diffe~ently,. a'l though there fs no p~rticular . reason to believe 
•
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exter~l to ~ewfo~ndland may/ no_t .respon~· in . th~· same•way as the sample, 
• 1.1 . \ • { • .tr • <r 
·although again there !s no particular reason to suspect this.· I . . 
· The study is. further restricted to one particular _topic. in I ' , . 
b..iology. ·- Identificat~o~ o.f / a valid hierarchy fo~r 'this topic, or 
·' · . . . I • \ . 
· failure · to do so, doeS>. not limply anything about· the hierarchical natu):'e . 
. . .. . - I / 
· of biology -in genera~. or. a~y other science. . L . 
. . Fj.nallm" a~y hiera:i:c~y which. is. developed may no't'r present. 
·. . . . I . . . -
: t"Iie 'only_ valid . _hierarchy fpr the· c'?ncept under- study; nor. is 'it possible 
.I 
. I ~ 
. : . I 
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to deny . ·that some, h;lerarchy may exist even if one is not found. 
. . _. ~imitation• of. ;t~e Study I . ~ . 
I 
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•A lierltatiOn of t·~tu~y Oxis'ts in that the inveati:gatoi i.:d 
. · ~f:ttle_ control, '?Ve:= sample ~ei"ectio~ -"\ It was necessary t~at t.h~· study 
. . . . . . I " 
~o-incide wit~ the ct~eacht.n~ ~l -the con~eQ.-t of· a food web in ·the class-
room. · Therefore selection o£ schools was lihlted to ·those St.l!dy_ing 
. I. . -
food webs in sufficie/t detail and at ~he . particular time. 
. ' 
. ~; A second ~im'lation involves the remediStion of skills . 
. . . : t::u::u::::.s::::r:·:v::n:r:~::: ::::::i:e w:::.:::l::d~e:: 
·fact, use the ~ook/"t; > -~~is may . l)av~ .reduced any observed transfer 
_ ~ffect:. In .. an · -a~7~mpt to· minin4ze this limitation, ~~ effort was made 
to design a booklk·t which was. appealing to st~dents. It is· also 
, pos~~~le that -~~,p-ite utilizing the booklet as direet~d. some students -
· may n~t . have suLces~fully remediated mi~s~ng skills. This could be 
·due 'to ~difficuit.ie_s i~ .learning. from ~ self-instructional fol.'mat or ' 
. from. ihherent weaknesses ·in ~he booklet as \an ins true tiona! 'tool; how:-
packil~e. · · 
. :I . 
- . - : ' , \ " 
\ . 
are : and e~fort were taken to ~roduce an effectiye learninfr 
0 J , .. 
. ~ . - - -~- . . 
I •. t, ' ~. 1 •· • ~ 
- ·:-: ~- 1,• .' 
, . . ; 
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18 ' . . 
As no measuring i,:1st'ru~eni: 'is·· free · of error, the instrum~nts 
used in. 'the present s.i:tidy represent a further limitation. Ideally~ 
>,a , ,' ~ ' I 
students should respond to 'items test~ng the same sk.ill consistently. 
. . . . 
If ite_ms .representing a given · skill differed with respect to, ~ormat 
. . ' . 
or p~~sentatlon, · measurement errors could result. 'Because of the 
' . ' 
. nature of the skills being tested in the present study, this limita-· C 
tion is less serious • . The items compr.ising the test ins.trument fest 
•skills involvipg· foog. w~b diagrams, and two items testing a given 
. . . 
I • 0 
·skill' ~iffer only by slight modif.ic~tions in t}le structure and · 
lettering of their respective diagrams. 
' . 
. I ... 
-Overview· 
' From ·· the time of the ·earliest studies i~vo~vi~gG~gn~'s,learn-:~ -
I ~ • U 
ing h'ierarchy model, investigators have wrestled with various method~ . 
by which to vali<fate proposed learning hierarchies. The next ·chapter . . 
· involves a descripti•n and discussion of techniques which ~ave been · 
used t? identify leaniing hierarchi~s. Several recent metli'ods which 
were applied in the prese~t study are discussed in detail. The' · 
chapter concludes' ~ith a description of empirica·l · studies relating to 
. . ~ . 
the 4evelopment and appl-ication of hierarchies in science. The design · 
of' .the study a_nd a description ·of · the test instruments and procedures 
. . . \ . 
.used are prese_nted in C~apter 3.· Chapter 4 describes . . the an~ys~.s ~ 
0 • 
of data and the results obtained· from the Stl\dy. The report concludes 
. •l 
with Chapter 5 which includes ·.a s~tiimary of_ the study ~.nd ' the maj'?r -
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A ·REVIEW OF RELATED RE.SEARCH 
Intr.oduc tion 
Lear-ning hierarchy "research has developed in the ' two _decades 
. ' . tl 
since· Gagne first proposed his model (Gagne & Paradise, 1961; Gagne, . 
· i962). With increased int•e·- in Gagn~'s theory ·caine '· improvements · 
. _.:.- ·---~-
' \ 
. ip methods .of statistical analysis and ' experiment;al design of bier- . 
' II ' ' \ ' ' 
0 • ' 
archy studies. A review of l~arning .hierarchy· research traces·· these 
·, . . 
developments. 
I • 
'· · Thi~ chapter begins by considering _the development of a mod~~ 
. . t' . 
for the 'design : of learning· hierarchy studies, followed by a presenta-
tion of ~ethods'of hier~rchy validation. The ·second half of the 
chapter considers studies investigatin·g learning hi~rarch±es in sc-ience · 
' • ,. Cl ·' 
and the application ·of learning:hierarchies to the stu~y of students~ 
misconceptions. . ; 
The Design of Learning Hierarchy Studies 
Much of the resea-r:ch'. reported in 'the, lite~ature. since G~gne' s 
. 0 . . . • 
. . (1962) preliminary study has been concerned· with proving or disproving 
. ·i ' 
the existence of le;:trning hierarchies. .In · a major r evi ew of ' liierarchy 
research) White. (1973) found positive but inconclusive support for- the 
. . . ' . . ' 
·-
existence of le11rning hierarchies. · Problems · in validation methodology, , .. 
'· 
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Early hierarchy studies (Gagne .& Paradise, 1961; Gagne, Mayor, 
'~ 
Gars tens & Paradise, 1962) employed a method of teaching naive students 
the skills comprising a hierarchy, followed by the administration .of a 
posttest of all skills~ arranged in random or.der. Whit;e (1974b, p ... 1) 
,.. 
criticized these and other studies conducted in the following decade, 
citing s!'!veral shortcomings: 
1. Hierarchies were not always checked to ensure a "coiiiiJl()n-
sense validity" before collecting empiricai data. 
2. Many studies used too few students • 
· 3. Hierarchy elements were· indiscreetly or loosely defined, 
·which led to uncertainty in. determining the possession 
of the element. · · ·· · 
4. Tests sometimes inclu~ed only one item per hierar~hy ele-
ment, . preventing any estimate of chance errors or 
·successes. 
5. There was too much delay betw.een instruction and testing • 
.. 
6. Investigators did not look fo·r additional hierarchical 
.'connections; only those postulated were tested. 
No objective. method was used ' consistently to determine 
the ·validity ·of proposed hierarchical connections. 
-J3. Verbal information or rote knowledge was q,ften included · 
· in the hierarchies to b~ investigated. 
In order to improve the quality of research invest~gating 
Gagne's learning hierarchy model and thereby give greater credence to . 
supportive findings, White (1974b, 1974c) proposed a new m~del for the 
identification and validation .of hierarchies. He outlined nine stages 
. . 
which investigators should · follow to overcome weaknesses which were . 
prevalent in studies up to that time. White's (1974b, p. 2} recom-: 
mendations are: 
Stage 1: ,Define, in behavioral terms, the element which.'is · 
to be the pinntlcle of the hierarchy. 
. ' 
: 
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2t Derive• the hierarchy_ by asking Gagne' s ·· question 
("What . must the learner be able ·to do in order to 





. ·stage 6: 
Stage. 7: 
Stage 8: 
. of e"ach element_ in turn, "from the pinnacle element 
downward. Include all conf1ections that seem · 
reasonably p'ossible_, since the validation process 
·can only destroy postulated connections, not create 
them. 'Avoid verbalized elements, they CB;n be · 
·included 'in the instructions. 
Check the reasonableness of the postulated hierarchy 
with experienced· teache.rs and ;).$; e~t-matter e:itperts. 
Invent possible divisions of the lements of the 
hierarchy, so that vecy precise efinitions are 
obtained. · · 
Carry out an investigation of wheth~r the invented 
divisions do .in fact represent different skills •. : 
Write a learning program for the elements, embedding· · 
in it test questions for · the· elements • . The questions ' 
for an element should . follow immediately -after the 
frames thai · teach the· element. . There . must . be ·two 
or · more questions for each element to allow for . an 
estimate .of ·their 'reliability. 
Have at lecrst 150 student's, su.itably chosen, work 
through the program, answering the questions as 
they come to them. · 
.Analyze the _ results to s~e whether any 'of the 
postulated connections between elements should be 
.. 
rejec:;ted • 
S t~ge 9: . Remove from· the hierarchy all connections for which 
the probability und~r H0 is. small, say 0.05 or less. 
21 
· Since the publ:i.catdon of White's model, s_everal ·modifications 
have been suggested. White and Gagne (1978) eliminated stages 6. and ,7 
by: testing subjects on all skills of a : hypothesized hierarchy after . 
0 . . ' . • ' 
· t~ey_ had received regular · classr~om instruction. The. results of this 
.study were consistent ·with White's (1974b) find~ngs which tested the 
_same hierarchy but inc1uded stages 6 and 7 in the exper~ental design. 
As a - r.~sult, it· was suggested that programme d instruction and the 
proc.ess of testing dut::ing· instruction may not be essen.tial stages .in . 
0 0 ·:--·-·-- ' --~~-:;-~::-· ·-:~-; ~: 0- 0 ~A, ' 0 
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22 
the investigation of learning hierarchies. "In a l~ter s.tudy·,. Griffiths 
(1979, ·P. 121) also .supports the elimination of these stages, for two 
reasons. If . the structure of any particular learning hierarchy is 
independent of instruction, as Gagne ~1973, p .' 21) suggests,· ·it should 
not be necessa.ry to restrict instruction to a programmed format, as 
White (1974b) recommends. Secondf.y, Griffiths {1979, p. 123) advises 
•) 
that ;is~ after ins:truction iJ:r ,more a~propriate than testing during 
instruct;:ion. White (1974b) sugger~ts that testing after the instruc-
ti9naf proc~ss is complete is likely to be niislea<ling if subor:dinate 
skills are forgotten by the time. of the · firial test. However, Griffiths 
(1979, p. '123) points out that White's. method of. testing dur~ng inst;ruc-
. . ... -: ,.t . 
tion ' may ptoduce anomalies if the learning of ·missed skills takes pla~e. 
':\ . . . 
as a result of the initial testing ' process. ·He also suggests that 
inmiediate te.sting may produce a~omal~es . as a result of short-term 
memory effects. Griffiths. (!979, p. 122) proposes a further alteration 
of White's (1974b, 1974c) model in reconune~ding tti.~ inclusion of~ a 
.. 
method 'to provide evidence of positive transfer between skills. These 
''modifications were adopted in the ·present study. 
White's (1974b, 1974c) model addressed the need for the impro~e- " 
·, m€mt of 'the experililental design of l~arning hierarchy · studies, The 
. . 
following sections focus .upon the development of improved statistical 
· methods fot the validation .of learning hierarchies. Followi~g ·a 
presentation of early methods .of hierarchy validation, more recent 
methods, including those used in the present- -study, -are discussed • 
I 
• · · - ---:. ... ! . 
.. . ' 




















; The Validation-of Learning Hierarchies 
From the time of Gagn~' s pioneering studies (Gagn~ & Paradise, 
1961; Gagn~, 1962; Gagne et-a-1., 1962)", researchers have wrestled w:f,th 
. ~+ · . .. 
the problem of ~determining the validity of propo.sed hierarchical con- -
I 
. ti~ctions. Hierarchy validation techniques have since become the focus 
. of much '-'research. I 
\ 
Two major . I hypotheses arF associated with Gagn~'s learning 
. I -
hierarchy model. Tli.e prerequisite _skills hypothesis assumes that each 
subordi~~e skill · in .a hierarchy is nec_essary for ·: .th~ ~mastery _o~ ~7~s .. -. -~\ ~-~ .,:' · 
· rel.,;,_te.d ~uperodlinate skiil(s}. This is not ·to say that posse~io~:of ,·, · , · 
. . . ' ..;, . . . \ •.. ~ . ... : .. 
. . .. 
a subordinate skill will guarantee that related superord~nate _ski).ls ' . . ~:· ~: 
. . . ·~ . 
are 'ma'ster~d; however,. i.t i~ assumed that a superordinate -~kill cari.no~:·· . ' 
. . . ' . . . : •. . . . . 
·. ,' . /. .· ' . . ' 
. be mastered unless · rela.ted subo:rdinate skills ~ave been ID?stered. The 
'positive· transfer hypothesi~ ass~es 'that if one skill is subordinate 
to another, mastery 9f the subordinate skill will. facilitate the learn-
ing of the other skill. Hiera rchy validation methods reflect these / 
, hypothese~, falling . into two general c;ategories :· those reflecting the 
transfer · properties of hierarchies, and psychometric tech;tiques whiq_h · 
.. 
reflect the notion of a relatively inviolate sequence. The latter are 
further classified into those in~olving s~aling, and those based upon 
tbe use of contingen~y tables, or matrices." 
Some researchers have tended to utilize a psychometric def ini-
• • J. • 
tion of hierarchical dependence, . while others· h~ve focu-sed upo:n the 
extent of transfE7r of learning between hierarchically...;rel a t ed skills • 
. 1-- • . 
Resnick (1973) ohserves that learning psychologists and instructional · 
. t . - . 
~esi_gner te1;1d to d~fine h~erarchies i~ terms of asymmetrical ·transfer 
. relatiolship~ betwe en skills. Two tasks are then .considered to be · 
, I 
'0 -• • • •;--•• ,., ~ ... -:~ "' • • 'L <' ' 0 I .. .. , - - .·--· .. - ' . 
, I 
•'· ! 
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24 
hierarchically 'related if ··leal1ling the subord;inate. task produces-· -
positive . transfer in ·learning the superordinate task. Testing and 
.· .evaluation speda~ists seeking to develop efficient diagno~tic and 
placement tests for individualized educa t:ional programs have approached 
validation dit'ferently: two tasks are considered. to be hierarchically 
. related when anyone who can perform the sup~rordinate task can reliably 
be expected to perform the subordinate task. (Resnick,' 1973), Psycho..: · · 
metric validation procedures appear to be most directly suited ~o this 
rationale. Whi~e (1973) and ·Wh~te andt>Ga~n~ . (19 74) . sugge.st · that 
·. experimental validation of the transfer hypothesis .of a hierarchy· is 
more de~initive· than psy~home.tric vali.dation, ho~~ver they point out 
· the applicatio~ ·of . transfer validation;proc'edures to a complex· bier -
' ' J . \.1 ~ • • • ' • \ · ~" ~:-· ' ' ' 
archy ·may be qu\te la~orious . . · Carroll (1973) tends .to :support thi$ 
view, noting that validation· experiments' involving transfer can be 
·difficult ·a,nd time-consuming, It is therefore not surprising that most 
attempts to validate hiera~ch''ies have 'tended to 'employ psychometric 
techniques (Cc?tton, Gallagher & Marshall, 1977). Despite .this observa-
tion, several investigators (Carroll, 1973; White & Gagn~, 197,4; 
·.·Griffiths, · 1979; Bergan, 1980) _have stressed the importance of trar;lsfer. 
' ' ' . 
. .. 
Carroll (1973) claims that t.he concept of transfer incorporates a way 
. of testing whether the ability to ·demonstr~te a ·particular task is· 
' . ' 
really prerequiSite to performance in ~nother t;ask; and that psych,o-
metric ~alidation is . oply useful in searching f or. pairs of tasks which 
. . 
. I . . . . . 
. might b"~ tested for hierarchical relations ·by the transfer criterion. 
Griffiths (1979, 1982) is critical of studies in which either 
the . psychomet:r.ic or the trans~er de~inition of hierarchical depende~ce 
. . 
has been applied exclusive'ly. · l;le maintains that bo.th .types of 
¢ 
. ~ 
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, . , I . 
validation methodology ·are of sufficient importance that " • • an 
: hierarchy va1idat.ed ·by either but not both approaches ahoul~- be ,reg~rded 
. . ' ~- ~ . . . 
as incompletely ~al~dated" (Griffiths; 1979, .P• . 66). · This claim is 
supported by the argument . that- although it can 'be shown empirically 
that a given skill . is not learned without: prior learning of a second 
skill, this does not necessarily mean that learning the second skill 0------- ' f.!' • J ... ~ 
helps a group of learners to· learn the other skill. Conversely, a 
significant positive correlation between the learning of the . two skills 
. . ' . 
:·: do.e"s n_ot mean that the· learner must master the second sk:!,ll first 
. 'J :: 
(Griffiths, ·1979, p. 66); . In a similar vein, · Resnick (1973) suggests . 
. 
'that· dependency' relationships between two task~ · which have been psych!)- ,. 
metrically validated show· only that under existing ~~ltural or ~d~~a~ . 
' ' .' tional ' conditions one task is no'rmally.,-learned be,fore the other, and 
·. 
th~t such' 'a relationship doe~ not i~dicate trans:f!~r from o~e skill' to 
· another. Thus, when there is ~~pport for a hierarchical rela.tio'nship 
betWeen two skills in terms .of bo~h transfe_r and observed seq~ence of 
___;-----
ie,rning, a more 'legitimate claim for the 'existen~e of hierarchical 
. . . . ' . ' i 
~elat:i.onship. might be made (Griffiths, 1979, p. 6?)· Other investi-
. .. ·. I . 
gators appear to_ support this ration.ale and have ~eported both psycq.o-
- metric and transfer .characteristics of hierarchies (Wiegand, ·1973; 
Bergan f Jeska, 1980). Both types of validation proc~dure are. applied 
.. 
iri the present study • . . 
Despite the development of numerous ·validation proced~res, a 
_problem. remains in specifying precisely what constitutes a valid 
hiera:rchy. As a result; investigations of learning hierarchies have 
often suffered from the lack of a useful, objective way of .deciding 
whether each connection is valid or not (White, 1.974a). A learning 
,____...--
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hierarchy consists of a · network of connections between pairs of 
intellectual skills. Ideally, if ~ psychometric tes.t of validity is 
applied, there .should be no exception to the superordinate-subordinate 
' . ~ . 
relationship hypothesized for each conn:ection iri th~ hierarchy. · 
Similarly~ if .the test which is: applied is of the transfer type, all 
individuals who· learn su~ordinate skills in the hierarchy should learn 
the ·respective superordinate skills._ · .Griffiths (1979 , p. 43) has 
identified two probiems which complicate these ideal situations, how-
. • • '' ' I' ' ' . • • 
ever. . In the first case, he notes that in an experimental situation ··. 
~~ . . ·it .. is not ·unreasonable to modify ·the· ideal relationships desc'ribed 
./ 
above. tp · all()w some exceptions. This implies that the· \ralidib of a 
hierarchy will be · assessed in ·terms of substanti~l~ rather than ·perfe~t 
. . . . . •. . . ·. : . . . ' 
. hierarchical. dependence • . Complications . aris~ as. indlvidu~l investi-
gators var.y wfth respect to the,ir perception of w~t constitutes · 
. . 
. "substantial" dependence. A ·second complication arises hecause~ except 
~ . J, , . 
ii('the previously described ideal situations, a hierarchy which has 
.. 
been dec.lared valid either · according· to a psychometric. test or a trans- . 
fer ·test will not necessarily be valid according to the other,. More-
over, G~iffiths .(1979, p. 44) notes that. 'the application of different 
transfer tests or different p_sychometric tests may also le.ad to 
different decisions ·regarding the validity of the hie:.archy, although 
such problems are not always severe in practice, · .For. example,. 
. . / . 
. Griffiths (Griffiths & Corn.ish..-· 1978; Griffiths, 1979) found--s~· 
results when three difierent tests were applied i:o the sa,me ·data .-
~ ,. , 
Revie~s by Briggs €196 7) ·, Resnick and · wa~g (1969), Walbesser 
and Eisenberg · (1972), ·White '(1973), Co·tton et' al; (.1977), J~~es ·and 
• • , ' ' I ' ' 
Russell (1979,) and Bergan (1980) a t test t'o the breadth of. res~arch 
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' ' ' , . . 
which has heE!n generated h)' the learning \-tierarchy model. _Although 
eac.h reviewer has b~en supportive. ·of the basi.c model, most have out-
lined limitatipns ·in the statistical methods used in the validation of 
learning hierard1ies • . Some early statistical methods which have been 
. . . 
used in hierarchy valida'ti_on are . considered. briefly in the . next sect~on. 
A presentation of more recent methods, including · those used. in the . 
present · study, follows in J,ater sections. 
-Early Hierarchy. Validation Techniques . 
• ' . ' '. . .. ' 
. . 
. . 
Learning hie_rarchy research began with .a series of studies · . · 
' " ' ' ' 
.... 
. : conduct-ed 'by Gagne and his· colleagues which investigated.- 'the· iearnii:ig · . 
' . .. . . . . . . . 
. ' · .. -~f · . ma.th~~tics : .~kil.ls. (G~-g~~ ~-& Paradise~- 1961; ~Gagne~ 1962 ; · Gagn/et· al. ~ . 
·, . ' '. . . . ' . . . . . ' . :· ·' · . . . . '• 
. : '196i) . . 'in ·each·. case it was ' discovered. that the ski'rls . formed a sequend~ 
• t' . • 
·' . . . 
, in which, generally, s~bjects 'di.d not learn· ~ later skill' in th.~ · · · 
sequence unless they had previ()usly · learned ali of the earlier skills. _.' . 
Any exceptions to the proposed hierarchical connections · were considered 
to be the result ·of errors of measurement. . From th~s~- studies Gagne 
. derived the concept of p_o~it:i..ve traris'~e~, in which he proposed th~t 
' . 
~he learning of earlier skills ' enh~nced, the learn~ng of later . skills.. 
In ·order to provide a summary measure· of the validity of each hier- . 
arch:i.c.!il connectic;m, Gagne developed a descriptive index called 'the . _'_ 
~ i . . '. ' ~-.... • ' . - , .. 
. 1 • . 
"index of proportion pos_i ti'fe transfer. '1 
' . . ~ . . . l . 
nificant limitat-ions· of this · index have 
Unfortunate].~, severa_1· sig-
since become apparent. White 
. . . . 
. . . . 
:(1974b) demonstrated .that the index may merely ·_ ?=eflect· a positive 
,correlation between skills; a necessary criteri~n, . but one whi'ch is 
t 
insufficient in ternis .of hierarchical relationship. In .additi on, l_le , 
. . . .. . .. ' 
:· . .. ::-:..:.. . 
'indicates_ that the:. index .takes no account of errors of measureme{lt and · · 
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.lacks a sampling distributi~n. 
"' . 
I 
In an effort to OVeJ,"COme some of'the 
weaknesses of the index of proportion positive transfer, Eisenberg and 
waibesser ( 1971). proposed a series of indices of po~itive transfer; . 
. however these 'were also .found to have several flaws (Capie ·& Jones, 
1971; White, 1974a; Griffiths., 1979, p. 47),.· 
26 
Resnick and Wang (1969) attempted to. use Guttman's coefficient 
of/ reproducibility (Guttman, 1944) as a measure of the validity of ____ __..:, __ 
. . , . .. 
.• . 
hierarchies. It differs from the indices previously discussed, as it 
· is a single figure which applies to t~e whole hierarchy, not to · 
individual connectionsolllithin it. As a result, one · incorrect connec- · , . 
. ' •. 
tion could lead· to the rejection of the whole -hiera~chy. White (1974a) 
notes that it is .difficult to. interpret· 'this coef.fici~nt when a hier- · :. 
· ar.chy is complex and branching, and like the· other.indices, . this 
. '• ~e·asure ' t~kes no account of ·errors of measurement and has 'no sampling 
distribution. 
:':..-- .. 
Capie and ·.:Tones . ( 1971) proposed the use of the phi coefficient 
···in the validation of a l~arning _hierarchy, however their criteria 
· .  
appear to be' necessary, but; not sufficient, conditions for a vatid 
hierarchy:.· , White (1974a) warns that use of these. criteria alone. can 
lead . to a hierarchy which contains superfluous skills and superfluous . 
,conne.ctions between skills. 
Each of the methods of hierarchy validation which 'has been out- . 
. ~ - ' 
lined in this section has be·en considered un_satisfac~ory fo_r "bne or 
more reason.s (White, 1974; Cotton .et al., 1977; Gtiffiths, 1979; Bergan, 
1980). · White and Clark (1973) proposed a h.ierarchy validatiOf method 
which avoids th~ above problems and provides a probabilistic .estimation 
of the validity of hypothesized. connectio.ns. between pairs of skills. · 
I • 
. ··-:----- .. -:-..... . - ·-· --:· . .. ~ 
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29 
The ·method has. been applied by White' (1973) 1 .Linke (1975) ' · B.eeson 
' ·. 
(1977) and others.· Howeve-r, 'Owston (1979) has shpwn. it _t~ be faulty 
'• in terms of the assumptions under1ying its parameter estimates in. some . 
circumstances. 
. . 
The 1?WO psychometric validation ·techniques used in the present· 
study are·- described in the following s~c-tions • 
The ·.Order~ng-Theore tic Method 
In the ordering-theoretic method (Bart &. Krus, . 1973; Airasia'ir-f~ ··- · · 
'•. : 
Bart, · 197S),. _the va1idity of ~ hierarchy is determined. by corfsidering 
' . · . . . I ' · •. • . 
the . relationships between' pairs of skills~ ' Although an ·.arbitrary test 
. . ~f . the_ validit.~_ ;of ·each hie:~archic~l con~e~tio_.,n is used, the order~ng-
· __ : ~heoretic m~thod · is very simple to ~~ply and has been · sh~~ to . yield 
' .. . ' . . ' ' . ·.. . 
resu1ts .not significantly d:i:fferent to those .o~ta:ined -- from the applic~-
' . 
i:ion. of the White and clark test (Griffiths, 1979). In ·the p~esent 
• 
study the ordering-theoretic method is used to provide an initial 
! 
analysis of t~e data, after which hierarchical connections are tested 
further by application of the Dayt~n anc;J. M.act:eady (1976a) method; 
In the orde_ring-theoretic. method, decisions regarding · the 
. ' . 
validity of hypothesiz~~ -hierarchical relationships ·are made on the 
ba~i~ of . sco_res ~represented -; in matrices for_ pairs of ski1ls. . Such a 
matri.x is pr~sented in Figure 2, where the le~ters A, B, c and D refer 
to the frequency of subjects exlrlbiting each o.f the pass-fail relation-
· ships described below: · i 
\ 
A the number of subjects who pass' b .bth the upper skill and 
the 1ower. skill • . 
.-. 
B "" the . number of subjects who fail ·. the upper ·skill and pa~s 
the 1ower skill. · . .. 
~' . I:, .. 
' . 
; ' 
, . ·. 
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Figure 2. An ordering..:t:heoretic skills matrix. 
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the 'lower skilJ.r · 
·· D = the number of subjects who pass .. the upper 









The frequency of each cell of the matrix is determined.from empirical 
data. 
~e ordering-theoretic m~thod focuses upon the percentage of 
subj.ects whose . responses are disconfirmatory to the existence o~ a 
hierarchical connection between two skills, those passitig t)le upper 
·' 
31 
skill and failing the lower skill~ Ideally'· if the!' hypothesized lower 
skill.is prerequisite to the hypothesized upper skill, the f~equency ' of 
_,.,. 
-p: -~--
cell D., the critical cell, should be zero. However, in order to· ~llow 
' . 
for ·errors of measurement, Airasian "and Bart (1975) suggest' setting an 
. f~ • . 
. I - . 
:Srbitr~ry J prespe'dfied tolerance level for cel.l n~· rY'pically, .1%~ · 2% 
o~ 5% ~xceptions have been allowed. Hence, in a study .of 100 subjects, 
a tolerance ·lev.el of 5% 'would allow a maximum of .five . subj~cts .. to fall · . 
' . . 
I 
in the critical cell without rejection of tb~ hypothesized hie.tarchical 
connection •.. 
( . 
The appl~cati.on. of the ordering-theoretic .. method requires prior 
correct classification of subjects as masters o~ nonmasters of each 
skill in the hierarchy. If· each .skill ~s tested by two items, a score 
· of "2" would repres~nt possession )of the skill, and a score of ''0'' wouid · 
repres~nt · ~onpossession. Because(subjects with an intermediate score 
of"f' could not oe clearly classified as possess-ing or lacking a given 
. '• .. . . ' ' . . -~ 
skill, in 'the present study these cases were ' labelled 11missing data" 
I , 
and omitted from ~he· analysis. This practice wa~ adopted in an attempt . 
to increase the certainty of classification of mastery status and 
' ther~by increase confid·en~e in the validity of a~y hierarchy which may 
emerge. 
•'• ~ : 
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' As. might be expected, one of the ·major limitations·of tpe 
ordering-theoretic method is the arbitrary nature of the tolerance 
le.vel s~t for the crirzt~ai · cell. · The choice bf ·an app~opriate 
- ' . .. . 
tolerance ·level appears to be left to· the discretion o.f the investi- · 
32 
g~tor • 
. I . 
As a result, it is possible that 'different investigators using 
. .. -. 
the same · data could arrive at different c.onclusions regarding the 
. validity of a given hierarchy. ... 
. ·:~ 
Wood · (1975) defined ·a significance test for the ordering- · 
theoretic meth:od wh~ch was based :upon the total !luml:ier or'. hierarchical. 
reiatio~ships between all task pairs that e~ist for. a ~et of tasks .. . :"; 
Basically his test determines the chance _. probability "of ·obtaining an . . 
observed'number of hierarchical relatio~s~ips. However, Cotton et al. 
(1977) · point out. that· the .Hood pr~~edure ~s b:i.~sed against confirmation 
of. simple hy~otheses .with ' small . numbers of ·hypothesi~ed hie~archic~l 
relationships. ' . 
. !:;~­
Unlike the ordering-the~retic and White and Clark ~~thcids, the 
th~ hierarchy as· a. Dayton an?cready_ -~o~: :s capable of considet:ing 
whole, It least for small h,ierarchies. : This . model is described in . the / . . . 
next sec"tion. 
The Dayton a~~ Macready Model 
.The. basis of the Dayton and Macready (1976a) model may ·be traced 
tq Guttman scaling .(Gutt~n, 1944). The ideal form of a Guttman scale, 
applied. to a linear' learning hierarchy, occurs when responses of a 
number of i~dividuals . to several test items form a sequence such that 
all individuals who make a .correct response to ·any particular item also 
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33 
for. acceptance or rej_e.~fion. of a scale·, while. ·_still _allowing for some . 
reason~ble 'level of erro~, Gut.tmim · (1944) derived . an "index of . 
reproducibility." An arbitrary reproducibili~y value of at least 0. 90 
was declared necessary for the hypothesized .scale to be considered 
valid. Proctor (1970) made a significant advance by ~eplacing Guttman's 
index with .a probabilistic estimate. AlthoQgh'Proctor's .model has _not 
been applied directly to the :validation of learning hierarchies, .it 
forms the basis of Dayton and Macready 's .(1976a) attempt to extend . 
scali1;1g to hierarchies of ·any configuratic:i~_. Daytqn and Macready' s. 
model also made use· o£ Proc'tor 's (1970) suggestion that it· should .·be · 
. . ~ . . . 
· · possible to allow for errors .· due to guessing and forgetdng . on the part 
. of subjects • 
. · 
. . 
The Dayton and ·Macready 111odel considers the probability of . 
obtaining all possible response patte~ns for a ·postulated hierarchy 
under the assumption that the hierarchy is valid. For a valid bier~ 
archy, only some of the possible response patterns are acceptable; - . 
This may be illustrated by reference to the following branched bier-
archy containing five skills: 
· Skit.l 5 
lkill t . Skill 3 · .t 
.. 
. 
Skill 1 Skill 2 
Whatever the configuration of the hierarchy, 32 (25) · distinct response 
patterns are possible. However, only eight of these are true response 
. . patterns_ .. in that they··would satisfy the ·implied hierarchical connections • . 
The true response vectors· may be represented by the following patterns, 
. . . . . . 
.. , . . - ., - .. .. : .. 
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.;.here 11111 and "O" rep:resent · po.!?sessio~ and nonpossession, respectively, 
~ 
' ' . 
. of a skill . and. the skills are considered i_n the hypo~hesized sequence: 
, 
(00000),. (10000), (010_00), (11000), (01100)', (11100)',' (1111,0), 01111). 
'using Dayton a~d Macready' s notation, the pz:obability of a . 
subject producing a specific response pattern, "u", if the hierarchy is 
' . . 
·valid is given by: 
P(u) = 
where vj represents the 
q . 
. 1:' P(u!vj/ ~ . ej· 
j=l 
set qf "q" .true .resp9nse patterns and 
sents the P.I~bahility that the "j tli' true vecto·r pattern occurs · 
" 
k d \ aij- b cij 






In Equation 2, ai arid .Bi represent misclass.ifi:C:.!!tion · p·arameters~ 
ai represents . the probability that a subject will produce a correct . 
response to a skill which he or she should not be able to complete ; 
' ' 
correctly if the hierarchy is valid. Bi represents . the probability 
that a subject will produce an incorrec~ response to a skill · whic~ he 
or.she should be able to complete .correctly' if the hierarchy is valid. 
, • . . 
Equation 2 indicates the values of the misclassification 
. parameters ai and . ai are each .raised to a power necessary to fit ali . 
·.·"true" response p·atterns . to an observed data .vector. Similarly: 
(l..;,ai) and (1- B1) are raise~ to the number of true responses ~n ·each 
. . ' 
·J case. The product of each of 'these terms over all possible response 
. I . 
' .. , 
. . . 
patterns. represents Equation· 2. Multiplying this by the probaoility 
. t~a t ·the j th true=t¥.ft:~rn' ._vee to~ occurs ( ej) , · and summing this. for all 
. true pattern vectors (q) yields ' the probabilistic model represented by 
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Maximum likelihood estimates of . the ·vaz:ious parameters in the · 
probabilistic model are obtai~ed and these· are us~d to compute the 
~. 
' 
expected frequency of respons'e for ev.ery '"re~ponse pattern possible. 
The goodness of fit between the data ·and · t~e hypothesized hierarchy is 
.. 
then calculated by both a .chi-square test and a likelihood ratio which 
is e~·ressed in the form of a chi· square. 
T~e Dayton and Macre~dy model requires a priori derivation of 
' . 
a hypothesized hierarchy. The hierarchy is accepted or rejected in · 
its entirety; decisions regarding individual conne~tions within the -
hierarchy cannot .be 'mad~ •. ··However, it is possible to 'test different 
, . 
composite hierarchies invol v'ing the ~ame skills to determine . the hier;_· · 
· archy :Which is most consiSt!'!nt With the dat'id ' . 
In the following section, m~thods useii in inve-stigating trans.- .; 
·fer of learning·· in learning hierarchies are considered. 
~Methods of Testing .for Transfer 
. .-
l . 
White (1973) has identified several weaknesses i~ _simple 
·' · indices .which have been derived t~-test for transfer- of learping 
between skills. He indicates· that Gagne's index of propor.tion positive 
transfer and others . like it. are not considered .. to be acceptable, for 
reasons previously discussed. Other investigators have acknowledged 
. . ., . 
the . importance .or' transfer' and have proposed methods to mea~ure 
transfer, Resnick (1973) . proposes that the most satisfactory means 
to test for positive transfer appears to be the direct comparison of 
randomly assigned ·groups 6f st~dents, with one group taught according 
to a hypothesized hierarchical ·sequence, ·and the other in a non-
hierarchical or d~libe:rately .scrambled -sequence. Effects of the 
. ' .. 
.. 
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sequence of learning . on the rate of individual .learning ·of hath. 
0 
individual· tasks and thE\ whole set of tasks can then be examined • 
.. 
Upr:!:.chard (1.970) performed a transfeJ; experiment of this type to 
· determine the ~st efficient instructional sequence through which 
preschoolers acquire knowledge of "set" relations: Skills comprising 
. the hierarchy were taught :f.n all possible sequences, titen .the 
efficiency of a particular sequence was evaluated in terms of both 
the time required to learn the' task 'to criterion-and p~rformance on 
·a posttest consisting of both criterion and transfer items. This 
·method ~ou.ld prove · to be ··a very . timf!! ·consuming practice for hie~- . 
·.· . · archies whit:h. contai!l'Mriy skills, where the n~ber of alternative 
. . . 
··sequences would be' great. .It sould •prove -. useful, however, in. 
. • ' . ' 
·. 
investigating transfer ·within a ' small part .of a hie'rarchy·. 
. •. . . . r· • 
The preced~ng methods ·a·£ investigating transfer may p~esent an 
. . . . . . 
ethical que's tion • . If there is reason . to believe that it is advanta-
geous to be taught in the hypothesized hierarchi~al sequence, then 
teaching selected. subjects in alternate sequences could ' represent a 
. ' . . 
deliberate attempt to misinstruct them •. Griffiths (1979, 1p; 191) 
. . . . 
proposes ·a method which eliminates 'this problem. He sugges.t's that in 
order to test for transfer, two groups. of subjects are required. · One 
group would receive remedial instructi~n ·in accordance with the hier-
• • 0 • 
archy~ and wou.ld :then b~ compared to .a similar group whic~ has not 
received remediation, in order to determin~ evidence -of transfer. 
Okey and Gagn~ (19.70) employed another· method to investigate 
·transfer in a learning hierarchy. They compared two • groups of students '. 
in which one . group received in'struction, and was : then tested. Results 
·· of this testing were used to i,dentify subordinate skills which were 
.· 
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37 . · 
. difficult for students, · The second , group_ of students recdv~d instruc-:-
tion which had .been revised to . heip students' overcome d:i.ff~culties 
w~ich had bee~ iden~ified for the f~rst group, After comparing. 
achievement for the two groups, Okey .and ·Gagne . (1970) concluded that 
the hierarchy promoted transfer of lea,ning because the attainment 
of both the final -task and subordinate skills was significantly 
greater for the second gr:oup. This method, however, does ' not provide 
means for testing specific transfer ·effects between skills. 
White and Gagne (1974) propose that positive transfer may be 
I .· . 
investigated by selecting a psychometrically validated hierarchy and 
then, for each connection to be studied', obtaining two gro~p_s of 
l~arners who are ready. ·.to learn the lower skill. ·One group is taugh't · : 
. )be l~er skill Of the pair, 1and then the upper skill. The second 
group is taught only the. upper skill. Whit;e and Gagn~ (1974): sugge.st 
,· 
that positive ·transfer is demonstrated, if more of the first group. 
acquire the superordinate skill, than those of .the second group. .They 
.. 
acknowledge that the practical application of this. design may "present 
•• 
some difficulty, as this would require substantial interference with 
normal classroom teaching._ Presently 'there appear to be no published 
accounts o~ studies using this method, 
• Bergan (1980) has propos~d the use of a structural analysis 
approach fn testing for positive trarisfer. ·structural analysis .· 
, 
involves a· consideration of . sever~l other 'variables, in addition to · 
that· of the attainment of prerequisite skills, in the study of the. 
learning of higher~level skills, · ·According to Bergan (1980); a 
·structural equati?n model would show the relationships among e'xogehous 
variables · determine~ by causes operating outside the model, ' endogenous 
variables determined by exogenous variables, ·and other endogenous 
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-. 
variables ~ithin the mode~, as well as disturbances includin'g all . ', 
. . 
unspecified sources · of variation -affecting modelJyariables but not 
' . . . . / 
· explicitly. identified in the model. A s~t o~s~ultane~us equations 
' . 
. 'based upon multiple regression techniques is used to . describe these 
· . indication of the extent to which _independent- mo'del .variahles mediate 
transfer with respect to dependent· variables. The suggestion that 
_oth~r variables as well as prerequisite -skills may .be responsible for 
• • • ' • , t . 
p_ositive . transfer bet~een skills seems reasonable, : however Griffiths 
(1983) has shown. t~~-~ iJ~. possib~e -~o obtain sign~ficant p~th ·co~ 
.. : . effic~_ents using -- t~f-~ method, __ while _obt_a~ning low transfer. val~es for 
· · .: the s~une data. 
. : , , . 
'f1te method used in the, present study . to test' for . positive 
. transfer was developed by Griffiths ' (1979; p •. ~96). This method is 
described in detail in the next chapter. It was selected for 'use in 
. v 
the present study because it is practical · fo~ research involving intact 
. . 
. classes and is also suitable for hierarchies comprised of ' any number of · 
· skills. 
j 
The final section of this chapter presen~s ·several studies 
which investigate le~rning hierarchies ~n - science and the applic~tion 
·· of hierarchy .theory to other areas -of educational reseilrch, including 
>0 • • • • 
: ~ t~e· study of students' miscOnceptions. 
: 'qle··Identification and Application of Hierarchies 
in Science Education 
' . ' 
. Since Gagne (1962) ' first used the term 11hierarchy" in his ·-· , 1 
. theory of how human b~~ngs ·acquired . complex skills and knowiedge, there 
. ' ' . ~---·· - --
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to·problems of instruction and evaluation. This section examines some. 
. ! ' 4 
current research on learning hierarchies in .science a~d their applica~ 
tion to science education. ,; i, 
The best known and·most extensive attempt to apply GagnB 1 s 
: ~ 
. ' hie~archical · model in science is 'Science-A Process .Approach', or SAPA 
'(1967), ' a science curricufum for children from kinderg~tt~n to gra~e 
six. This .project consists of ·an integrated network of. hundreds of 
skills_' leading to th.e development of important. processes used in. 
:. 
'doing science'. Despite initial enthusiasm for the project, the 
cumulative -level of success exhibited by students enrolled in the .SAPA 
. . . . ' ~ 
. .. ·. 
experimental ciaas·es ~as less th~n the authors. had hoped (Griffiths, · 
. . . 
1979,, p. 79). Inqeed, Gagne (1973, p. 25~,· has commented that .the SAPA · . 
. . 
~ . . . ' . ·. . . . 
le~rning hi~rarchy is ·not a learning h~erarchy . ·at all because 'the· · 
ins'tructional units involved are entire lessons and the content.s of 
~- · · · 
individual lessons were not designed ·as learning hierarchies. 
Other applications o.f the learning hierarchy model have dea_lt 
with smaller units of ·content leading to ·the acquisition of : sde~ce 
. . 
. concepts. Ok~y and Gagn~·1 s (1970) . hierarchy concerning _solubility 
product problems, White's (1974a) hierar~hy ·~el~ting to kinematics, 
..._.Linke 1 s (1975) 'hierarchy' concerning graphic~! s~f.!.ls, Beeson 1 s (1977, 
- -~- , 
1981) hierarchy on electrical skills, Griffiths' (!979)hierarchy 
: 
involving the mole concept in chemistry, Wh!'!lan's (1982) hierarchy 
dealing wi'th stoichiometric calculations and Pottle's (1982) h:ferarchy 
concerning the conservation of mechanical energy aii relate to con-
tent expected to be covered in··several class periods. 
t1 
- . Some early attempts to investigate learning hierarchies in 
science (Merrill, 1965; Kolb, 1967; Raven, 1967; ·okey, 1968; Olsen, 
: .. 
. . ,1J. •,. • ·., 


























1968; Capie & Jones, 1971) have been criticized for reasons of faulty 
_experimental design as well as weak statistical proc_edures (White, 
1973; Griffiths, 1979). Such studies have been omitted from the 
pt;e~ent review~ as the significance of their finding~ have been marred·· 
0 
by r'esearch flaws • 
·::c .-··"& 
The majority of studies relating to learning hierarchies have . 
dealt with mathematics and science skills, with the emphasis much more 
.· . . '· . . . . ' 
towarda mathe~tic.s. . A review of. . the literature· indicates few well-
••• "' • • ' ' ' • ' ' • • • • l ' ' ' • 
· _· I ,· _·established learning .hierarchies exist in the area · of _science·, a~d 
. / . 
.. 
thqse that do often contain a . substantial proport'ion .of mathematics 
. . . .. ;, skills.. In~ee~, not: cine p~blished . s·t~dy coul'd be .found 'which : i~~esti~·· ·. 
~ -. 
. '. 
. . (' . 
.. ; -. : gated a learning hierarchy. dealing with a biology concept. A study· by 
' · ' 
I. ·with genetics,. however the hierarchy is not ·present.ed, nor is a source 
· which includes this hierarchy cited. · Upon determining the topic of 
.. . . 
water .potential in plant cells as an area of student difficulty i~ 
biol~_gy' Joh:nstone and Mahmoud (1980b) analyzed the . concept of water 
. . 
p~tential in plants by performing a Gagne-type analys1s. · However~ the 
authors clearly indicate that~ they did not produce ~- learning hierarchy 
I 
"for this c.oncept; but 'rather a "network 'which linked the . ideas 
together" (Johnstone & .Mahm6ud, 1980b, p. 325). Despite the call for 
re~earch dealing with hierarchies in areas other than physical science · 
~~ · ' · 
(White, 1974b; White & . Gagn~, 1974; Beeson, 1977) ~ - there appears to be 
a lack of such studies. 
Beeson _(1977) has addr~ssed the . need to test the concept of 
learning hierarc~ies t .o nonmat"hematical areas of the science curriculum. 
He constructed~a hierarchy leading to the determination- of quantities 
. . ~ ' 
, ,.· • . 
·.\ 
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in electric circuits. : ·The sample . used in the · study consisted of 166 
grade ten students from·five coeducatiortal met~opolitan .Australian 
high. schools. In discussing the results of the study, Reeson (1977) 
suggests his work provides ·further support for the distinction· between 
intellectual .skills and verbal information elements in le~rning , hier­
archies, in addition to demonstrating the apptication of ·the learnin~ 
' ' hierarchy model to an area involving some nonmathematical learning • 
Several .aspects of Beeson Is study ~equire .fux:ther consideration, . how- ' _./": 
ever. In · light of strong support for the. exclusion. of verbal in.forma.:.. 
tion from learning hierarchies- and th~ exclusive use ' of h.ierarchies to 
represent relationships .. between intellect'ual skills on the part of .. . 
' ' I ' • ' ' ' ' •, • 
b~th Gagn~ . (1972) and White (1974c), there rema.:f.ns some question as . 
. . . . . . . 
' . to the' need for fUrther investigation of the roie of 'verbal informa-·. · 
: . 
~ion in hiera~chies. However, Be.eso~ ·(1977) indicates his intention· 
; . ~. · .. 
to investigate the distincti~n .betwee~ the place of intell~ctual,skills . 
~~ . 
and verbal information· elements within a learning hierarchy .·for a top~c 
invoiving a_substantial amount of nonmath~matical learning. · Of the 17 
I 
· intellectual skills ·c~mprising the hypothesized hierarchy, five are 
I • . I . . . . .. . 
i •. 
mathematical skills. 'As almost one-third of the skills comprising the· 
\ . I 
hierarchr are mathema.tical skills • it is querionable whether this can 
be considered a topic involying a "substantial" amount -of no~themati­
cal lear-ning. In ~ddition, ·Bee.son utilized the White and Clark (1973) 
test to test only those connections which d not involve verbal 
information elements. Only one item was u ed to' test each verbal 
. . I . - . 
· information element of the hierarchy beca se Beeson (1977, . ~· 122) 
. claims there was "no point in asking two uestions in such cases ' 
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,"': •. This 'claim seems rather unreasonable as verbal . information is often 
tes.ted by more than one form of test item <Bloom, l956 ;_ fledges~ 1966; 
"" Hop~ ins :&· s'tan,ley, 1981), s4gges ting that it is not so impos sibl~ to 
-p~epare two . parallel, but ~onidentical, test items for verbal elements 
' 
of .~he hierarchy. Secondly, .bec'ause the r~lation'ship between verbal . 
information units and ' intellectual skills was ·a majo~ inves~igative . 
I 
focus of' the study, it appears quite inappropriate to deterujine the · 
. valiaity of connections . 'involving verbal .elements by ·a . subj~~t~ve 
. decision, while connection!! between intellectual skills are determined 
using the White and Clark (1973) test. Further, T~embath and White . ·. 
(1979) advi~e ·that 'if ·a s.tud~nt ·is ·tested on ~nly orie. ·it~m ~o· ·determipe .·· 
. . . . ' . \ . . 
ma'flt.ery, they might ·hay~· mas~ered the skill, but could wen · have· 
ach'i,eved only a chance su.cc.ess o~ superficial attainment • . Beeson 'did . · 
·not provid~ a description of the procedure used in subjectively deter- . 
) 
mining th.e validity of hierarchica]- connections. 
·' 
·.'- ~ diagram of the final, validated form of the hierarch}' emerging 
from ~eeson's (1977) .study w•s not provided, althoug~ the hypothesized 
hierarchy was presented and va"ii'dation results w_ere indicated • . A 
v~lidated form of the hierarchy was presented in. a ~ater . paper (Beeson, 
.. 1981); however severat' connections which were included in the hypothe-
' . 
sized hierarchy were removed from the final· form w~thout having been 
tested. As a result,' it app~ars . that f~~ther r~sea.rch is required 
before valid claims may be made for this par~icular hierarchy in 
electrical science and for nonmathematical hierarchies iri general . 
. , 
... A significant aspect of learning hierarchy research has b.een · 
noted by Beeson (1981)r most research has focused upon hierarchy 
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validation, with relatively littl~ att'entj.on to the quality of learn-
ing achieved. In considering 'the l~tter, he raises a significant 
concern, supported by evid~nce in the literature·, that students ~y 
tend to learn· intellectual skills compriSing .a ·hi'erarchy in a meche:ni-
cal way, ra~her than a meaningful way. Beeson suggests that the· 
mechanical learning of skills may result from se~era! factors: teach- · 
ing the skills in .a relatively isolated manner, such that ·students are. 
; . 
unable to understand how to combine: skills al:ready learned in order tci 
. . 
master 'higher-order skills; lack of a suf~lciently elaborate . context . 
•. 
. . 
. .o.f verbal instructions, I!revend.ng the learner from fUlly _cc:imprehimding 
. I . . . .- . . . . .. 
. '· 
the nature of ' learning objectives; inability on 'the part. 0~ .'the learner 
·. , 
. to recail reievant subordinate . skills at the· appropriate time •. 
Upon COf\sldera tion of·· Ausubel • s theory of · meaningful · learning 
' . . 
(Ausubel, 1963; Ausubel et al., 1978), Beeson (1981) . proposed that if 
' : . . . 
the learning of a hier~rchy · of intellectuai skills occurred within a 
context of meaningful knowl:edge about a relevant anchoring idea,' this 
would facilitate meaningful learning. He investigated this idea with 
a sample of 188 grade ten students who. were taught a hierarch¥ involving 
elect~ical science skills; prepared irian ear1ie~ study (Beeson, 1977). 
The students were divided into three groups and ·taught in one of three 
different contexts: "isolated elements", in which the elements · of .. ·.the 
hierarchy were taught in isolation; "verbal instructions"' in which the 
types of verbal instruction specified by Gagne (1962) were provided; 
and "anchoring idea", in which the elements·of the hie,rarchy were 
taught in relation to a relevant anchoring idea· (Ai.uiU:b~l,. 1~68) -.• 
Following instruction, students were tested after an ·interval of 
approximately two days an~ again after an interval of seven weeks, in · 
. • 
. -- ~ ·. ·' ' \:.:·· :' / .· 
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order .to measure long and short-term achievement of the terminal skill:· 
lateral transfer and· subordinate skills, respectively. Beeson found · 
that the "anchoring idea" ·group did . significantly better (p, < .~05) 
. . 
·on ·the short-term test· of lateral transfer than the other groups. 
<I 
However, these results' did not persist after · seven weeks. The same 
group did significantly bet~er (p < .01) on the test of achievement of 
the final task iri the long te~. However there w~s no significant 
difference between groups· on the short-term achievement of this task. 
' . 
There was no significant difference among the .three groups in either 
/ the ·.short-term or long-term test ·of achievement of subordinate skills-.-
The results of the study ~uppo~t Beeson's ·pre~ict.ion that wl;te·n· 
students learn . a hiera:rchy of intellectual'~skills i~ the ~ontext of. an 
anchoring . idea, more· meaningful learning results~ 
I . , . 
Important implica-
' . . 
tions ·for ' teaching arise from these findings. · Beeson's (1981) study 
offers strong support that. the co~text in which skilfs are lea.rned . is 
an important factor ,affecting meaningful learning. In addition~ the . 
· study provides evidence that students may learn•intellectual skil ls in . 
,. 
a mechanical rather than a meaningful way. 
In focusing upon t he quality .. of learning achieved in learning 
l}ierarchy studies, ~eeson 1 s (1981) study has revealed so~ impor-tant 
considerations for 'hierarchy research .. White and Gagne (1974) have 
' ' . . 
described the end purpose of research into h-ierarchies as '.better 
' learning than is .currently achieved' ·. . Beeson's wonll has provided 
som,e direction toward attaining this go~l. · 
Several researchers have investigated the apP,li~at~on of 
, ':: 
G~gne's lea rning hierarchy .model to other a r eas of educa tional r es earch. 
·One such area is mastery learning . I n a recent study, Trembath and 
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White' (i979) used a hj~~a~~hy dealing with kinematics · (White, 1974c) 
"' . . 
to inves.tigate whethei: mastery learning could be improved through the 
use ·of ' instruction based . upon a -validated learning -hierarchy. ' They 
. . . . 
found that it was highly effective. to pres~nt tasks in a sequence 
• A . . 
which was consistent with the requirements of the hierarchy, and to 
r~quir~ l~arners to clearly demonstrate achievement of each task before 
being allowed to proceed to the ~ext. The results of Trembath and 
. . white's (~979) stu.dy ~ly that ~Vt~ry ,lf!!ar~ing stra.te~ies may be 
. . . . . . . 
improved if validated learning .hierarchies are used to sequence learn-. •: 
- c ,. f) 
· ing materials . intended for·the teac}ting ·of i~t~llec~ual sk~lls. They 
arso indicate an important · consid~ration'for learning hierarchy 
. - ·. - , • . . . . . 
. . research.: that improved performance on hierarchically -related tasks 
' . . . . . . " ~ . 
·resulted from requiring learners to 1,demonstrate a high level of 
ma~cy of. s~bord!nat~ ,-eiements during instruction • 
Research into learning hierarchies also appears to have 
impor,tant impiications for instructi onal develop~ent· (Resnick, Wang 
-. 
· & Kapljln, 1973; Gag~e & Briggs, 1974; Dick & Carey; 1978; Reid, . 1981). 
•• • 0 
Several learning hierarchy studie~u involving science concepts : have 
~ : ·. • ' :· :' !.If.. 
. -~tudied the il~pli~t.iori of the lear~ing hierarchy model to · this. area. 
. . . - . . 
~Using a 'hierarchy d·ealing with solubi_lity product problems, . Okey and 
' 0 • 
ca·gne· (19·70) inves_tigated 'the application .o£ ·their learning hierarchy 
t(). diagnose w_eakness'es in a unit of ins true tion on this· topic. ·• They · 
proposed that data obtained from _-testit~g skills compris;Liig a ie~rnin~ '· 
. . 
· hierarchy could be used to identify areas· of student ~iff~culty for . 
... , ' 
having ' identified_ areas of student difficuity, ~he . . this topic. •. Then, 
' .· - \ 
i~structional unit would be revised in an effort 'to. imp;rove s t udent . 
.,... ~ 
'• 
performance in the s e areas. · unfortunate ly, several weaknesses a re 
': . 
. .. . 
. , . 
. . 
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··apparent. in Okey, and Ga·gne' s s.tudy. The skil;L~ comprising the 
s~lubility learning hierarchy were 'not described p'recis.ely; and 
because the percentage of individuals successfully completing · c·ertai"n 
.) 
subordinate. skills was quite low, even .after remediation, it is 
' . 
possible that the hierarchy may be less valid than the. encour:aging 
' ~ . 
46 
Tesults of their study suggest. Nevertheless, the use'of the diagnos~ 
tic capability of hierarchies represents a promising application of 
. hierarchy theory. 
Inter~st demonstrated by instructional developers in ~ ~~arni~g · 
· · . . h~~I:'archies _goes beyond their -use as a . tool for identifying wea~ ·areas : 
. in · existiiig instructional matel:'ials • . In · partic~lar, _ learning hier...: . ': · · 
f 
archies may be .useful iri .t.he development 'of n~w materi8ls, where the . 
material to be learned involves in~ellectual .skills. Trembath and 
_.... . 
Whi~e _(1979) have identified several attributes of lea~ning . hierarchies 
'. 
which rilake: them especially · attract,ive i:o instructional "developers. In 
particularf, 'they note a l:).ierarchy contains only relevant skills, and"" 
the sequence_.. of instruction is clear. In addition, students should be 
ab~e to· understand' instruction associated with a given hierarchy 
because, by design, at every step it· builds upon what they are able to 
._4o and nioves them on a small step further. ·Also, if instruction is 
based upon a hierarchy, it :i,s pos~ible t.o ~ve a diagnostic test 'for 
·each skill as an integral part of ·that instruct-ion. 
From the perspective of an ~nstructional ~eveloper, Reid (1981) 
strongly s~pports the use . ~f learning hierarchies .~ .in~tructional 
, . . I · . • ' ~ ' ' •. '.~!~ .' 
development. However, he .- note s that ·there . i~ no catalogue of validated 
hi'erarchies which is available .to i nstructional developers. As a 
result,, they are 'forced to generate their own hierarchies for 
' 
. ' . 
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instructional design purposes. Since many important and costly 
decisions depend upon the . validity of the hierarchy used, the developer 
. 
must make some attempt- to assure its validity. Unfortunately, advances· 
in. hierarchy valid~tion techniques which have been presented in the 
literature do not appear to provide a solution to the instructional 
developer seeking practical validation · p-rocedures (Reid, · 1981). Rather, 
current research literature appears to 'be. moving toward more tedious 
me-thods of valida-tion in an attempt to evoke more co11clusive support 
-# 
for the fuodel. 
In an attempt to encourage 'great_er application of learning · 
hierarchy· theory to · instructional development, White and Gagne (19.78) 
. . . . . . . . . 
propos~d that when hierarchies are vi~wed as tools for ins true tiona! -
planning, rather than as instruments . for research purposes,_ it would 
be reasonabl_e to sacrifice some degree of __ precision _for practicality • 
They perceive the collection of empirical data pertaining to 8 learning 
.hierarchy as a formative evaluation pr_ocedure. .On the basis of 
empirical data, decisi~ns can be made regarding revision of the hier-
archy itsel.f, of the teaching conducted according to its plan, or of 
the testing of skills involved~ Therefore·, using a previously 
. . ~ 
validated kinematics hierarchy (White, 1974c), White and Gagne (1978) 
. . . . ~ . ~ 
p~oposed 8 validation method for use by instructional developers which· 
was no~ excessively complicated and· time-consuming. Upon comparing 
:the ir r esults with mor e complex validation data for the same hierarchy, 
... 
. . 
White· and Gagn~ suggest · that their simplified validation procedure· is 
of suffic;ient accurac~ for purposes of formative e~aluatioh of instruc-
tional materials. Ho~ever, they caution that' wli:en r es e a r ch . efforts are · 
.• 
bei ng serve d, more s tringent hie r a rchy v a lidation methods should he 
applied. 
.. 
' . I'' • 
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' 
.Further support for the . simplification . of hierarchy validation 
procedures_ fo·r purposes of· instructional development is presented ·by 
. Dick (1980) ~ He advocates even further simplification of the procedure 
described by White and Gagn€ (1978) t~ that of simply determ.ining the 
.. 
percentage .of students who have mastered each skill of the hierarchy. 
However, this method would appe.ar td1 provide· a measure of relative 
" difficulty . of·. skills, 'ratheJ; than a measure of hierarchical· dependence • 
It is the . view 'of .this inve~i:igator tha~ the. solution. to the 
.·. problem' of hierarchy validation· in instructional· developin~nt does not .-
'· . 
lie in partially diminishing · t}:le e'ffor.t required . in validat.ion; b.ut . 
' : . :.; ~athe~· in removing ~~~8 · p~·oces~ irom·. a~~~g .th~ · d~tle~ ·~·£ ·. an ~~st~uc'~ · .. 
~. . • l 
. tiona! developer~ There is ~ need fo~ the provision 'and cata.loguing 
of _learning hierarchies·· to be · ·us~d· ·by ·iris tructional: developers~ · .Until 
. such a pool of :validated hierarchie's be.comes' avail~ble; it 'seems : 
. . 
.reasonable. to invest the time and effort requii-ed for rigorou~ 
.· '· . 
validat-ion procedu~es; rather 'than ~eveloping instructional materials 
. based u.pon a .l~arning. hierarchy which may have dubious. validity~-
. . . . 
~ 
The Application of Learning .Hierarchy Theory in the 




The ·l -earning hierarchy model may be ·potentially us9ful ·in yet· 
· another area of education~! research:' the study of students' mis- . : 
. conceptions of .important science concepts. Studies of stud~nts I con-
. ' . 
c'eptual ·errors in science have a . long history; the literature in~icates · 
researclt'' in this area has spanned no less than four decades (Han~ock, 
.. 
1? . . 40; Bailey, 1962; Wiaver, i965; Doran, '1972; BrUmby, 1979;,Helm, 
· · . !II 
1980; Simpson & . Arnold, .. 1_9
1
82) • · Recently, interest , in. s t~dents 1 s.cf(mce . .. 
~lsconceptions has been revived and many new studies hav~ emerged. This 
. I 
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renewed interest parallels. a trend observed by Simpson and Arnold (1982, 
p. 174): . 
There is however a growing recognltion that it is not merely 
the absence of appropriate mental operations, concepts or 
skills wqich inhibits leanung; the . presence of previously 
acquired theories, information or skills whic~ may be · 
incorrect or inappropriately applied may activ.ely .interfere· 
with the acquisition of new material. 
n'ifferent forms of prior "incorrect knowledge" · have been distinguished. -
. ~ . 
"Alternative frameworks" (Driver & Easley, 1978) are sai~ to arise as 
a :t;esult of .. students' experienc'e with natural events and the;ir. at.tempt .. 
. to make sense . of them, .prior to formal :I,Ilstruction in the classroom •. 
They result when students formulate ideas .which are clearly erroneous~ 
in order to explain these events. "Misconcep,tions" occur as students · 
:.., . . 
, ··;. r 
· ar:e exposed to · models and theories during formal instruction; as 
students attempt to relate this new knowledge to existing knowledge; 
wrong ·connections are made and inisconceptions result. Simpson and , 
Arnold (1982) distinguish two types of ndstonceptio!l• · Students may 
assimila'te material which is formally .taught into eXisting alternative 
..., , 
frameworks, . or they may form meaningful but inappropriate linkages · 
between true pieces ,of information, · resulting in an · i~correct concept •. 
There is much support -in the lit~rature for the investigation 
of. studen,ts 1 misconceptions ~nd alternative . frameworks. Nussbaum 
~ 
(1981) urges that t~e diagnosis o.f students' ~isconceptions and the 
· identification of r~asons for such misconceptions is a prerequisite for 
helping students tQ develop correct scientific conc'eptions. He maintains 
I 
that difficulties which ·students experience in comprehending and int'er-
nalizing .certain concepts could be avoided if teachers could · understand 
the nature of their misconceptions and in turn make construo.tive use of 
. thiJ~ knowledge on· the students' behar'f. Finley and Stewart (1982) urge 



















that research. to identify prior knowledge of students with respect 
50 
to commonly taught . content areas would provide. valuable information for 
curriculum developers, as well ·as teachers. In this way, curriculum 
and instru~tion could be planned to include missing knowledge and to 
correct common misconceptions. This view ~s echoed by other investi-
gators. Deadman and Keliy (1978) advocate the investigation ·of • 
students.' .'pdor unde;rstanding, or .misunderstandip.g of 1a topic before 
the development: of instruction·. Likewise, Brumby (1979) suggests :f.:t 
is · importan~ to identify . . students' misconceptions o.f a g:f:.ven concept, . 
and : to · plan· instruction · to· .overcome misconceptio~s which app,ear to 
block their under~tanding of · ba~i~ concepts •. · 
· · This · interest ~in misconceptions which .relate to single concepts 
. . . 
. :f,s a r:elatively recent one. In early studies,' reseai:ch&rs investigated . 
misconceptions which dealt ·with science ·in general. Concepts from · a 
variety of science disciplines .were _tested to assess ~he extent · tc:i 
w~ch ge.neral ~cienc~ misco~~eption~ were held· (Bailey, 1962'; Kuethe, 
. 1963). . In some. c.ases., fallac.ies involving myths ·and supersti t.ions, 
such as "a 'snalce never d:l:es until sundown'·' (Kuethe, 1963, p. 361) were . 
included in lists of prevalent misconceptioU:s. More ·recently ther~ 
has been a trend toward the investigation of misconceptions relating 
. . ·. - . . \ . 
to .specific concepts. ·Dor an (1972) investigated misconceptions relative . 
t:-Q the particulate . nature of matt:er held by secondary school students. 
NussbaUm, and ~ovak (1976} identified chi,ldreri 1 s conceptions and mis-
conceptions abiout the earth. Johnstone, Macdonald and Webb (19 77) 
I 
identif i..ed mis.honceptions prevalent amo~g st.udents studying the concept 
of. dynamic · equilibrium. Erickson (1979) reported a range of alternat~ve 
concepti..ons of the concepts. of heat and temperature held by 12-year-old 
,· , . .:.,_ ~· -- -- . 
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51 
children. Others have focused upon misconcep.ti.ons concerning the 
concepts of "chemical equilibrium" (Wheeler & Kass~ 1978} , . "elementary· 
dynamics" · (.Yiennot, 1979}, . 11li.ght11 (S.tead & Osbourne~ ·1980) ~ "gravity11 
(9unstone & White,~ 1981) and "life" (Brumby, 1982). 
, Often, teachers. do not appear to be aware of students' mis-
conceptions, JOhnl}tOne et al. (.1977} discovered cases in Whi~ m.is-
' co'nceptions evolved · during lesso~s which teache.rs perceived as .perfectly 
lucid · instructional presentations. Hart 
. ' . (l979) observed that while 
mathematics. · teachers believed that the methods of solution; p~esented 
in class. were: .those used · by pupils in the successful completion ·af 
·simple .mathematics · problema,. many pupils were .d.gn.ori.ilg taligh.t algorithms · 
. .' 
and employing the.ir own methods~ which had a .limited application. 
• w • ' 
- ~ Likewise, Simpson ~~d Arnold {19.82) repc;n;ted that although teachers 
' • ·. 
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were aware. of · some student . difficulties. concerning biolog~ concepts~ 
· the. precise nature and extent of students' misconceptions and ·~lterna-: 
tive frameworks were not ·generally appreciated. They attribute this 
to the fact that standard classroom tests do not normally :include 
.ques.tions ·relating ·to peculiar and erroneous information held to be 
.. true by students. Simpson' and Arnold (1982) ,suggest these tests are · 
cona.tructed on the b~sis. · that students can only know what th.ey ·have 
. been formally ta':lght and accordingly tend to assess . only the extent · of 
retention of classroom-based ·learning. 
·Johnstone et al.. (.1977) emphasize the need to identify and 
. ..... 
. make. teachers aware of potential misconceptions which students hold, to · 
' . 
enahle them to teach . cons~iously toward _helping students make correct 
• ' • • j 
. connec.tions of .new: knowledge with their ·existing knowledge, . and to 
warn students. against wrong connections. Nussbaum (198i) recommep.ds 
" . 
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that the development of .appropriate sk.i.lls .for the di.~gnosis of 
student misconceptions should he a primary concern. for every teacher-
tra:J,.ning program. He urges that it is neces'!lary to develop an aware-
ness in teachers that it is ·not enough to evaluate a student's answers 
: {'/ 
in terms of s.dentific correctness; but that it is of equal importance 
fo pay attention to. the nature of tlie student's miSconceptions. 
The task. .of· dealing with students 1 inc<?rrect conceptions in 
science 'is not an easy one, especially if they develop when students 
encounte~ a .concep~ prior to. its introduction· in the classroom. 
Alternatiye ·framew:orl<s, and misconcept:tons in w~ich . students· assimilate_ 
, ne~ material into ~ist;Lng alternative fr~e~cirks, . ~y·' develop p~ycho-
, . logical ·_meaning and hence. become quite resistant i:o extinction 
. \ . 
. (Simpson & Arnold, _1982). In his investigations, Lebouter-Barrell 
.-.. . 
{1976) discovered that in ·;~der to justify a false intuitive belief, 
·- ~ 
·students often used · precise .,b.u~relevant scientific knowledge. Even 
in' the case of concepts taken from subject .areas- in which one would . 
.. imagine students have very little knowledge prior to (.nstruct·ion, 
Vienno~ (.19 79, p. 205) advises.: 
••• we all show· a common explanatory scheme · • which, 
although we were not taught it at school, represents a 
cominon and self-consistent ·stock of concepts and which, 
.. however -wrong if may be, . resists attempts to change or 
· modify it, . ' · 
a 
... While investigating secondary school boys 1 knowledge of evol ution and 
' heredity prior to formal teaching of these topics, Deadman and Kelly 
(:1..978} found that most interpreted evolution in what appe~red to be 
~ ,., 
naturalistic or Lamarckian terms. 
' ' · 
Researchers have used various formats to identif¥ student 
misconceptions •. S.ome investigations have been conducted in an interview 
• 
, , ,• ' . 
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format in which. students. ans.wer . qu~stions or think aloud while solving 
problems (Nussbaum &. Novak, 1976; Erickson,. 1979; Stea'd & Osbourne, 
,. • j ' 
1980) • . Recause of the long period of time required to ana~yze 'such 
. data, only small numbers of· students are used. In o.ther ~tudies, 
structured-response tests have. been applied to large -samples. In such 
·~ 
cases, the advantages of obtaining detailed interview data is sacri-
ficed in favour ~f obtaining qualitativ~ information from a large 
. . 
. sample.. This technique was used by · Doran ·(1972), Macdonald et al. 
(1977),lJohn_S.tone and.Mughol (1978) and Helm (1980). · Other investi-- ' ·· 
.. . 
gator~ _(Warren, 197i, 1976; Viennot, 1979) ·have used free respo_ll!i~ 
/ . 
· tests and interviews with considerable success. Helm (1.980) is. qui~k 
to st.at'e. that one method 'does not nec~ssarfly cons't:itute the best '·way 
. . . . 
of establishing the exist£mce of misc·oncei_>tions . among students, o~ 
the ·firmness with . which they are held. He emphasizes the need for more 
information concerning ·students' science" misconceptions, · - pbtain~d by 
a. variety of .mea.ns. The :tlarning hi~rarchy model may offer a useful 
alternative for the. study of misconceptions involvi_ng concepts repre-
sen ted by ·intellectual skills; 
Alternative f~ameworks,- and misconceptions involving alterna-
.tive frameworks, app!i!ar to ·be quite resistant to. teacher interV-'e.ntion: 
However, another class of misconceptions, . tho'se relative to narrowly-
defined -concepts typically first encountered in formal . _instruction, 
may be relatively amenable to correction. It is in the study of this 
type of misco~epti~~ that the learning hierarchy model may be 
applicab~e. earn~ng hierarchies deal with concepts represented by 
iftellectual s ills. They tend to be narrowly defined in terms of 
specific operations· and are_ typicaliy· encountered for the first -time · 
.. , 
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in school learning. s:iinpson an~ Arnold· (1982) strea.a that misconcep'-
. tions 'are likely to . be h~ghly speci~ic, and warn they .may . perhaps only 
be discovered ·by debiiled investigation of individual topic areas. 
Cl~ssroom testing often focuses upon the evaluation of students I . 
~~tainment of a · particular skill 'representing the target skill ~n a 
un,_t of instruction. When .several other. skills are necessary prere-
'· 
quisites of this target skill, an· anaiysis of· items which test only . ;; • 
. . . . '"···-
·the t:!l~get skii~ ma~ not re~eal all underlying m~sconceptions • . In the 
case of weaker students who may nQt be able to attempt ·items testing 
. ., . . 
co,mp'lex skil~s, the· teac.her · is ' left without any ·-clues as to where a 
given stu~ent's ~li.fficulties· may ·.lie. On the other h~nd, the l~arning 
hie:ra~chy 'm:ode~: i~volve~ ~n analysis' of a gi~eri ta~get skill into a 
network of subordinat~ skills, followed by the. testing of each ·skill . 
. . . 
comprising the hierarchy,.- As a result, · every -;>ubordinate . skill may 
be analyze~ for misconceptions individually and mi!lco~ceptions may be 
reveaied wJ:lich would ~ot hav~ b.een ·apparent from an analysis of . the. 
target s~ill alone. This process_ could enable a teacher to pinpoint · 
the source of a student's in~bility to achieve a given s.kill in a way· 
that -standard classroom testing measures ' do. not. 
Upon cons.idering the role of teachers in dealing with students' 
misconceptions, Helm (1980) suggests that if the origin of a ~iscon:­
c~ption can be identified, a teacher-, ~Y be able to help ··students··.over-: 
come this tidscon·ception. He observes that in certain cases, ·plausible 
I . ' 
h~potheses for misco.nceptio~s may suggest ·.themselves quite. readily; 
however Helm (1980) · advises that while these guesses may . he corre~t, 
it would be desirable to obtain ~ome · quant~tative information regarding·.· 
. ·misco~ception's which w~uld enable them to be identified .more precis~ly. 
.··, . . 
·. 
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· This might provide some insigl;it into the nature .of specific misconce~- · 
. I 
tions. · Data obtained from hierarchy validation procedures _could pro-
vide quantitat-ive info~tiln concerning misconceptions. In addition, 
. tbroui:J; the use. of open-~iponse Items in the .testing of hypotheSize<! 
subordinate skills,- miscohceptions which may not have occurred to 
. . . - I . I 
· teachers and other expet;ts ar~ revealed. 
. I· . 
. · Johnstone et al.. (1977) stress that · a teacher r~quires 
adequate feedb&ck .inf rder to deteCt misconceptions. However; in an 
investigation of pul ils I kno.wl:edge of photosynthesis' Simpson and .. 
.Arnold ~1982) indyate ~h.at· concepts which are wrong _ but which are 
nevertheless me'aningful 'to the learner may escape detection by typical 
me~hods. ~i cl'a.sLoo~ ~esting:·. ~est · instruments which ·have b~e~- . 
. . I . 
. I 
developed acc~,tding to a ~ea~ning hierarchy are. capable of j'roviding 
this needed feedback in a more _deta~led and e~ficient way than 
standard tests t ·end to • 
From the preceding .·discussion, it is apparent · that the ability 
to 'identify, problems encountered by stude,nts in the learning of 
. . ' . . 
intelleC!=!J_Sl ·skills by identifying misconceptions Of related sub-
ordinate skills' represents a potentially important ' appli~ation of 
the learning hierarchy model. 
In the next _chapter, the design . of the study and a description 
of test instruments a~d procedures are presented;· 
. 
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Chapter 3 
DESIGN, INSTRUMENTATION AND PROCEDURES, 
I!}troduction 
The process' of d~veloping a le~rning . hierarchy generally 
. ,; 
·-·inV()lves a .series of distinct~ yet .'inte~dependent, s.tages. Thes'e 
· :t_~ci~~~ ~he - ~~ecif~~~.ti~~- and stat~~~~-7-6~ . the d~~ire~ .\ermin~l skil~:--~ ~--;-
. . : . 
. . . 
•· . the, · generation of a hypoth~sized hierarchy for . this . skill~ the develop-: 
• • • • • J • • ·, 
'ment' ~f test instruments for . the •hierarchy' the development of an 
. • , . J • . • • ' 
Upon · identifying weaknesses in -the methodolo~ of early h~er­
archy studies, White (1974c) prepared ~ 'set of · guidelines to eliminate 
·.. :.;·, . . 
·. . ' . . . \"""' . 
·. potential weaknesses. in the . d~velopment and validation .of l.earning 
hierarchi.es. These guidelines were accommodated in the ·present stu4y • . 
The · sec tiona . to follow describe the development of the learning . bier-
. archy_ which was used ·in the : ·p~esent study, · 
., . 
Statement of th.e Terminal Skill· 
As in4icated in::- Chapter i, a fundaments~ reason for requiring 
. high school biology. ~tudents to learn the concept ' of a food web is to . 
enable · the~ to understand hoW a phenomenon wh:l.ch. drastically alters 
one · pqpuiation will .ulti~tely. affect . another populatio~··in- the same 
. ' 
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(19 74c) reconunendation, the terminal ~kill' of the food web hierarchy 
was defined as: 
Given a food web diagram, determine . the effect of a sudden 
size change in one populat:lon on a second population which 
is not on the same- food chain, when the effect may be 
transmitted along more than one route. 
In specifying that the two populations are not part of a -common food 
., 
chain, the skill requires that subjects realize that all populations 
in a food web affect each other, regardless of their loQation ih the 
' . 
web. Subjects must recognize implicit relationships which exist in 
57 
•. '~ ... 
the web and not treat th·e problem as a simple food chaiq probiem: 
~'pecifying that the populations iti question ~e located ~u~h that an 
effect passing from one_ to the other is transmitted along .more than 
In 
. ' 
' ' one route, the skill requires· that subjects understand that effect~ 
1 ' 
of · a change in one _,.population may be pas'sed t 'o another along seve!al 
differ ent pathwa-y's, resulting in the production of a net effect. 
The preceding specifications establish lower bounds with 
respec_t to - both \the co~piexity and th; ~umbe~ of ;~ubordina~e skil~s 
required for th~ termipal skill. In the present study,. it is implied 
that the skill as stated may be B:Pplied to au' 'situations which adhere 
to these specifications. This e ncompasses a variety of situations, 
-1' 
- - . -: :1'." 
ranging in diff~culty acco.rding to the size and complexity of the 
. -* 
food web to -which the skill is applied. 
: . 
A food web is a model, a simplified representation of feeding 
relationships in a given community. The more rea~is tically the model 
mir.rors nature, the, more complex .it be~omes. The pr oc e ss of _- deter-
mining ho¥ an unusual increase or decrease . in one popula~ion will 
affect another population in a real lif e situ~tion is an onerous, if 
.. 
not impossible;- task. In much the same way, complex. food web Magrams 
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58 
. ,. 
present .an arduous. task to anyone • attempting to determine th,e net . 
effect of a cliange in one part of a food web on another~ The .eXercise 
\ • I 
becomes one of frustration in ~ q:empting to ~ritangle endless numb~ra: 
. . 
of pathways •. Surprisingly·» students at;e occasionally presented with 
~ -
' . 
such tasks. A typical example may be found in a .popular biology tex~ 
. ·.· . ' 
(BS<:;S, 1970, p. 79~. ·In the present study, 'Subjects were not required 
~ ;;l 
to consider food webs involvi~g more than four routes between popula-' · 
' t I :,..., 
. 
-tions .in quest~bri. rniras '· 'felt thl!-t increasing the complexity 9f. fo~d' 
., . 
. . 
.: webs beyond this · level would only increase· the tediousness of the. task; · : 
• < • • ' . • • •• • ... .- ,: · • • 
without . demandfng .g'reater: understanding of the basic skill. 
. · . .. .. ·. ~ . . . .· . . . · . . / . 
£ 
Generation of the Hypothesized Hierarchy: 
. . •• • c 
·-
. . 
Atter · s~ecifyirtg the terminal skill in behav~oural _teri)IS, ·the 
I!' 
.hypothes~zed hieH~.rchy was derived usi~g t~e task analysis procedut;_e 
'proposed by Gagne (1962) • Analysis of the 'i:erntinal ski.ll was begun by 
' . . . 
, I . . . . • 
askirtg the question, "What would the in~lividual already have. to know 
.,. 
~ow to do in order. to learn this new c.apability, simp;Ly by be i ng· giveJ;t 
· verbal instructions?" ,(Gagne, 1968; p. 3). Application o.f this 
questi~n yielded . other, lower'-level, skills - ~hich we~e consiaered to 
. A . . 
be prerequis,it~. to the terminal . ski l-ls. Care . was t~ken to describe 
e~ch prerequisite skill thus identified in . terms of representative : 
. . 
. . ,, . - ... . ' . . .~ . 
observabl e performances which would indi cate atta inment of the skill 
•' 
.JJ . by the learner . i'pe question ~as t hen appiied to each o f the sub;.. 
ordinate skills, in order to identify skills which were subordinate to 
' . . . . . . . .. 
. each of these. ~he successive' application ()f this method of task 
. "' . . 
analysis to e_ach newly identified task resulted . in the · developmen,t , o f 
,. 
. . a hierarch i c al sequence of subordinate skills · hypothesiz ed ~o ~e 
.. 
.. . . 
. ,. 
.'. , ···--.-t''",' ... r-. •·...- -:.,..' ·'"":" .. ·- -.~ - .. - ...... -.-_ __!..._,.,. .: •.• .•• ••• ,., - . .: ~ .. :. .. ~ --..:_,:____. , _ __ .• : . ..::! . ' - -- · ·'· .. 
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. . . 
. . . 
nec~~sary for the .acquisition of the t~_rminal skill. The analysis 
, · 
terminated at a le~el in which skills were ~enerated which described 
behaviours assumed to be available t~ the learner _population at the 
beginning of the instructional period. 
This hierarchy was cons~dered by a group consisting ·of a 
.. h. 
. science educator, a biology professor, a research assistant who had 
I 
recent experience as a biology teacher, and th~ researcher who is a 
biology teacher. 
59 
· It is . imporfant to note tha~~~~~F~l hierarchies were produce~, 
.-,~· . 
before one was achieved which appeared to be complete and ready for 
piloting. .In view of the systematic natute of the task ana~ysis 
procedure, it .may seem unusual that careful application of Gagn~'s 
question to the terminal skill did not produce a suitable hierarchy 
initially. Yet . this is not as peculiar as one might first; assume • 
Reports of studies in which hierarchies were:~~elpped tend . to promote 
........ ,: . . 
false expectations of the simplicity of the task analysis procedure~ 
In m6st cases there is no mention of -intermediate hierarchies which 
were amended to a form which would then ·be validated. Accurate qnswers 
to the ques t ion, 11Wha t must "the ·learner be able to do . in order to learn 
this n·ew skill?" do not ~rise easily. -When applying the question to a 
given skill, the response may be too general. incorporating mo~e than 
one skill. White (1_9 ?4c) . ~dvises that on~e the : elements of . a_ hierarchy 
have been•.identified, the researcper should inv~nt ·and consider possibl~ 
··· divisions of ·these elements. 'rn this way, the precise ·definitions of 
skills become appar'ent. This proce ss coul:d change_ the structure o f the 
·ori_ginal hier~rchy by increasing the number of element~ and connections. 
In the present study, .one"'element initially required· that 
. . . ,. 
,j ,~ .... 
sUbjects be able to .determine· the effect of a · change · in the size of a 
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60 
.. 
prey population, on its p'redator population •.. -It was decided to divide 
the original sk~ll into two skills, suggesting .'that to . determine the . 
. . 
effect of ·an increase in a prey population was ·different than deter-
~ -~iui,ng .the e~fect of a decre~se in that prey ~~atio~ on.its predato~. 
Similar divisions of skills were made througho~the hierarchy. Upon 
piloting the · hieraJ;chy, the data indicated tha.t many: of the divisions 
did not appear to represent ditfferent skills. This r 'esU:lted in another 
change in the structure of the hypothesized hierarch}'. 
Another complication may occur when answers to Gagne's question 
. are. biased as a result of consideration of traditional teaching 
sequences. Certain skills may be ' perceived as . neces~ary prerequisites · : 
• ' ' • I I 
. . . 
of other skills because, 'traditionally, textbooks . or curricula . tend .to 
• ' ' I ' ' ' • J ' ' 
.. 
sequence the former before ~he · latter; evEm when ·there is not neces-
.sarily a reason, ·with respect to the logic of the s~bject matter, :for 
doing this. Upon .inspection of the hierarchy ·by oth~rs, these rela-
tionships may be discovered · and corrected, amending the hierarchical 
structure once again. In the present· study, it w~s ass~med that sub7 
jects· must fi~st be . able to solve word problems involving · pr~dator-prey 
.. -~ ' 
•<l' 
relationships .before they could solve similar problems based on food 
web diagrams; a~d that supjects must first be able to deal with 
I' · 
• • 
.predator-prey relationships on simple toad chain ·diagrams before attempt-
in\ similar problems on food web diagrams. In both cases, ·these assump-
tions were not based on traditional teaching sequences; however upon , 
.. . . 
piloting the hierarchy, the data indicated that these assumptions were 
~ot supported. 
It seems appropriate at this point to outline some practica~ 
· _: .... 
suggestions concerning the task analysis procedure •.. First, . it is 
' , · .. . 
. . ··· .... "' '''"' .. .. 
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·teaching programs as initial references in task analysis. A• suitable 
I 
statement of the terminal skill to be learned and Gagne's questiqn 
I • ·. 
I 
should be onets nnly tools. This will help eliminate the bias described 
. I 
earlier, which leads one t~ incorrectly perceive hierarchical relation-
ships where none exist. Sec~nd, care "must be taken to ensure that each 
skill delved from asking Gagne's questio~ represents. only one element 
and that this element must represent an intellectual s~ill. ··It . is good 
practice to produce -~ sample test item to represent the skill, after 
stating the skill. This exercise will ltelp to indicate whether the 
element represents one skill and whether this ·is an intellectual · skill •. 
. Finally, it is important to include all reasonable skills· and connec-
tions' as sugge.sted by White ' ( 1974c) J validation. procedures may 
' eliminate connections, but- cannot produce necesaary skills and connec-
tiona which were omitted from the beginning. 
Once a _nierarchy was produced which was suitable for piloting, 
a pilot stud~ was carried out with 37 subjects f~om two grade ten 
biology classes f -rom a St. John's school. These subjects did not take 
~a~t in the main:.' study\ Au indicoted previously, reoul~o of the pilot 
study indicated the ne,d for amendments to the structure of the hier-
archy. When these changes were made, the hierarchy was again scruti-
# • • 
nized by _a team of experts, and was then finally approved for the 
validation stage. 
Application o·f the task analysis procedur~ d~scribed above~ 
follo~ed by modification after the pilot study, led to the identifica-
tion of ' nine skills. A description and Hl~strative example of each 
,skill follows (each skil1 is illustrated by reference to the food web 
shown in Figure 3) 1 
. . 
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Fig~re 3. A sample f~od yeb to illustrate the skills of · 
the hypothesized hierarchy·. 
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Given a .food web diagram·, determine the effect of a 
sudden size change in one population on a second 
population which is 'not on. the same food chain, 
when the effect may be transmitted along more than 
one route.~ 
for exampJ,e, "determine the effect of a sudden 
increase in population F on the size of population 
R" (Figure 3) .• 
Given a food. web diagram, determine the effect of ja sudden size change in one population on a second, 
nonadjacent, population located lower on the same 
food chain, when the effect is transmitted along 
more than one -route, 
For_ example, "determine the effect of a sudden 
decrease .. in population P .on the size of pppulation 
L" (Figure_)). 
Skill 7: .'Given a fo~lweb diagram, . determine the effect of a 
. ' ' II 
sudden size change in one population 9n a second, · . 
· nonadjacent, .population· located higher · on the same . 
food · chain, when the effect is transmitted along· 
more than one ro~te. 
For examp~e, "determine the effect of · a sudden 
increase in population L on the size of population 
P" (Figure 3). ·. 
Skill 6: Given a food web -diagram, indicate all possible 
pathways through which the effect of a ·change in 
one population is transmitted to a second population. 
For example, "circle the letters indicating popula-
tions through which the effect of a change in 
population L is passed on to population P" (Figure 3). 
" Skill 5: Given a food web diagram, determine the effect of a 
sudden size change in one population on a second, 
nonadjacent, population located lower on the same 
food .chain, when the effect is transmitted along 
"' Skill 4: 
. ..., 
only ·one route. 
For example, "deteruiine the effect of a sudden 
decrease· in population ·H on the size of population 
N" <figure 3). , 
Given a food web diagram, determine the effect of a 
sudden size change in one population on. a second 
population, not located on-the same chain, when the 
e'ffect is transmitted along only one route, 
- ... ~ ~ ..... -- .. , 
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For example, "determine ·the effect of a sudden 
increase in population G on the . size of. population 
A" ·(Figure 3).. 
. 64 
· ·. Skill 3: Given a food web diagram, determine the effect. of a 
· sudden size change in one population on a second, 
Skill 2: 
· nonadjacent, population located .higher on the same 
food .chain, when. the effect is transmit.ted along 
o~~y. one route • 
. For example, "determine tq_e ~ffect of a sudden 
decrease in population N on the size of population 
H" (Figure 3). · 
... 
given a food web diagram,· determine the effect of· a 
· sudden size change in a predatot population on i't~ 
. prey population • 
For example, "determine the effect of ·a sudden 
increase in population G . on the·· si.ze . . of population · 
N" (Figure 3). · 
.· " ) . · .' ·. : . . ' 
~kill 1: · Given a food ·web diagram, determine ·the ·effect of a . 
· sudde~ size change .in prey· population on its 
predator population. 
For example, "determine the effect of a. sudden 
decrease in population N on the size of population 
Gn (Figure 3). 
The relationships among Skills 1 to 9, in their hypothesized 
hiera:.rchi~al arrangement, are shown in Figure 4. The sequence of 
development 'of the intellectual skills which comprise the hierarchy i s 
consistent with Gagne . (1970) in tha~ Skills 1, 2 and 6 represent the 
0 
development of discriminations a~d concepts, while Skills 3, 4 and. 5 
I 
represent the direct application of rules .relating to these concepts 
.. 
and Skills 7, 8 and 9 r~present the use of comb1nations of these rules, 
which is the use of higher order rules • 
'·J I n the following sections, the procedures which were f ol lowed 
' ·~·. . .. . 
t~ determine the validity of th~\'yp~;h·e.Sized hierarchy are described. 
These involve the application of appropriate instructional and testing 
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Effect of change in 
1 pqpulation on an-
other on a different 
chain, > 1 route. 
. .. .• 
7 · 
Effect of chang~ in 
1 populat.l.on on an-
_other higher on the 





lndicat~_ all routes 
by which . effect 
·spreads from r po 




Effect of.change In 
1 population on an-
other low•r on the 
chain,> 1 route • 
5 
Effect of change_ ~ n 
1 population on an-
other higher · on the 
chaln, 1 route . . 
Effect of change_ in 
1 populatioll on a 
other on a different 
chain, 1 route. 
Effect of change in 
1 popula~ion on an-
other lower on the 
chain. 1 route. : 
1 
Effect.of change in 
prey" population on ' 
its. predator. 
2 
Effect of change l'n 
predator population 
on its · pn!y. . 
Figure 4 ; · The hyp-othesized ..{pod' w~b hierarchy. 
Notet ">" signifies "mo:re than." 
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. Sitmple 
T~e sample consisted of 200 grade ten biology students from 
three high schools in the St. John's area. Eight coeducational classes 
and three ·teachers were involved. The students represented · a ~ariety. 
·of socioeconomic backgroJ.Jnds. ·All classes · s-tudied . ·the s'ame biology 
curriculum (Gpvernment of Newfoundland and Labrador High School Biology 
· curr~cultim Guide, 19?9) and used the same text book (Oram, HUmmer & 
Procedure ·::.·· 
Th~ initial step in' the exjlerimerital design occurred . as .. pi;lrt of __ -' 
the· regular classroom instruction of the students in the sample. The 
' ' I ' 
study began with the ·subjects receiving instruction· on food webs from 
their biology teacher. No attempt was made to interf~re with the· 
preferred instructional practices of the teachers involved, whic~ in 
each case could best be characterized as conventional, involving mainly 
tea7~er exposition. As· the structure of a learning hierarchy should be 
independent -of instructional mode (Gagne, 1973, p. 21), it was .felt 
that this practice _would not detract from the -internal validity of tl;le 
' 
;. -';.o.,.. 
stu_dy and would ·tend to .promote greater ,external validity than would use 
of an approach designated by· the researcher. Because instruction tool_t 
· the· form· of regular cla~~room instruction, ·t-he s·tudy was scheduled to 
. 1 
. . I 
coincide with the teaching of food webs in t~4 classroom, and selection 
of schools was some~hat limited to those. study~ng food webs at ·a certain 
time. The three ·schools from .which the sample was taken were studying 
the topic a't approximately the same time, and all .. students had studied 































schools had class periods of 40 minute duration. 
Following in~truction . on food webs, the subjects were tested 
on t~e skills comprising the hypothesized .food·weh hierarchy during 
· one ·class {eriod. I Because this test preceded remediation in the 
~erimental design, it was called the 11pretest. 1! The pretests were 
corrected and two days later subjects were present,ed with remedial 
booklets. Each subject was given an individual prescription for 
. . \ 
particular skills from the remedial booklet for which "hoth items test-
~ng · the skill were not· answered correctly, or were ~ot compl~ted by 
the .particular s~bject. All subjects received booklets, however the 
. . . . . 
. . • J • . . 
. number · of skills. to he remediated in ·each case .varied. Subjects .were 
. . 
informed they would be rete.sted and were asked to compl_ete all remedia~ . 
work as homework by the second test '.date. Subjects were ais"o inf?~med 
that the remedial booklets would be collected at that time and "returned 
at the end of the ' st~dy. 
Three days after rece~ving th~ remedial booklets, students were 
. . 
posttested using "a parallel f~rm· of -the~rei:est. Whether they gained · 
skills which were _not mastered on the~p!etest was tested by determining 
-:- ' .. ..:. .. 
the mastery of skills on the p·osttest. 
. . ~ ~ . 
These data were used to test 
' ... 
for transfer of lear_ning from subordinate to superordinate skills.. The 
method of testing for transfer wa~~eveloped by Griffiths (1979, p. 196) • 
•It investigates the relationship of gain of subordinate skills between 
the food web pretes~ _ and the food web posttest, and gain of ·related 
superordinate skills in the food web posttest. The following steps 
were involved· in. this part of the 1analysis: I 
__ ----1_ . Tho.se skills in the hypothesized hierarchy whicQ were ~ directly _aubordinate to·any other skill{s) in the bier~ 
archy were ident.ified·. The steps which follow refer · 
to eacli subord-inate-superordinate skill connection • 
I . 
. ~· - ~ ·- -~-~ ...... _ ... ·~· 
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2•. .Following regular instruction, those· subjects· who failed-
both skllis in a particular connection were identified. 
This group formed the subsample for each connection under 
test. The size of thi~ subsample varied for different 
hypothesized connections. 
3. Following remediation on those .skills which were failed 
in the initial• testing, students. were retested on all 
skills. 
4~ Those subjects .in each suhsample who gained ' the subordinate 
: skill of the connection under test were identified; as 
w~ll as tho.se who failed to gain the subordinate skill. 
Th~se subjects were designated 11gain11 and "no gain", 
respectively. 
5 • . Subjects within the "gain" and "no gain" groups were 
further clas.sified with respect to their performance on 
the supero-rdinate skill of the connec t;ion under test. 
· These subjects were designated either "pass" or. "fail." 
. ~ :'/.' . 
6~ · .The significance of the reiationship between Ga'in/No Gain·· 
~nd Pass/Fail was dete~in~d · for each connection by 
· .application of a chi-square· test with one . degree of· freedom 
in ·each 'case. · . 
,. . 
The tests and remedial booklet are described 'in the sections 
to follow. The· actual prete,st, posttest and remedial booklet appear 
· in appendices A, B and C, respectively. The experi.mental design·. of 
the study is illustrated in Figure. 5. 
Instruments 
68 
Two tests were administered in this st~dy, namely the food web 
pretest and the food we'b post test. For · each element of the. hypothesized 
hi~rarchy, a minimu~ of two equivalent test questions wasl requ~red fOr 
the· hierarchy val idat~on p~ocedure. To . avoid spur~ous t:.e,lults fo.r · 
' I 
items occurring later in the test, it is necessary that -all subjects have 
adequate time to attempt. all items. Hence, . the maximum number of. test 
· it=~ms · per element was . limite·~ by the available testing time. ·rri the · 
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· lde.ntification :of 
~------~------~----~ RemedlatiQn· of Missing · .Misconceptions 
' . Skills _· .. · 
I Food Web Posttest 
Appl_ication of Hierarchy 
Validation Methods 
Figure 5. Experimental design of the study. 
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·70 
enable subjects to complete the test within a 40-minute time period, · · 
it was necessary to limit the number of · items to two per element. As 
/ 
a result, .the test consi-sted ·of 18 items which were J;"andomly sequenced 
using a random number table (Glass & Stanley, 1970·, p. 510) • 
Due to the ·nature of ·the skills· comprising the hierarchy, the 
. : .•-
' factor which -tended to 4ifferentiat~ items testing various skills was 
the relative positioning of the two populations of interest within the 
food web • . As a result, the format of all· test items was identical and 
. had · the following general arrangement: 
' . 
In. the ,.following foo4 web: 
(food web diagram) 
!£ ·population. · undergoes a sudden 
INCREASE (or DECREASE) how will · 
this affect the size of population __ ? 
. ;-
... 
Food web diagrams were of moderate complexity, with an average 
of 11 populations comprising each web. Each population in a food we~ 
was· represented by a 1capital . letter, and populations were lettered __ 
randomly within each web. Subjects were advised of this." Further, in 
an attempt to remove any confounding influence through the misinter- . 
. pretation of the arrows between p.opll:lations in the web, they were 
reminded that arrows ran from prey populations to predator population~. 
T~e .pflot'data.suggested that the same skill was invol~ed in 
determining the .effect of an increase ·in size as · that of a decrease 
. . . . 
in size of a given population. Therefore, for each ·pair ot items 
testing a given ski!.~, one involved an incx:ease in the size of a 
\ · 
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71 
inc~uded in the-format of the test items, and the names of populations 
' 
' und~r consideration were under~ned, to facilitate. interpretation of 
.·. 
test items. 
Test items were of the "open-endecf response" type. Subjects 
we~~ provided with space on which to write their response and were 
I 
. 
in~tructed to· provide hrief reasons xor their responses~ This open 
fotmat provides some measure of whether or not subjects' answers repre-
' I 
. . 
sented guessing on the part of students. Fur~her, it provides a means 
. . \ 
' 
·t · t9 identify · particular. student misconceptions when they exist. 
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_ The-tes~ instrument was field tested using 37 .grade ten biology 
~tudents . wfio were of similar background to 'the target population. 
. · .· ~ ./ t. ' . . . ' ' •, . ' . . 
Revisions in the original test were made to improve langilage level -and 
clarity ~f . inst~uct~ an.d . d~a&rams· . 
'-<t> 
The posttest was identical in format to the pretest, except 
. 
for th.e' order in which: items testing -part.icular skills appeared • 
In order to ensure good content validity be~ore testi~g, two 
experienced biology teachers and a science educatqr rated the con-
gruence between test items and behavioural statements of the related -P 
skills and found i~ appropriate. Tetrachoric correl'ation coefficients 
were computed to determine the degree ~f correlation between test items 
' . 
testing the same skill, for both the prete~t and posttest. In order to 
improv~ the consistency of measurement of student responses to · test 
i~ems, all . tests were m,a:J;"ked by" one per.son (the researcher)' it~m by 
item, and then remarked hy th~ researcher, test by test. The results 
of both marking_ procedures were compared for consistency. A second · 
' ·.: ...... '.it! . . . 
marker correcfea ·IO% of the test papers and these results were compared 
with. tho a~ of the first marker for-- consisten~y. 
I ' • ' 
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As previously ~ted, the remedial booklet was design~d for 
use in the determination of trana:fer of learning; In order to deter-· ..> 
mine the existenc!e and strength of transfer of learning from sub-
. . 
ordinate to superordinate skills, subjects ~ere assigned remedial 
booklets and requested to complete assigned sections. 
The remedial booklet consisted of nine ' units. Each unit cor-
responded to a particular element in the .hypothes1.zed hierarchy. The 
. . . \ 
units were sequenced according to tbe hypothesized hierarchicai order, 
beginning with the lower skills of the hierarchy and continuing to the 
terminal skill. . ...-· 
Gagn~ (1962, . p. 35 7f has identified four main functions to be 
served by instruction in a learning hierarchy. These include informing 
Cll 
the learner of the nature .of the performance to be learned; helping the 
:· ~ .-~- .; 
learner to identify appropriate components of the stimulus situation, 
' :("' 
such·as new symbols and .ter~s; establishing high_recallability of the 
~ ·' -
elements in the hierar~hy; and providing g~~dance .·!:O. ~~ .inking. 'In 
designing the remedial 'booklet, care was taken to ensure that Gagne's 
suggestions were heeded in the instruction of •each unit • 
. Each unit began w±th a statement of the skill to be ' learned. 
" The instructions which followed attempted to stimul~te the recall of 
. relevant subordinate elements and to guide the ~dir~ction .of thinking. · 
In each case, explanations of how ·the present. element reiated to· other 
element!} in the hierarchywere provided, in addition to a diagrammatic 
o , • I • , 
, . . 
. ,. 
representation iri the form of ? flow chart! fash.foned aft'er t he 
hypothesized hierarchical arrangement of skills. The remedial units 
attempted to lin~ the skill to be learned with the subjects'. general 
... 
.·' ... 
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73 
kno~ledge by utilizing · subj~ct matter and examples which were familiar . 
to ~he subjects. For example, food web_s were often comprised of native 
Newfoundland species. . Occas ~onally, mo~e exotlc examples (prehis tor i.e 
. food . web, arctic food web) we~e used in an effort to catch the learner's 
'-
interest. At ·the:.end of each unit a ·· "Test Yourself" section was pre-
sented. in which students wor~ed through three sample questions testing 
. • . t"f · . 
. the objective of the· unit, . t •.n:.Wer key wAs provided, for feedback . 
. Finally", there are many aspects of personal iilstruction between 
teachers and their students which serve to motivate, persua'de and estab-
' . !ish a _ttitudes ·and values •. In a\ attempt to provid~ these aspects of 
teaching to ~the learning program, the design of the booklet also ·incor-
• .. . ' {l, . 
~orated ptctures; comic characters, encouraging words and · humour. This 
'"e' - . 
~ ' . 
aspect was also itnportant to the experimental design, in that 
:ere instru~ted. to' .do all r~!fia;I. work On the;r OWn .time, as 
students 
homework ; 
It was hoped that stud~nts would be more willing to complete the work 
' if· the exercise was, not .too formal • 
The booklet· was examined by a science instructor 'and three 
., 
biology teachers with respect to its suitability ·.for the test popula,:-
tion. Revisions were .made ,to accommodate · the su-ggestions of these 
The design, instrumentation and prq~edures described in this . 
. . . 
chapter produced the data which were used to test the validi;tY of the 
hypothesized hierarchy and to identify prevalent student · misconcepti ons, ·-
The analysis of these data is discussed in the next chapter. 
·. 
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Chapter 4· 
RESULT~ AND DISCUSSION .-
. ' 
Introduction •• · 0:: 
' I . 
· The data which are used to test the.· v~~idi~y ·~f a hypothesized 
learning hierar~hy, ~re deriyed ~rom responses· of a ~umbe~ of individ-:-.. .-
uals to ite~ t~sting intellect~al skills comprising the 'hierarchy. · · 
The validity and reliability of these tests are therefore very impor-
tant . This chapter begins by considering the validity and reliability . 
of the tests applied in the present .st.udy. This is followed by dis-
.. . 
cussions of the application of two psychometric validation procedures, 
the ordering-theoretic method developed by Bart and othe_rs {B~V'& .Krus, 
... 
1973; Airasian & Bart, 1975) and, where appropriate, the Dayton and 
Macready. (1976a) scaling ·method, Upon ~onsideration of the results of 
these analyses, a decision regarding the validity of the hypothesized 
hierarchy is made and a psychometrically validated hierarchy is pre-
sented. This hierarchy is further investigated with respe~t to the 
. ' 
degree of ~~ansfer of learning which pccurs from subordinate. to ~elated 
superordinate ·skills, using a procedure developed by Griffiths (1979, 
. p. 196)_ • 1 The hierarchy which emerges . at this stage represents the 
·validated hierarchy of the present study, 
A further aspect of · the present study involves the·.presentation 
' I • ' 
~f ' misc~ncepti!)ns ·which are helj. by subjects ~ith regard .to the food ' 
'web concept. 
ciis'cuss~d. 
Misconceptions which .commonly emerged are' indicated and 
.· 
.. ' 
. . . 
.• ' 
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A computer program developed by Dayton and Macready (l976b) 
. .,a_f}_ used in the application of the Dayton and Macready analysis. Other 
statistical procedures were p~rf_ormed using the SPSS statistical 
package (Nie, Hull, Jenkins, .st'einbrenner &: Bent, 1975), unless_ other:. 
------
··wise indicated. 
Validity of the Food Web SkillS Tests 
The ordering-theoretic and Dayton and Macready m~thods) as well 
as the test of transfer used in the present study, require a decision 
of the mastery stal:us of each individual with respect to each intel-
, 
. : 
·: . l 
l . • . 
. u 
lectual skill in the pypothesized hierarchy. - As a result, -- the- food- we-bf-------i---
.pretest and posttest are essentially compose"d of nine small criteiion-
referenced tests, one for each skill being tested ~ Gagn~~(l969) 
' ' 
suggests that the most important consideration in the construction of 
criterion-referenced tests is that they should have good content · 
validity. -To ensure this, two . experienced -biology teachers and a 
" __ ._ --. -- ---
science educator examined the congruence between each test item and 
the corresponding behavioural statement of the related skip. All items 
were considered to be acceptable by all reviewers. The pretest and 
postte' items were then piloted using two classes of grade ten biology · 
students who were not part of the ,main study. Analysis of the pilot 
data indicated the need for some changes in the test instr~ments. The 
~ormat . of the test items was altered to specify that stude"Ats 
indicate the\effect of a change in one population on a second' 
population in terms of a size change~ The purpo.se of this ·change was 
to discour age students from employing concepts other than predat()_r·prey 
: relationships in their responses,, . as c~~c~p~s ~.-as "competiti~n" and 
' .. 
, .. 
'\ ··• .... ..  -.. 
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76 
• . 
"predator switching strategies11 w:ere not investigated Jn the present 
study • . ;te~ testing Skill 6 ("Given · a food weh diagram, the subject 
·· indicates all possible pathways ~hrough which the effect .of a change in 
. o 
~ne population is transmitted to a second popu;J..ation") were rewritten 
because results from the pilot study indicated that subjects' misinter-
preted the items, or indicated that they did not un~erst11nd the . 
instructions. Tlli~ skill. proved to be difficult to test in the 'form 
of a written test item, .however, items were rewritten in an attempt to '· 
clarify the task at hand. Another change involved .the inclusion, in · 
each item, of a reminder that arrows in . the .food web diagram ran from 
!• 
; . 
..... I , 
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to be verbal information, ·and not an intellectual skill; hence, it was 
not considered to b.e ~ part of the hierarchy and was therefore provided 
within the instructions of each test ~tem. 
Reliab il~o_f __ ..the-E.ood.....Web._Skil.ls.-Tes ts - --- --' ---· · -· p . 
----- - -
: ·· 
. , .. 
• • .• •.•',1 
.. 
.. 
In the present study, each pai r of items. testing a. given skil.l 
is used primarily to .determine the mastery or nonmastery status. of 
' ' 
subjects for 'that skill. Because each test ·of a skill consists of only 
. . 
two items, conventional test reliability statistics ~.aningful. 
However, it is reasonable to assume that if two items reliably test the 
same skill, there should be a large positive correlation betw~en 
students 1 responses to these items. 
Test ite~ w.ere scored dichotomouslyr acceptal?le responses were 
assigned a score of 11111 , and incorrect responses were assigned' a score 
. of "O". The degree of relationship between dichotomously scored • 
:- . 
. va~.iables ·may be represented bY. two different correlation coefficients. 
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One of these, the phi coefficient, is. the Pearson product-moment 
correlation coeffi.cient~}lpplied to dichotomous data. The second is 
the tetrachoric correlation coefficient. The tetrachoric coeffi:cient 
,. 
is the preferred coefficient for dichotomous data when the two 
variables being compared may logically be assumed to be continuous, 
'with their joint distribution forming a bivariate normal distribution 
- .--=-. 
77 
(Walker & Lev, 1953,· p. 274; Tate, 1955, p. 259). If these a~sumptio~ 
are valid, use of the phi coefficient as an index o~ relationship 
undere~timates the relation petween the two variables (Gla.ss & Stanley, 
1970, p. 16~ ?.:-
... 
,_.,..J . ... 
... -... 
The interpretation of the tetr-achoric coefficient can only be 
meaningful to the .extent that the underlying meastirements conform to 
· the model of a_normal bivariate surface. Carroll (1961, p, 362) 
suggests that even when psychological characteristics are not distri-
buted exactly in conformity to the normal distribution, any distribution 
I 
in which deviation from central tendency becomes successively rarer as 
a function of the magnitude of the deviation is, in. all probability, a 
good approxi.Jnl:ltion to the normal distribution. This appears · to be 
. "'.; .. - "'1 
· true for most of the abilities being measured by test items in this 
~ . . . 
.,. 
study. In addition, the 11 111 and 11011 scoring categories may be con-
" . sidered a dichotomy of an underlying continuous ability variable where 
individuals above a certain tb,reshold value on the 11bility variable . 
pass the item, and ~hose below it fail. This tends to ~e sup~orted by 
the data, where subjects 1 responses indicated varying degrees of 
. ' 
corr~ .. ~~~s.~ and incorrectness. Had' i~ems b~en assigned a different 
marking scheme, for . example', five marks per item rather than one, a 
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As a result of the p;eceding considerations, the tetrachoric 
c~rrela~ion coefficient was used as an index of the degree of correla-
tiOI) between the two test items measuring -a given skill. · The value of 
.. 
. . 
a tetrachoric coefficient. ·is . determined from the results of a matrix 
indicating ' the sc~res for two items testing a given skill'. Figure..,. 6 
.illustrates such a matrix for two items; 11X11 and 11Y11 • The letters A, · 
B, C and D represent the frequencies of each of four cells comprising 
the matrix, where e,g.ch cell indicates a different pattern of scores 
for the two skills. 
·, ' 0 
When the marg_inal distributions of the two 
variables are symmetrical, such that the ·proportion of students master-
_:_j._i_!g.:_one-- item if! similar to the proportion- mastering the seco_n_d..,!,c__t_h_e ___ __: _ __ -;-'----
· following ·equation may be used to determine the value· of the tetra-
I 
choric coefficient ( r tet) 1 \ (1) 
whe're.-·A, B, C and D ·correspond to' the cell frequencies- indicated .in the 
matrix shown in Figure 6. If the assumption of ~ymmetry of distribution 
of scores cannot be met, aubstantiai errors · may result by using Equation 
•. 
1. If the propot.tion of subjects failb\g either skill departs greatly 
from 0.50, an overly high estimate of the t .etrachoric coefficiEmt is 
produced. The . distribution of test scbre!t_ in the · present study were 
I. 
asymmetrical . As 'a result, Jenki ns' ' (1955) modification for skewed 
I , 
. data was · applied . -Tetrachoric correla:tion coefficients _for pairs of 
pretest and post test items are shown· in Table 1. The significance 
I 
level rc:u>orted in this table represents 'the level ' a_t ·which the null 
hypothe~is of no -correlation between-th~ test items ·.can be · r e.ject:ed_.' . . 
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Figure 6. An item matrix , for the determination of 
a tetrachoric correlation coefficient. 
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Tetrachoric Correlation Coefficients (rtet> Between , Items 
Testing Skills of .the Hierarchy 
. ... 
\:orresponding Skill -·sample Size rtet p Tesi: Items . (n) ., 
'-
; , 
i 1 2,13 149 .85 < .05 
2 ' 5,18 161 
* 3 6,15 135 .62 < .01 
Pretest 4 10,16 . I 118 .79 <.001 5 4, 7 . 163 . 72 <.001 
. 6' 12,17 . 78 .87 <.001 
7 1,14 169 * 
...l ' 8 9,11 182 




1 4,1i ' 164 
* 2 ,2,17 135 
* 3 5,18 123 ' 
* 
Post test 4 6,10 164 .75 <.001 5 1,16 . 143 .89 < .01 
6 7,14 . ' . 130 ·.98 <.001 
. \ 7 -3;12 161 1~-~~ (.001 
8 9,13 157 ;95 <.001 
9 8,15 149 .75 . <.001 
* . . . 
rtet could not be determined for items · for•which zero frequencies 
occurred in at least one cell of the datA matrix. 
.· 
. ,- . 
' , ,' 
·1 :; ~ ' . 
. ....... 
- ' I 
' . . . 
. .. 
.· . 
' · ... 
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81 
The range of the tetrachoric coefficient is not restricted by 
disparate marginal totals of the matrix from whfch ·it is determined. 
As a result, the values, which · the tetrachodc coefficient can attain 
' rangt"'from ·-1 to +1, and the tabled values .can be interpreted accord-
! 
• ingly. ·Ideally, any individual sho~ld ·consistently answer both items 
,.,. testing a gi')T.en skill. However, ~n practice such pe_rfect agreement 
i's seldom found. . The sample size (n~ .indicated in Table 1 varies as a· 
result of student' absences · and tbe?classifi_cation o'f responses whi~h : . 
were ·difficult t'o interpret as· mi~_sing data. 
The tetrachori~ correlation co~fficient cannot be. determined 
if one or more cell.s in : ~he s~ill matrix _have ·a frequency of ~ero, ,·As 
a.result, · tetrachoric coefficients cout'd not be - determined from the 
pretest -data for ·skills 7, 8 and J. because none ·of ·the r sample correctly 
. • .. ·· . .. ' . -
answered -items test in~ these sk~lla. 
_. . . . - ~ 
However, tetrachodc' coefficie_nts _ · 
-were determine~ from t~e posttest dat~ for parallel items testing these · 
skills and -werq found to be highly significant. · Skil-ls 1 and. 3 were 
· mastere~.- by most students on the P9,sttest. ~s a result, zero frequen-
. cies occurred -in at• lea'st. one ceil in each" of the correspondi~g 
. . ' ' . 
matrices. Althous-h tetr~choric coefficients. could not be determined 
\ . 
for -these · skill,S in the post test, paral:lel. items ~er-~ ·found · to correlate_ 
we_ll in the analysis ~f pre~est data. Both items testing Skil~ 2 were -
· answered correct'ly by 9_7. 51. of the pretest sample and 98.51. of . the . · 
post test sample, respectively. · As 'a re_sult; tetrachoric coefficients 
-~ 
. cou-l_d not ' be· determined . for _items testing this skil-l. . All other tetra· 
. . 
· choric co~fficients indicated _a high degree of correlation between the 
. . . 
two items testing a ghe,n skill, . as indicate'd in _Table 1. 
-· 
' . 
' . ,, . 
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·.~,. ·) · 
Application of the qrderin~-Theoretic Method 
·- . 
':-<11> ... . . 
In order to determine whether the arrangement' of intellectual 
skills presented in the hY,pothesized hierarchy represents a learning 
. ~ . . 
hierarchy which is. valid psychometrically, hypothesized hiera:r~;hical 
connections were tested · initially by the ordering-theoretic method. 
· \ Ideally. this .method. should be applied to ·only the pretest data~ · 
There is a possibility that the pos.ttest data could be biased as a 
.. 
resu~t of subjects'· prior exposure to the remedial booklet; although 
this effec·t would probably be _slight. In the present study it was· 'not 
pos&ible to use only prete~t data because all subj ects failed the upper 
three skills of the hierar~hy on the pretest {Table 2). This made 
test:ing or' connections which involved these skills impossible. Hence, 
it was-necessary to utilize post test data for · the analySis of co~nec-
tiona· among these skills. The number of subjects used to test each 
hierarchical connection was not constant ... fiiffer~nces in sample size 
resulted from the needtfb elimipate· subiects with intermediate· test 
scores, who as a result could not be classified as possessing or lacking 
a given skill, · and subjects whose responses were i ncomplete or difficult 
to interpret, from the sample in each case. As ~ result, ·tb~ sample 
ranged from a min·t..mum of 67 subjects to a maximum ·of 147 subjects in 
the pretest, and from 83 subjects ' to .135 subjects in the posttest . 
As indicated in Chapter 2, the order~ng-theoret;ic ~thod tests 
relat'~onships between pairs of skilis; · The percEm~age of subjects who 
... !.:~~"· . 
fail the subordinate ak.il~ of a pair, but pass the superordinate skill. 
·is identified and d~signated ·as exceptions to the hierarchical connec-
I 
I 
. · .. 
tion. In .the pr~s.ent·/tudy,- up to' 5% ' excep~ions _were taken to represent ~ ~ 
. . . ;• ' 
· .. 5 an allowable leye1, a'nd · th~ test was applied in both' the. hypothesi~ed 
. . 
. ' • . 
. .. .. ~· ._ 
·: · .· -- ,- '\ -~ . h. -~- ~ .. 
... . 
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f 
and reverse .direction. Table 3 contains . the percentage of exceptions 
for each pair of skills in both directions. For a connection to he 
considered valid, the ·percentage of exceptions should be less than 5% 
for the hypothesized direction, and more than that value in the reverse 
direction for a giy,en connection. The interpretation of Table 3 may 
be aided by an "'illustrative example. Consider the tabled pretest data 
, 
for Skills - 2 and 5. For the connection -in which S1till 5.is taken to 
:~ · ' 
be superordinate to Skill 2, there are no exceptions (0%) indicated. 
~ -
This means none of 'the subjects tested exh~bitedSkill 5 without also 
exhibit'ing Skill 2. Thus, a hierl!rchical relationship is suggested. 
Consider the reve·rae connection in'whicb Skill 2 is taken to be super-
84 
5. _ Tab_h _ 3 indi'~tes there were 13·. 3% 'exceptions to --/ -. - . -ordinate 'to Skill 
this ,connection. This means that . 13.3% of the subjects tested e~hibited 
Skill 2 but did not exhibit Ski\1 5. The'se data offer strong support for 
• I ' 
the hypothesis that Ski 11 5 is superordinate to Skill 2, as the number of 
exceptions was less than the criterion value of 5% in the hypothesized 
direction, · and. exceeded . that value in the reverse direction. 
Befo,re considering ~he . results of the ordering-theoretic 
ari.aly_sis, it is important to note the ~allowing situations which limit 
\ the applicability of this method: 
If few subjects pass both skills in the connection under test,· 
it is not possible to 'test the connection. (Case A} 
If few subjects .fail both skills irr-the connection under test, 
it is not possible to t~st the connection • . (Case B) 
The pretest data of the- present study · suggest the food web hierarchy 
·may-·be subdivided, up~n consideradon of the situa(:ions described above . 
Table 2 indicates that Skills 7, 8 and 9 appear to fal~ : into category. A'"' 
' . ' 
while Skills 1, 2, 3, 4 and, , perhaps, 5 ' fall into category B; ·S.kill 6· 
I • ~ ~ ... ·. · , '"- ... 
"-.: · 
- -·~. -· -. . 
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Tab1e 3 
• .. 
Ordering-Theoretic Results: Percentage of Exceptions to Hierarchical Connections 
. 
Superordinate Skill _;. 
.. ,.., 





1 1 0.0 
' 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
. . 
. 2 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 o.o 
I :\.,: ·~; 3 2~1 -..s-? o.o 0.0 
·:: ; . S_ubordina te 4 4.5 2.1 o.o o.o o.o 
. t ... ·. . -_:_~f:~ Skill s 13.3 ~ o.o 0.0 (Pretest) · 6 0.0 0.0 o.o 
· . :.·_f 7 ·97.8 98.5 93.8 93.3 20.6 o.o < I , ~ 8 97.8 97.3 Jot?; !Yo 93.1 78.8 20.9 o.o 
._ '- j 
9 97.8 98.·9 94-.9 92.3 75 . 0 19.0 0.0 o.o .. : ; 
- ~<:': 
. ' ~ 
: ·· . ~ . 
~- · (f~d} 
.:r.!-: 1 o.o o.o 0.0 o.o o.o • •:.J. • .~· 
.. ~·..:.. .;:0~&;-r~ · . 2 -. 0.0 0 . 0 o.o o.o o.o 
.• -.~ .. - 3 2.7 o.o o.o 
.. ~ubordinate 4 3.7 1.8 0.0 0.0 .. . / . 0.0 
Skil1 .. s 3.3 . 0 . 0 0.0 
·-: .. {Post test) 6 
-' 
0.9 l 0.9 . o.o 
. . .. 
, 7 32.1 35. 7. 25.3 27.7 ·12.0 o.o 
i 8 34.9 35.4 .. . 28.8 22.6 11.1 ~ 0.0 .. 
' .. I 9 74".8 7f:t.2 63.9 65.7 68.0 4~.5 28.0 25.8 
·' . ...... :! .. . 
. · . . ; 
- =- · -
· · · .,..1 
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86 
.appears to b~ moderately difficult. It is not .d.ifficult to .test the 
va],idit~~.hypothe.s~.ze_d coimection between any .skill in. the A cate-
gory an'd any akiJ.l in the B category; . however _it is .not 'poss:ible to 
, I ' 
test connections between skills within the A category. Similarly, but 
' ,,. ' ' 
to a.lesser extreme, it is difficult to test connectiops between skills 
. ' 
' ·.,F 
within the B category. For connections !lmong. category A ski 118 (Skills 
7, · 8 and 9); it is po~s.ible . to te'st connections. by using posttest data, 
as s~bstantially m~re subjects were stitcessful i~ these'' skills on the " 
' • • • • • • • t. • ' 
post test. How~ver, th~ difficu~ty in t .esting connections. among cate-: 
gory B skills (~kills 1, 2~ 3, 4 ~nd 5) becom~s magnif:led.,in the post··. 
test da~a, as more subjects became successful :ln these skills .on the 
posttest • . Gi'v~n this, · the pretest dpta were use•d to te.st conr:tec_tions · 
which involved two cat~gory B skills, and, connecti.on~ between a category 
A skiil an_d a category B sk~ll. . However, posttest data were used to 
test connections inv~lving t1ro category B s'kills.' ' Skill · 6 was tested 
. ' \ . ' 
on each set of. data. 
Consider first the . connections between ·a _cat.egory. A skill and 
• ' "a category B skill, and those betwe~n a . category 'A· ~ki:U.-·and · Skili 6. 
(> • 
• j .,,v· . .• · • . 
Skil_l 9 is hypo,the~ized to be siiperordina~e ·to each of Skills .1,· ,2, 3, · 
·4, 5 an.d 6_. Skill 7 ~ is hypothesized to be s~per.otdinat~ . to each o£" 
Skills 1, 2, 3, -4 and 6 . . Sk.ill 8 is hypoth~eized to b~ superord.inate 
to Skills · 1, 2, 4, 5 ana 6: · Table 3 indicates there were no exceptio~e 
to any of these hypotliesized conn~ctions • . ~nvereely, for, the· reverse· · 
'. .. .. 
relationships in each of these connections, the percentage of exceptions 
. . . 
. ~ . .. 
. ' . 
were much la7;ger than would be _ p~rmltt~d by · even a 57. to.lerance level 
of exceptiQ,_ne in eac~ case·: Renee, · all connections bet~een each of 
' ' . 
_Skti lls 7, -~ apd .9 a~d ail other ~kills in the• hierarchy were supported. 
.. 
:, .. ' 
i~ ' 
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As . indicated in Table 3, · t~e s8m.e pattern ~f result.s. was obse,ed 
the pos·tte~t data, except that the percentages of exceptions were 
87 
for 
' . lower i~· the ~ase of the reversed· . connection~; however 'they were still I'; 
much greater than 5%; For the co~nections . between Skill 7 and Skil:f 6, 
·and. between Skill · 8 and Skill 6, respect;,ively, 0.9% of the sample (one . 
. . · · . . · . 
s~bject) ~bited Skiil 7 and Skil~.S but not Skill 6. In all cases 
the hypothesized ·relationships were s~pport~d by the posttest· 'data. 
In the p.osttest, a l~rger pro-portion of the .sample eXhibited 
.... 
_mastecy of .Skills 7 ~ 8 and 9 (Table 2) • . Hence it was possible to · use 
. 
' . 
• • 4. • 6 . 
these data· to test . connections among these s}:tills. · Examination of 
# . 
·. ' 
Tabie 3 indicates Skill 9 · was supero~dinate · to . each of Skills 7 and 8, 
\ 
-'with. no· exc'eptions; Conv~rseiy, 28.0% of the sample exhibited Skill 7 
•' ' ' • I ' • .. • : ' : • • • ' ' ' 
.·btlt riot Skil.l .9,-.. ai:td 25.S,% .·o.f the s.ample .exhibited .. Skilf 8 but not . 
. . . . . ·I ' . . .. . . . . 
Skill 9 • These · d~ ta s,upport the hypo the sis that Skill 9 is super~ . . 
ordinate to each. of ' Skills . 7· and 8. · 
·considering the cat~,&ory B skills, Tabl~ . 2 indi~tes that very . 
. .. .. ... . . 
few subjects .failed. to e.xhib.it Skill 1 (91.3% mas~er!) ., Skill 2 (97 .5% · . · 
' · inastery), Skill ~ . (Sl..S% ~st~ry) .and ~kil~ 4 (83.1% mastery) in the· -. · 
. . "{' 
•. 
.. 
, pretest; Skill 5 was slightly more difficult · (62;0% mastery). Ma~~ery 
of these skills. was': e.;,en · greater · in. the posttest (Table 21. Because 
. few subjects · f ailed any of these skills, hypothesized connections 
between S~ills 1 and ·3, S~ills 1 and 4,, S;kilJ_s 2·.and 4·, and -Skills .. 2 
. . 
and 5 are difficult to test. This problem is less serious for the · 
-connection involving Skill 5, as this ,!-kill' appeat:ed ~~ be more difficult 
than the oth ers. In this ·case there were ~o exceptions' t o. t he 
hypothesized connection, and 13.3% exceptions to the . reverse coruiection 
' . . 0 . ' . . . . • ,.._. ' 
he tween the . skills ! Although i t i s expected . !-f a l earning hier~rchy · 
' I 
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88 
is· to be useful for instruction; that a . large .proportion of the sample 
I ~~ 
will achieve the earliest skills, ~he high 'degree of mas'tery. 0~ these 
skills' causes problems ~n the 'interpretation 'of results in: terms of a 
preset criterion level. Clearly, the criterion percentage of excep- ' 
.tions to a connection cannot be greater t~:tan the_ percen~age of subjects 
. fai'ting to show mastery of· the subor,!linate skill of a pair under test • 
. When the percentage mastery of both - s.kills in a given connection ·ts 
unusually h{gh, the "number of e-xceptions will be lim~ ted; ·as few 
.subjects. fail t.o inaster one of the skills in . the connectlon~ Th.e'refo.re, · 
· typical levels of allowed exception!? .are no l 'onger mean.'ingftil. This 
' . . 
... 
appeared to b'e th~ · case:.for connections involving :skills ·1,· 2, 3 and 4.' 
. . . ' . '~ 
Some measure· of the ~alidity of these connections . is su~ge~ted 1 · ho~ever, 
. . ' 
'when one · cons~ders that of th~ sma~l pr~portion ~f the ·sa~p~e· who ·did . 
not master both . skiils ~ there were no exceptions· to · the hypothes~ze_d. · 
connec~ionsl while there were 2.1%, 4.5%1 - ~·. 1%·an~ _ 13.3% ex~eptions _, 
.. 
respectively, to rev~rse connections between Skills 1 and 31 Skills 1 
an_d 4 1 Skills 2 and 4 1 . ~nd Skills 2 and 5 . It appear~ t'hat. the · direc~ · 
ti.on of the difference- in exceptions ob_served. fo~ the hypqthesized an~ 
. . 
reversed connections tends to support ' the - ~ypothesized connections .. 
0 • • ' • • • • • 
However, . this interpretation should -be treated with . some- caution. Some 
support for the hypotb~size.d connec.tions is also ~uggested from a con-
. . 
. side_rat.ion of the ·relat~ve difficulties · of ' the skills. Table 2 indi- · 
cates : that in the . pret~.s'tl '91 . 3% .o·f. the sample exh~bit~d"'mast~ry or. 
,c· . . . \. 
· S~ill 1 1 while o~ly 81.5% exhibited m~sterPof 'Skill 3, .and 83.1% 
exhibited master of Skill 4, respe!:t i vely .. . L.ikewise1 97 ~ 5'7. of the 
E!amp_le ex~ib-~t-ed 'mastery of Skill 2 I compared to 83 .1'7. ~nd Q2 . o%'1 
' I • ' , 
' respectively.,~ for Ski_lls 4 and 5. The. apparent differences .in tbe 
. , 
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·relative di·fficulty levels of these skills· are also in the direction . 
• 
of the hypothesized re)ati<inships_~among, them. ' ·. · 
·: . . 
In principle 'it -~o4ld be possible to test connections between 
.. , 
these lowir skills directly, as suggested by'wttite and. Gagn~ (1974). 
~ . 
. Briefly, they suggest that the validity of a hypoth,esized eonne~tion 
• 
Clln be tested . by using two groups of learners . . One group ~s taught 
,the hypothesized" lower skill of the pair, · and then the upper. The 
second group is · taught only the up,per skill. The hy~othesized co·nnec-
., 
'! 
'tion is then considered "alid if more of th~ first group acquire the 
f 
~uperordinate skill than those .. of the second group. Unfortunately, ~ 
• ' , • • ' • , I ' 
·. 
one limitation · of this procedure which was n .oted by White .and Gagne 
(1'974) appears to apply to thi~· s'ituati~n. ~ecause ·of ' the nature 
.. \ 







.. . : • 
. ' . . ... ' : 
' 
· .. C:)f . i:he skills iitvo~ved, t~aching the ~pper. ~kil.ls ·(Skiils 3, 4 and .5) . I') - · ' . ,' 
... . ..... ~ 
' ·~ 





,. . .,_ 
.. ' :.• : 
f ·. , • I 
. ' 
. 
' would. necessarily involv,e instruction ' in the "lower skills (Skills f 
and 2). . ' In addition, because the . lower. skills, deal with predator-prey 
relationships which most grade ten ·biology students may have been · 
expose·d to through day-to-day experiences, it would be difficult · to 
assume that in teaching one gro~i> of stu~ents only\ the~ .. ':lpper skill ·ff . 
a . hypotheSized connection that they would have no 
lower skill. · 
It may he possible .that a stud'y involving s~bject's .much younger · 
._.thitn those used in the present ;~tudy would p~rmi~ ;he · po_s'sibili~y ·of ~ 
' . ' . ~ .. , 
op.portunity to pursue this 
indicate stronger support for the hypothe- . 
~ - . ' . 
lowe %,' ski'·fls·. U~fortunately, there was no 
' .. .' .J ., . 
possipiliti!-tn the present study·. I) 
more exceptions and thereby 
sized· cpnnections invol~ing 
All :connectio~s in the hypothesized hierar_chy (Figure 4, 
. . ,. 
"t\0:.. 
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ordering-theoretic analysis. Application or this method suggests that 
• I ' • 
the data are consistent IW.ith J:he hypothesized hierarchy, altqough as . a' 
result ·of the high degt;_ee of mastery of the lower skills, . connectiqns · 
amo~g these skills remain ·tentative. In the next,. section, the Dayton 
and Macready method is applfed to determine the goqdness . o_f fit of the 
h~pothesized hierarchy to the data. . 
Application. of the, Dayton and ·Macre~dy Method 
The Dayton and Macready method is described in detail in 
Chapter 2. 
... 




the hypothesized hierarchy -is _determined through both a chi-square. 
analy.sis and .the determination o~ a likeliho~(:i rat_io expressed · as· a · 
"· 
. chi.:.square·. · In computing the value of the likelihood ratio,· the Dayton 
~ -
and Macready method yields estimates of the misclassificatim\ param-
~ 
eters needed to · provide a fit between the data and .the hypothesized 
I > •• •• 
.~ ~ r 
hierarchy. As these values increase, confidence iii the hierarchy 
decreases • 
... 
It is very important that subjects are properly classified as 
masters or nonmasters of each skill comprising the hierarchy; before 
applying the Dayton 'and Macrr.eady analysis. For this reason, subjects 
who received an intermediate scor~ of 11111 , and who therefore could not 
be. clearly classified as possessing or lacking a giveri skill, were 
f . . 
omitted from the analysis.· 
·'' 
The results .of the ordering..rtheor'etlc anillys·is indicated there · 
. -I . 
were no excep~ions to connections between category B. skills and cate'gory 
A skills. Hence, all pattern vectors which are inconsi~tent with the 
. hypothesized hierarchy"' would have a frequency : of zero • .. Similarly, 
' ., 
: ; ~ . 
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. , 91 
there were no exceptions. to connections. among skill a in category .· B~ and 
. I 
' - . ' ' 
to connections. he tween Skills 8 and 9 ~ ~kills · 7 and 9, . and S.ki~ls. ·6 ~nd 
9 of the category A akills. · The most stringent test · of the · hY,Pothe- .. 
' . '~ 
. . .· . . 
sized· hierarchy would therefore oexclude these· connections, as they . . :?~ 
preclude _..any· inconsistent patte-rn vectot:s·, As a result, ~he · Dayton and 
Macready analysis was ·applied to the postt~ _data f _or Skills 6, 7 and 
.. ,. r· 
8 only, as . these were the only· connections in which s.ome except~ons were 
observed. 
· The ·null hypothesis· U?der test is .that there ·is.no· si~nific'ant··. 
difference between th.e. obsery_ed-,--ffequency of response patterns · and 
... [ 
j 
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I '" • • • '. ~ ! .' 
·' 
' 
. ·; . :: 
I ' :'! 
' !. I ' ,' . I>J • I ·. . . ~ 
I • . I 
·- . .... ' . . . / . .• . . ~. : . ]. 
·· .. -_those acceptable un~er the assumption that the hi~~-.;_rchy is valid •. · . / ·· . . .' .: 
.· · ··:. ' .. . ' . ·.· t:,.'rf) ' . . .. _~: . . ' . ' . -.·/ ·. . :i 
· , Large values. of the ~axT likelihood estimate and-· ~e misclassifica- · ;·. ·.··.· ,·.- .· ·;:-:: 
•i . tion. Parame '~.~~ indiC~ e., I oriteria tor the rejection ~£ . ,~. h ~·:~~~hy . . 1 , : . . : _I' ,., 
·under test. ·Likewise, a ! sig~ificance · level of less th~n 0. 05 f~r · the / . . ' ,. , , .·~ 
·, . . . ' : ' . . . · .. · . . - l . . I · .. 
' . 'i 
maximum likelihood ~s.timate wouid indicate ~ lack of sufficient cor- . /. . ' . ·, ; 
.· .respohdence betw.~en \he hterarchy . under test and the data. ,/ . . . 
. . I , 
J . •. / 
The results of the Dayton and Macready analysis indicated the 
... 
I 
hypothesized connections. between Skills 6 and 7, and Skills 6 and 1B .. · 
,, i 
were consistent w:lth the data, with :a maximum likelihood ·estimate of 
; 
0.94 and a 
/ 
sign~icance level greater than 0. 80. . Like_ the maxpnum 
es.t~:t·e: the valu:s ~f the misclassificatiob parameters ' were -likelihood 
, I • . 
also small (guess.:lng paramet~r estimate = 0.00; forgetting pa;ram!!ter. 
estimate· = 0.02). 
/ 
The iesul tS. of . . I I the Dayton and· Macready analysis. support the 
. . ' / ' . 
hypothesized hierarchy. Hence~ ~he hi~rarchy indicat~d in Figure 4 
(.Chapter 3) ia. considered psychometrically valid • . In the section which 
/ 
{allows~ . the transfer aspect of· the food web hleratchy. ~ill 
. ~~- ' . 
/. II 
· · ·· - · -· - --- .-~ ..... -.. ~ ..... • ·. - - ~ ___ .,. __ _ 
' • . ... ~ ' • . ~, I' 
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· · Transfer of Learning· Within . the F:ood We? Hierarchy 
Research question 2 is co·nc·erned -'with the existellc.e of ~ransfer 
~~ , . / , r . 
of learning from ·subordinate 'to related superordi~te skills 'in the food ·· .. 
web 'hierarchy~ . A~ indica_ted in Chapter 2, Gagne's index of propo'rtion 
. 9 "- -. 
positive tran~fer and othez: indices rel,ated to it are not COO:Bidered to 
. ~ . 
be acceptable tests of' th'e degree of transfer between skills in a. nier-
' . 
archy. In order to invbtigate the exist.ence of positive transfer in 
J . 
the present study a procedur~ developed by Griffiths (1'979, p. 196) was 
. . . 
This procedure was described in Chapter 3. Essentially it 
' .. . ' . . 
investigf(tes the relationship between gain of subordinate skills from . 
• ' ' .. ' ; . ' . 
pre~es:t to p~~ttest and gain of 'r!'!lated · ~uperordinate skills. . Foll~w~ng 
· regular classrool!l instru~t~on, students all skills 
'comprising the . hypoth~s,ized .·hierarchy·. In ord~r t . test for transfer, · 
. . 
remediai . insl:r~ction is provided fqr }\ch subj~~ t . n tllos~ .skills for 
. . . . 
· ' ·-
which they did ·nOt respond c~rrec.tly-j.n ' th,e, pre··test, 
• J ~ <-~ ... 'C ' -.. 
by a postte'st of all skills. Yate' s .c-orrected 
·used to determine if those subjects · who gai~ed prerequisite ski 
I 
· between testing. periods are more ·successful 'on posttest ·items testing 
. . I 
the · superordinate skills than are those subjects who failed' 'to gain the 
· prerequisite skills. 
,; 
•.'In'--ordei\lc~ investigate transfer usi~g 'this method, a sub-
. . . I 
stantial · number ·o'f subjects must fail to show ~stery of the hypothe-
. ' . 
. sized skills o!l the pr~tes t, as thest subjects comprise the sample to 
which the test of transfer. is applied, In: the case of· lower skills of . 
the hierarchy, .subj eets are ·less l _ikely to fail to ma~;~ ter both ski Us 
than in the case of higher . skills. ·. I n . the present· study, because a 
. ' 
large· proportion of th~ samp.le mastered most of the lower skills . of 
-:-· t~ . 
... . 
'· . 
... . :• ... 7 . ' ~ . , .. .. ·.-
~· 
~ ~ ~ ... \ ·!.:> • ,t : : · ·:: •.f-.':""··-:-~:-- ~ .. --i·~- · . . -: .~ .---. ''1 . • ': 
. i -·r .. : 
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•'I • 
·. hierarchy, the proportion ot"· a~bj ec.tB. who"· fa,fled't. i:o exiu.:bJ,~. these skills 
r ' • 
was too smqll to ·allow ·meaningful interpr~tat'ion of ~ .transf~r effect. 
As ·a reSlll t, co·nn_ec tiona among Skills ~, 2, 3, 4 . and 5 could· not be 
investigated for tranafer of learning. The resuits of .the applica'tio·n 
of the test of transfer for conne'ctions among Skills 6,_· 7, · ·a and 9 are 
. ' • 
. present~d . in Table· 4 . ·.·: .. 
Significant transfer of learning was found from Skill \to l?kill 
9 (p: < .OOl) and 'from Skill 8 to .Skill 9 (p <~ ·• 001). This implies that 
. . ' I,. . 
learning ;o.f Skills · ·7· .and 8 sho~ld significantly \ enhanc_e learni~g of 
. .. . . , . 
. ··~ill 9. · S~gnificant transf~r. c;>f .iearning w~s J1so indi~ated 'fr~m Skill 
. . . . . I . 
6te _sk·nr ·7 · Cp _ < .001~ and f~oni Skilf 6 tos_k~l~ 8 ~ < ._ ·.~olL' ·w~ich , 
suggests the learning of ·Skill _6 · sh~uld signific~ntly enhance the · 
: ~ ~ ~ .. . 
, . . ' ~ 
learning of , both . Skill '7 . and Skill 8. '·" 
' 
• In the present study, res~arch question i · couid only be answered 
··.· . . . ' 
; -;.· 
for ·the hypo-thesized ·connections among Skills 6, : 7, 8 and 9. ·These. 
i 
results were cons.is.tent with the hypothesized hi~rarchy. As ·a result, 
· the · hi~rarch:y Wich ·eme.rg·es upon completion of both psychometri~•1md 
. ! , . . 
transfer validation procedures includes relationships between skills 
. - i 
that have been psychometrically validated, as wel1 as several which have 
been validated both. psychometrically and with respect to a transfer ~ 
criterion, T·his hierarchy is presented in Figur·e ·: 7. 
Jn .the· ~inder. of this chapter, a discussion of co~on mis-
·"· .conceptiona which were identified .for the food web concept will be 
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Effect ~f.change In 
1 population on an~ '·' 
other on a dlttere 
• . · .c ·. · chain, >1 route. 
7 
Effect of change In 
1 population on an-
. other higher on t 
chain, > 1-route. .. 
3 
6 
Indicate all ro~te_s 
by'whlch effect . 
spreads from 1 · 
· ulat ion to another. 
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8 
Eff.ect of-change In 
1 'population on an-
other ·lower on the 
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Effect of change 1!1 
1 population on an-
other higher on th 
chain, 1 route. 
Effect of change In 
1 population on a 
other on a different 
chain, 1 route.: 
Effect of change in 
1 Population on. an-
other loWer on. the 
chain, 1 route. i . 
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1 
effect of change In . 
prey population on 
its predato;, 
2 
Effect ·of change In 
predator population 
on its prey. 
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· Figure 7. The .validated food web ,hierarchy. Note . * indicates tHbse 
connections which· are valid both . psychometrically. .and with 
respect to transfer • . All other .,.connecti<?ns are psychometri-
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· Note: - All subsamples · (n) are t~~en from thos.e' subJects failing l!oth skills of a par~icu1ar 
connection in the pretest. 
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As indicated in! Chapter 2, currently ·the:te -is ·much i,nJ;:Eii'est ·in · 
. ·. I 
. r . . . 
. the study and identific
1
ation of stud~nts' misconcepti'~ns of science . · . 
I 
concepts. Because the /learning 
. r 
hierarchy model len~s itself readily to . 
' ' ' () . . . . I 
an ana~ysis of misconc~ptions, an -impo~ta~t aspect 0~ the p~esent· stud}"' . 
I . . . . , . 
. · 'involves the . identif.i~ktion of st~dent.S I misconceptfo~~ COn~erni~ skills 
. . I . . . . . 
comprising the food web hierarchy. Although misconceptions inv_olving . · 
r 
skills related to the/ foqd web . co~ce~t were identified in the present 
study; it should be doted· that ~he remediai booklet was not designed to. 
: . , . I . . .• . . . . ··. 
deal:· S:pecif.i~ally .wi~h ~hese misconcept.ions. The . desi~n of · the st.'l!dy · ,.. .. 
. . ·I 
.requi~~d· · that · s.~bject:s be givgn th~ re~ed'ial booklet 'within- two . days . of·· 
. . I . . . . . . f •• 
.. .· ' ) ' 
the p'retest • . As ~ 1e~~lt, it ~as neces.sary to prepa17~ th.e ~~medial ·. 
booklet ~ell in advance of th~ amllysiS Of SUbjeCtS I miSCOnCeptiOnS; 
: . 'J '. ' ' 
. 'Test i~ems used in 'the present s 'tudy · followed a free-response 
,forma·t~ ·upon responding to a given item, ·subjects were asked to indicate 
the reasoning used ·in arriving at t~eir answers. · This· information pro~ed 
to b·e .useful 'in evaluating subjects' mastery status with respect to a ' 
. , . . .. 
given skill. Just as importan,1y, it w~.s . useful in providing informa-
,tion which gave· clues to subjects' misconceptions. In some cases, it 
was possible only to make inferences regarding a possible underlying . 
misconception, upon considering the errors niade by sub{ects; in other .· 
'· 
cases, subjects stated misconc,eptions openly. 
In order to identify misconce'ptions, all items which were· 
answered incorrectly on the pretest we:re .scrutinized. .. T.aken one item 
at a time, subjects' explanations of the. rat~onale used in answe~ing ' I •, 
.... 
· these itemS· were analyzed ' for key ·ideas or common crit~ria, and 'were 
. . . . . 
then transcribed on file car4s. A series of ~ategories ' of mis.conc~tions 
i . , . 
. . 
· .. ·. 
'. 
. - .• ·.t< . • .• • . ... .... . ~ 
. ·,. 
I ' , ' 
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• ' •, . 
' . 
. . ~ 
·"-- .. -· --· 
I . 
·~ . . 'I 
· .. .... . 
··, were 4~veioped · a'~d - coded . num_erici:illy'. 
. ' 
• ! . 
. .. ; 
In· this way, the ·frequency of ·each 
' '" ! 
·.· particular . misc6'nception. ~ou:(d be. d~~ermined f%f .each_. skill and for 
,. . . .· . . .. '{ 
~.groups of skills. . It · should oe noted that catego,ries of misconcep.tions ·. 
. \ ·. ,. ' ~ . . .. 
" · 
were developed'.after the major comma~ i:deas had b~en identified ·· i.n, 
. . . 
subjects,· ~lan~tlons; ~hey. ~~~e nd{ ··pr~determin~d- ~ategories 1of m~s-' 
. . . . . . 4 . ' ·J:..:-1. . ' 
conceptions. . Where .a subject exhibited more than ·one · misconcep~ion in · 
responding to: a , given it~, eaci:t -individual .~i~coriceptiion was ·'reported • 
A presentation of misconGeptions .relating ·to the food web' .. · 
concept · ~h_ich. we~e mo~t comm.gnly ·.held by su~j~c~~.-in-:-t;-~~~ :~~d; • 
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.. • : 
/ 
,0 
i · . . .. · . . t . .. • • .. • • • • • • 
.. Misconception 1: • The int"erpretation. of food web dynamics· in' ·terms 
~f1 a food c)lain. · · ·/:· ·: ' ; · · ·, · ,. , . 
I . ' I 
'. ' • ' f I ,' • ' ' ' 
· Alm~st ·the . e!ltir~ .. s~pl~ · (95.5%), made a conmon .error wh.en .a~k~d 
.· '• 
•, _;·_ ·:-
" . . . to d~termine' .the effect of' a sudde~ size change in one population o'n a 
~ • I ' • ' ' • ' ', • • .. 
-. . .. 
. • . 
. . •_1'' . · i· 
. . · : 




. ~ . 
second population ~hich. ;Ls :,part of· the same ·food web~ . - _These. subj ects .. 
failed to con5:ider that the eff ec, ts of ~ , change: in .one population co~ld 
.· 
he passed along s~veral different pathways 1/-S . ;i.t approach_eii the popula~ · 
. , 
.  
t~on in q~~stion." . Rather; th~y ten~e·~ .. . to . ~ei~ctjil~.' of .~~ve~al _pa~hway~ · · 
~nd ~o~si4ered suc~essiv~ .preda to~~prey ·relf~Jortshi~s. ·until they . ·~~~bed .'. .. ·:· .-.-: . 
the population in ·.question • . Example_s of sub·j·e~ts' r·es.pon~es of 'this . 
. , -~
type arE:,_presented in Table 5. These students appear ,to have d~alt wi.th .- _ ..,, : · . :· · 
· t'~od w~~·.':·f:i·ationshipa ;Y ~ppl)'lng . a strategy b'et\er . suited to food . ...-.-· 
: ' . . . ---- :--~:.....;.__:.::~ ' . .. 
chai!=ls~ In a food· chJlin, effects of a s'ize ciiange-i.n-o~~opula_tion . . _ 
. . t~avel'· to a . second ~opula~ion from· one direction, al~ng. one~-~~~~--- ~i~·L_c_~~~~~::~ 
· · · · · · .. _ . · . ·· · · · ·· · · · · ........ \llv 
preQ.ator-prey' ~elationsh.ips. In cont:t;"a~t, . th~ natur~ of the food web · · .· ' ·. ·~/ 
. . ' . ' . 
' . 
model. permits. the effects. ·o.f. a change in one pC::,pulation t;;- spread- .. 
• ' ' ' , , • • I . • -_-._ : --- .- - ·- --.:... ~ -.~--·~-~. . • 
.. i:~rough a . '-w.e~" 'of, ·-pathw:aya, pr'ior-'to __ ~~ach~E1 a rp~pulation in anothez: 
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Table· 5 
· Examples of Re~p•nses Inc~rporating Mlsconce.ption ·1 
· · I teo! 
·In · the following ·food· web: 
• 
. -?T·_· . s·: 
. ·r --. --1 --.. ·f:, .. ; ._ 
I . . ' ·B ', 
.K -· V~-+ . R \ "-..! 1/ . , .. 
. ' 
Subje·c~s' ·· Responses · 
. ... . . . . . -
11K wou'td ,undergo .im· 
' . . , 
increase, B increases, .. 
··r ·decreases, and A 
increases because 
.,.----there - is plenty of 0 · 
. a_nd -t~ere~ore K __ _i__ - -
, "K ·wo~l~ decre~se _. ·• - ~ 






: :· ·, 
.•. 
' • :.· .. 
: ' -.~.: . 
' ·' , \ ' . ,. ' 
· · , • ,I 
: .. ' 
\ A·· ·· .f · 
;\: ., / 
.. B would tncrease and y' · 
wo~ld1 decrease and ·T 
wo~ld .· decrea.se ~nd M · 
would increase and thus 
K would decrease .~· .. _, ... 
·-
· .. 





If population ·s undergoes· a sudde.n 
DECREASE in size, how will this 










11K will ·increase 
becaus~ · it would cause . .. 1 · 
B t~ i ncrease and .' Y to . · 
.decrease c·aus ing .A . to i. 
increase which ·14ave·s K: · 
with an increase i~--- -- ( .-----:... _ _ 
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. I , · •. , • . • : 
pm ~£ tliO w~b ; E .. ct~~OY trans.it;; an .Offec t ·~~ . the Popul-lii~n :: 
. ' ' . '1.·. . . . _·. i . . . . . .. ,· .. . . ·.: ·. . . . ·. : •· . . ·, ·. . . , . ': ·. ; _·. ~ : . 
question, and each should be considered in determinfng the net ·effect · 
• . . • ... . • ! ' • .. - • ... . : 
. . I . . . . . . 
.of t~e· initiai cl)~nge. : 'Unfo~tu~·t:·~ly when ~ubje~til wer~ · ~a~~a to .. 
' 1 • • • -/ · • . • : • • . . ·, .. ~ ~. . . • ; ; , . .• .. • • - • ' • , -.. '. 
disclose' their ~trategy,' ·they ·indicated ·i:hat they .u'tiiized one · ·pa:th~ay .. · . 
. . '1 ·... .. . . • . ' . ' 
• i . 
... . 
. · . . · . 
in· the_· web=, ;~thout . ·eXP,l.aining why .they -chos'e. a. par~tc~ar: 1pa.tb~ay-, or· .
. ' ' ' . . . . .'' ·.' -' - t . - .. · . ' . .·. . ' . . ·. '· ·. · .. 
,·, . . why they based thei,r ·answer upon .consideration: of ·only one ' pathway . . -
' . . . . -· ' .-. . . . . i . . . . . ~ . -. . . . . -. . . ' -- . . . -




' ____ •• ..!-- .... \ . . . . I· . -·. . . ... . .. : .. 
po~sibl~ exp,lanation for this · incoFi:e-~t ·. s _t'ra:tegy: C'an b~ inferred. frqm ' · · · · 
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Typically'·· s~udent's encounter · the . food cha,in niod_el prior to the . 
'iood ' web .. ~del. :This is' 'quite re~so~able ~ - ~~nsid~ri.ng.- that :.the £~n;er . 
" . . . . , . . - .; ' . ··.. - . -
reptesen~s a le'~s : c.o~piex model ~n -whi~h .. -~ttid~'nts ~y .b-egl~ ·~~·~ir: ~ndet.w' . 
' . : ._: ~ _ . . : .. · .· . ' ·· .. .' .. · : ____ . ··;_ ·· ._· .· . . . ~ ~ . ,1'' · .': • ·, . . :~. ·' ~.l: .o :· . . . .'. -. 
standing of feeding .·relations between different· populat·:ioris ·in ·a. com-. • 
. . - . ' . . . . . . . . ' ' . . ' . . . ' . : ".: .-~ 
. -. " .ft . . . . • ·. ' ' . . :'· . ' .: ,.' · .. : . • ··. . . . 
munity. Food webs are.often :introduced. as a 1119re .~ealistic: mo.~~l ·for 
. -. .. . . ': •. . . ..... 
the · r~presentat:'ion of fee#ng· relatio'nships th~n· the siinple:food ch~!ri· 
• • • • # .... 
model. S~~ctur~lfy_ fo~ci' ';/ebs·~tfs~~Me't',- :an~r~i ;~~- ae~c·rib~d ·-as ; .. a , ~ , 
.., • : ' lf'~ ·~lo~•:,;-.-4\~l"~~.5~ .. .-;!1 ~.' : Q o,., t~ ·· J, :. 
· n~two'rk of food chain·s·. , Howe~_er, misconception_s . may occur if_ s.t~dents•· , 
• ___.. .. . . ' . ..• ... '. . . ' :.. > ... · .. ·: . : ·. . . .. : . . 
consider a food web to be . functtonal.ly ·like ·a networ~ of ind'i~idu~l food . 
.1 : . .. . . . ·' - - . . . ' _: . . . . . . . · . . · - . . 
chains • . Subjects in the P,resent study did not appear to perceive 'the. · 
. . . \ . . . . .. : . .. . . . 
dynamics of fodd -web · reladonshfp.s -.in terms of · an 'inte:~.r~lafed n~twork 
of populations· •. Rather,· t~~y: ·pers.isted in ~ppar'ently arbitraril.y .. ' . ·. 
. ~ . . . 
-s.ingling 'out . an individual food chai.n 'or- single .. pathway of p~pul.ations . 
in· ~he- f~od .web str~~ture_ and . cons~~edn~ ~nly ·.tho~e· ~~~~~a~io~~ al~ng 
.. . / . - - . 
. ' . ' ' , e . . , . 
thfs chain. - _The infl.uence .o~ · the foo~ chain strate~'· is -'·apparent, ' for 
. . 
example, ·in t,he foll'owing. subjec~s' ·responses 'to food weh problems 
pr_eaerited in the 'pretest: . ·· 
• , 
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., . . 
If populat~on K undergoes a ·sudden . increase, it will not affect 
. population G because bot;h are· on different ' food paths (in 
respo~se ~ pretest item ,3). ' ' ; ~-
. ~ . 
The effect varies because' of different ro1,1tes a food chain 
cdtild t~ke (in response to .pretest item 18). . 
.. 
Brumby (l982) , encountered ~ similar problem .in a stu~y involving 
. .. 
52 first-year biology student;s a~ a British university. She ''found tnat 
over one-half of · the sample · int.erpr.eted statements in~olving the · food 
we'b concept in 'terms·· of a food: ~hain. Although Brumby does not address 
• • •• • Q 
.'th~. qu~stion of why students tend to lnte}:'pret the notion of a food web 
. ' 
.. . . 
in .terms ·of a food .s_hain; .'she does note tha't this problein per_sisted 
. . I' . .. . . , ' 
des~ite years of ·secondary school biology • 
. ' . 
.... .. .. 
In-the_ presant s .tudy; · this misconception was encountered for 
- i~e~s representing al-l skillfl. in wh~ch effects spread from k;opula~ 
,ii.on to another. along more tnan one p~thway (Skills :6, 7 ~ 8 and 9). · 
'Misconception 2: In a food· web, a change in one populatipn will 
"only ~ffect another population if the ~o popula-
, tions ~re d:{,rect1y related as predator and prey. 
~-..-..--· 
Surprisingly, follpwing classroom instruction on ' th~ food ~eb · 
.• 
model, 16% of the sample proposed that if one population in a food web 
unde'rgoes a sudden size change it will have no effect on a second 
populatio!!._ which,. is not directly relatea as its predato~ or prey~ · 
. ' ' ... E~mples of respqnses which indicate this misconception a~e presented 
in ~able 6 • . Th~ occurrence ·of this misconception is especially su~-
. . ~ 
prising as it indicated that a considerable proportion of the. sample 
did . not appear to understand a basic pr~mise ' u~de.rlying the· food ~eb 
concept: that populations -which are not directly relate~ as predator 
and prey ca~ still influence each other because they are . pa rt of a 
. . common : foo4 web. This misconception was l!ldentified for all skills .in 
."' Cl . 
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Table 6 
Eiamples of Res~onses Incorporating Misconce~tion 2 
Item -
0 ' 
If population R undergoes .a----csu-c:tGe~ 
DECREASE in size, .how will ~his 
affect · the size . of. population._E? 
In the following food web: 
If population 0 undergoes a sudden 
DECREASE in size, how will this . . 
affect t'he size of p·opuh'tion: Y? · · 
' . 
, 
' . ~ --. ·- ------:--- - --:---: -
.. 
/ SubJects 1 Responses 
·. "R lo)on' t have any 
effect on.E because 
R is not directly 
.consumed by E." 
~ 
-, . 
. · "No effect. Y 
·doesn 1 t' feed on 0 and 
vice versa." 
"There would ~e no 
effect. · There· is no 
relationphip between 
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Table 6 (Continued) 
Item 
In the following fc~d web: 
v 
If populat.ion K ungergo'es a .sudden 
INCREASE in size, how will this 




"It will not affect G. K 
'is not directly c.onnected 
in a -predator-prey relation-
ship·." 
''Th·~·re woutd be no eff~ct ~ 
There is no relationship · 
between the two."· 
. ···::-=::: -, .·.·.·~·~() effect. The populations 
· · re not related in the food 
· eb." · 
. ' 
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which subjects were asked to determine the -effect of a change in one •' 
~ ' population •on a second·, nonadjacent population (Skills 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 .and 
'9). 
/ A small group of subjects (2.5% of the sample) ·exhibited a 
related _m~s~onception. When asked to determine the effect of a c~ange 
in a_ne ,population on a second popu.lation in another part of the web, they 
suggested the two populations were ' _too far apart' to affect each o_ther ~ 
These subjects app~ar to have ·set an arbitrary distance with regard to 
how far removed two populations may be, · anl sti~l affect each other_ •
This misconceptio~ occurred in· response to ·Skill 9 only. ·The popula-. 
. tiona referred to in' items. testing Skill 9 tended to be-placed on 
opposite s'ides of the food web, whereas in other items, the pop_ulations . 
l. 
under consideration were not so far removed in the web. The following 
responses are indicative of this misconception: 
There will ' be· no effect, The two ' populations are not really 
closely ~inked (in ~esponae to pretest item 3). 
. . "" ' 
No effect. The popul~tions are too far away on the food chain 
.(:ln response to pretest item 18). 
Misconception 3: A population located higher on a given food chain 
within a food web is . a predator of all 'populations 
located below it in the chain. -
\ 
Almost one-fifth of the sample (17.5%) incorrectly assumed that 
I 
\ 
a pop~atioh located higher in a given food -chain within a food web is · 
a predator of any popula'tion located lower in the chain. ·As a result, 
\ these subjects were P.r·evented fro~ cor~ectly solving p~obl~~ involvi~g I ~( J . 
. populations which were not ·directly related as predator and prey. 
Exanip~es of respo_nses which, demonstrate this .misconception ar e f e'sented 
in Table 7 • . This misconception was observed in response to items tes t-
,_. ing skills which . r _equire t~at subjects determine ~he . effe~t· ~a change · 
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Table 7 
. ' . 
Examples of Response~ In~orporati~g Misconception 3 . I 
In ._ the f~llowing food web: 
If population F undergoes a su·dden 
INCREASE in s~ze, how will this 
affect the . siz~ of population 0? 
In the following food web: 
·If population R undergoes a sudden 
DECREASE ·in size, how will thi~ 
!f!ect the size of population E? 
.. , 
. 4 
· Subjects!. ~esponses . 
"O•will decreaseJ{ecaus~ 0 
.isn't changing· llut more F . 
is preying on 0, lessening 
the population of . the not-
also;.expanding population. 
0." 
·"Population 0 will decrease 
because if F increases~ that· 
. . 
means that there are more 
· predators to eat 0; so 0 wil l 
decrease." . · 
"Population 0 will decrease. 
O' is ~rey and F is predator, 
therefore 0 will decrease if 
there are more F." 
'~ will decrease: Jf R (the 
· prey) decreases, it will make 
E ·(the predator) decrease." 
"R is being eaten by E·. R is 
prey .and E lives off D• and R • . 
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in one population on a second, nonadjacent population hi the food web 
_, . 
(Skills 5, 7. 8 and 9). 
Misconception 4: . A change in : the size · of a prey population has no 
effect on its predator population. 
. . ' 
Six percent of · t~e sample mistakenly believed that a change in 
\ . . '· - I . 
the size -of a prey population would have no effect on its predator 
population. Table 8 presents several responses which w~re _based upon 
D • ' 
this misconception. · These · subjects appear to be unaware that food 
' .. . ' ' . . 
supply,--in the form ~f a prey population, is an important fa-ctor influ-
... 
encing the · size of .a py;edator popt4at1on. ·.Although_ this misconception · 
' . . i. . . 
· ~hie~ involves _a _simple preda~or-prey r~lationship "did not occur fre-
. . ~ :1 
quently, that such a ·misconcep_tion is found at ali at this level of 
I 
study is a _cause for concern. In a study of . the . .' predation concept .· 
involving elementary st~dents1 Powell and Powell (1982) advise th~t a 
r~alistic understanding o,f this concept is ,iniport~mt~ They· suggest 
i;; 
that children ~ho learn to understand predatio~ will have a broadet: 
.' persp~ctive upon which to base ·important societal decisions _concerning 
conservation of wildlife and· ·papulation management. . It is th~refore· · 
' • 
I 
· dis.turbing to note the persistence of this misconception at the ·gtade 
i 
ten\level~ ! . 
I 
' Although they were observed for only ;a very small proportion of 
the sample, two o~her mi~conceptions involving the concept of predation 
were noted. In light of ·Powell ' and Powell Is (1982) emphasi's on the 
. 





- the first case, 1% of the s~mple -!nteryreted pred_ator-:-prey relationships . 
in~- altruis~ic nature•:. When. a subject was asked• to determine the 
effec-t · of an increase _in a predator population, F, on its prey ' 
,\ 
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Table 8 
' Examples of Responses Incorporating Misconception 4 




Item '· Subjects• Responses 
--------~----------------------------~----------------------------- .. 
In the following food web: 
M . 
T o(\ .·. v 
. \ rz !· 
. s ' :?• ~ . ~~I/ -~ 
. A,__,-- .. 
If pop~lation K undergoes a sudd~n 
INCREASE in size, how will this 
affect. the size of po.pulation ·M? 
In the following food web: 
! 
"It will not affect M .
The amount of food has 
nothing .to do with the 
si~e of a population. 11 
11This would not affect 
... . .. \' 
· popul,ation W. · Because 
If population R. undergoes a sudden 
DECREASE in size, how will . this 
affect the size of population W? 
----,.-- .. 
the only change it will 
have is R1 s large~ _s·i~ and 
therefore it will 'have more 
prey. 11 • · 
"Population W will stay 
the same because by R 
increasin~, · W will not 
need more prey to live.on 
if there is _already 
e·nough." 
"If· R increases,· W. will 
remain the same but be . 
healthier. The reason 
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· M would not have to' con~ume as m~ch to feed F. If F gets bigger, 
then the.re is' no n·eed' to consume as . much. · 
when asked to determine the effect. of a decrease in a predator popula-
t~()n, L~ on its prey population, M, ·another subjeo.t' responded: . 
If L gets smaller, then W will not have tO consume as much for L. 
. "-._ ~ 
Brumby (1982) . fou~d that ·21% of her. sample of 52 university-level biology 
s~udents misconstrued predator-prey relationships in much the same way~ . 
suggesting that · plant populafioris exist for the benefit of mankind and 
higher oigani~.S. Th~ggests an antproPocent~ic perception of life, 
on the pa~t of some students, which has persisted despite the formal 
study of .biology in th~ classroom. 
... ~ ... ' 
. seconcily, some subjects C2% of the sample) a:ppeared to niis-
construe ·the concept of a predator, proposing that ,of two populations, 
' • 
. . 
.the population with the greater numb~r is the predator .population, This . 
may .result from the association of the concept of a predathr ~th 
.' "strength"; and the idea that there is strength in numbers. Examples of 
subjects' responses which indicate the presence of this misconception 
are presented. below (subjects were asked to determine ~he effect of an 
·increase in a prey populati~n~ R, on its predator population, W): 
W will be greatly affected because W is the predator of R. 
·When one population gets bigger, it has to eliminate the .other 
· so this .is what 1 s ·happening here. W will decrease· • 
If R increases, R will become the predator when W will become 




If the size of one population in a food web is 
altered, all othet populations in the ~eb will 
be- altered in the same way. 
Four percent of the sample appeared to believe that 'whatever 
· I 
I· .~~.~. 
happens to one. populat i on in a food web, will happen to all populations·::-:-~ . · 
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: • 
. in the web'. The following responses are representative of'this .mis-
coneeption: 
Population L"will decrease because if one part of the food web 
. decreases, this will cause populations throughout the food web 
. to · decrease because there is less food (in response to pretest 
item .1). 
It there is an increase, the~l oFher populations· i~crease 
. throughout the web. (in response to pretest it~ 3). 
Population L would decrease in .size also because they are each 
.interacted and so.if one decreases, evetything else will be 
affected also (in response to pretest item 1). 
In utilizing these strategies . 'in determining the · effect of a change ·in · 
. one part of a food web on another part o_f the web, thes'e ·subj.ects apJ?ear 
to ignore basic. predator-prey. relationships. They seem to prefer. to 
adopt a st'rategy which.' may .result from some misconception of the-.con~ept 
•' of food well stah.ility, in which all populations interact and react. to 
changes in the web.. For some reason, . these subjects . s,uggest they all. 
react in the ~me way. 
. A ~ry. ·of the five -major misconceptions and the ~?kills in 
which they were applfed is presented · in Table 9. Examination of Tabl_e 9 
'indicates. that misconceptions 1,".2, 3 and 5 were ·identified from the 
:r;esponses of'some subjects to items testing the teDninal skill. Further, 
these misconceptions ran through responses.to items testing a number of 
. . 
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skills. Conversely, misconception 4, although identified fo'r a number 1 
-----. o""tr-Sk=-r-irlrlrs=--, -=w'""a=-s=--n"'o~t~rra..-e,...n-t.-1..-f'"'i:.-e""d,_i .... n-,.-1t"'"em-o=s---. -:-te---s-=-u:rn-g---_""t_h.-e""'.-t""'e"'rm=-:rrn=ar..--~s • .-:k."TiTl'l'"l-._---------:-· r ' 
These ·two situations emphasize the usefulness of the hierarchical model 
as a means to diagnose students.' precise learning difficulties. Further, 
altho_llgh it was not tested d"irectly in the present study~ 'thi~ model 
offers the prospect, :Ln. comhinat;lon ·with the identified mi~conceptions; . 
as a meana to remediate learning difficulties and enhance learning. 
. . 
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Table 9 
-A Summary of Misconceptions Related to the Food Web Concept 











1 2 3 ' 4 5 6 '7 8 '9 t i 
---~------ .; 
1. The · inte.rpretation of food / 
web dynamics in terms · of a 
food chain. , .. : · .. X X X · ·}!: ! -~ .·~\:: \. 
2 ." In a food web, a. cli~nge 'in 
.· .\ · on~ population wil~ only . • 
affect another populatio'n 
\ 
. i.f they are directly 
. . related "as predator and 
. · prey . 
. \· . . 
3,~ A population located higher 
·\ · on a given food c.hain ,Jithin 
' i food web is a predator · of 
\ 
all populations located. below 
it ·in the chain. . ' . 
' \ 
• ' • I ' 
4 A change in the size of a prey 
\ 
population ~as no e f fect ' on· 
. s.\. its predator popul.iltion. 
If the .size of one population 
in a food web is' altered·~ all 
\. 
other populations :.in .the web 
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Suminary 
This · chapt~r has a4dressed the resear~h quest~ons which form 
the basis of the present study. in order to determine whether the 
. 
arrangement of int.ellectual skills presented in the hypothesized hie.r-
110 
- ?rc~y were psychometrically valid, hypothesiz~~ connections were first 
tested using the ordering-theoretic method. All hypothesized conn~ctions 
were found to represent strong connections, suggesting that the data are 
---
consistent with the hypothesized hierarchy. Due to the large proportion- ---·-
' 
of the sample which master~d the lower skil•ls, however , con~ections ·a, ong _ 
these skills ' remain tentative. In order to ' apply the most stringent test 
. ! .· . ' _::) 
of the Dayton and Macready analysis io the ~ypothesized fiieratchy~ only 
those c'onnectior{s for which there were observed exceptlons:'~O the 
- -· 
hypothesized relationship were tested~· Application ·of the Dayton and 
Macready ana\ysis to . connecti~ns between $~ills 6 and 7, and Skills 6 
. ' .,.. 
and 8 indicated further support for the hypothesiz~d hierarchy. Hence, 
research quest i ,on 1 was answered positive.ly; the food web h i erarchy , was 
.found· to be psyc~ometri~a~ly valid. · 
In order to answer research question 2, "Do any connections 
' . ' ( 'i) . 
between ,pairs of inte_li_ectual . s7 compri·s ~n~- the hypothesized ·hier-
' ' . . 
archy repr.esent connections which are valid in terms of transfer of 
·!I• 
. if- learning~", Griffiths' test of transfer ·was appfi ed to t he psycho.-
metrically, validated hierarchy.. In the · p.resen t study . ~he identification 
\ 
of transfer ·, between rela t ed ski lls was hindered becau~e of t~e l a rge . · 
proportion of the sample which master-ed the lower. s~ills ~f the bier-
. r . . . . . . -
archy on the pretest .. As a result, resear ch question 2 could o'nly. be 
answered for connec'tions among Skills 6 • 7, 8 and 9. The result.s · 
of- the tranS"fer ana lyses for these connections wer e .cons istent with 
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.. •• 0 • 
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the _hypothesized hierarchy·. As a · result, this hferar,chy was found to be 
. I 
psychometrically valid, and for connections among the upper skills, valid 4 ' • •• 
with respe~t to its transfer properties, als6~ .... 
Wi~f;-e~pec·t · to~_~es_earch qu.e.stion=3-,=·sever.il mi~conceptions con-
. . .. - ---------,...._ ----.....:-_:_:_::-- -~· ---~---:---::-
cerning the 'food web concept were identified iifcr di:scUBJI_ed. A · large 
. . . -------- ~ 
.. ; . ~ 
appeared to int'erpret food web dynam~cs in te_rms 
In additio?, 16'7. of the sample sug-
gested that populations 'thich are not .direct y 
.prey do not affect' each other,_ even though they belong to a common fqgd 
web. 
• - - . l 
A third ·misconception which was apparent in the responses of IJ!.Ofe . 
. . .. 
'tha~ ·l7% of _the sample suggested -that a populat~on located higher on a -
. . . . \ 
. "'' given chain with~n a food .web ·is a preaator of all popu~ations · situated 
·'_'below. it in the ·chain. Other· misc~nceptions included the suMestion . 
that a change in the size of a pr~y · population has no effect -on its 
; · 
predator, and that when one population's s_ize is a-ltered, all other 
populat{ons in ' the 'web _will be altered in . the same way. In one case a 
' miscon_ception· was identified i.n res_ponses tq items tes'ting--,subordinate 
: .'s'ktlls of t 'he hie'rarchy 1 'but WBS not ev.ident in· respon_ses -~0 iteli!.S test-
- i.ng ·the te~:i.na~ ·aklll; ' st~ge~ting ' that the learning hierar_chy model may 
' ' 
,I 
be usefui ·iri the identification of underlying ''misconceptions which would 
' . 
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SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
:' 
Summary of the Study . 
The main purpos·e of. the present study was to· identify a l~ar'ning 
hi~rarcJ:iy_ leadi~g to the learning of th_e food web . concept. . Although 
many teachers acknowledge -the food web concept . to b~ an important ~art 
of the biology' curric~lum, it . is also ' a· concept which may pos~ some 
-· _ _:_d-tff!Ciiity. t~ ·-students. 
. . . .,.. 
\ , 
The identification of a food ~eb learnin~ hierarchy was con-
sidered from both a psychometric. and a transfer .point 'of view, as ' it : 
. . .J . . 
was felt that both aspects are 0of· importance in the validation of learn- . 
• • • • I. • • • 
ing hierarchies. A review of th~ literature relating to learning ~ier~ 
. archy ~nvestigations revealed several' weaknesses ' in eady methods of. 
hierarchy validation. More recent method~ which have been d~veloped to 
' • • l 
improve upon th~se shortcomings-were dis~ussed, and three of these were 
appli~d in the present· .study. Hopefully, . the application of these 
.methods in· the present study will contribute _further information regard-
' ing their practical application. 
,A secondary purpose of the present study was to determine . 
·• ·p9:rticular misconceptions which · gr~de 
. , 
ten biology ~~udents hold with 
.respect to skills r elated to the food 
, . . . . 
web concept~· there baa. be·e·n much 
support in the recent sci ence education literature. for research of. th~s 
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'· 
web concept represents an attemf,t;. to pro~ide• useful . i~6tina.'ti~n for\ 
•• 4 .;. ' ' . • • 
·instructional development relating. to this concept• 
\ 
A learning hierarchy was derived for the food web c~ncept using·, 
. . 
a Gagn~-type task analysis. 
l 
Th~ hieriarchy which emerged, as well ~as · 
. . . . . 
. the related test and re~edial in.s'truments, were examiiled by a pa~el -~.f 
'. \' '· . 
' ' .. k 
J. 
~ ·I, 
. f !. ~ 
r 
. l · 
·\ . .. ,( 
\ '!·· 
experts• which in_cluded a science ~ducator and tWo biology ·tea:chers and .. · :· · ··. 
~. . • . t 0 • • • • • : • 
' . . . ,o . 
using a group·· of 37 gj:ade te~ biology ··studetits • . ,• were then, field · tested 
l • • . • . • • •. ·,o . . 
. ·. 
This p_rocess resulted in some. 'mod{.fic~ti.on in ~he hierarchy ._struct~re . 
and ~~s ~est instruments. When the hierarchy :~ppeared to . be ~omp;l:~t~~ - · . :_ 
~ . . . . . . . . . 
a pretest was· adminfst;ered ·to the eXperimental · ~anipie whi~h co~sist~d . · · 
. . . . . . . . . ·.· .. ' . . .... j . ; : . .. . . . ·., . . . 
of eight grade ten bfology classes • . · Each class was ·pretested as "soon .. 
•• • • (/ • 0 . ' • : .~. • • .!?> 
as possible following ' instruction· of ·.the topic. of food webs . in the 
re~ul~r classroom instruction · schedule., '-Fol~owing. the,-pretest
1
, :a self~:~· 
instructional booklet which W<:\S· designed· by the· investigator ·for the 
~~ediatioo o~ comp.onen~ · ~kills of the f~od web hierarch~ ·w~s adminis- · 
. I . ~ • . 
i 
tered to the sample~ EJch subject received an individualized prescrip-
1 ~- I 
tion for tpe remediation of skills which were not sticcessfully completed 
. . • . 
. . , I . 
on the pretest. · Followipg the remedial,phase, a posttest which was a 
' . . . . ... 
. . . . . ~ 
parall~l form of the pretes& was admioist;er.e~ to· the ~ubj~c~s ;ln order 
.. 
to measure _any gain of ~kill~? whic~ were not . sucdessfully , co,m~leted on 
the Rretest • . 
· , I 








m.etric tests," .·the · 6rdering-th~oretic . me.thod and the-Dayton. and Macready 
.: • : . . . '- . . c • . . · ' . ~ • • • . .' . ' 
. . , .. . I . , . ,. 
method• In the present study, analysis of· the data by the ordering- _ · 
il .. . . i . ' . . . . . 
theoretic metfiod indicated _strong support for al~ conl,tections in · the 
. ' 
· f , · · hypothesized pierar·chy • As a re~til t, the most ~ tri;ng~nt tes:t of the 
Vll ·- . • .· • . . .' . ~ • 
· ·.· data by th"e _Daytori .and ~c:r;eady · analysis ·involved the application of· 
. - ~ 
. . ~
" . 
,. , . 
. oo': : 
.., . 
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this method to only those connnections for .which _exceptions to the 
hypothesi~ed relationsh'ip were indicated. The structure of._ the hypothe- . 
sized- hierarchy was supported by the Dayton and Macready analy,sis. ·As 
,a r~sul t of- these .analyses; the a~rangement of ~skills in the hypo the-
, . 
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. . . 
psychometrically valid hierarchy. 
Griffiths' test of transfer was also · applied to the ~ata, . 
·nowever . the' high degree ~f mastery of the lowe~ skills limited' its 
application to coilP,ections between skills at the up·per levels of the 
. . . 
·hie~_archy. -In. each case, these- connections were ~ho~ to indiC..ate sig- ~ · ·.' . {: . ~. . 
r.., . . 
nific'aru: tran'Bfer of learning along the psychometri-cally validated con- · .- 1. :i.::· 
necti~Rs· . · The~~whi~h eu:e~ged fnom · th~ pres·ent study . . ·:,::~ : 
is sh~;;, in Figure 7 (Chapter 4)"\~~-_.__..;__-----.:._ ;,; 
Finally, J;t was suggested that the learnin8: hierarchy model lends , - · 
, - · .1, 
itself readily to the alialys~~ of subjects, .. mi~conce~.tio!_ls• .. Therefore, 
. .' 
a~ ~mportant aspect of the ~resent study involved the identification of 
subjects 1 mi~?~ou'~eptions concerning skills related to the food .web· con-
--' . 
- cept. A brief review of current · research inv~stigating students' mis-
. conceptions wa_s pre':iented in Chapter ?· · From · these ~tudies there 
· ·appeared to ·be much support for the potential usefulness of' information 
' . . . . . . . 
: concerning students' misconceptions, to teachers and curriculum 
.. ' . 
. . developers. · In . the present .study, all items· whic~ were answered incor-
rectly on the prete~t 'were carefully . scrutinized. "Taken one at ·.a time, 
I 
su~j~cts_' exp1anati.ons . cif the rationale · use~ in answering these items 
~re anal!zed far k~y . ideas.and common criteria and were .th~n ca~alogued. 
. The, five major m~.s~onceptions concerning the. _food ·web concept and · 
related sk'llls which were identified in the prese'nt study are presented 
in .fhapter. 4. 
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A major implication of the. pr~sen:t .study' concerns _the · potentiaL 
usefulness of the food web hierarchy ' as .an instructional -tool "in, the . 
.. . ' . . . ' 
. instruction of .food webs. A n~mber of skills have b~·en .'identified,_ each : 
of. which represents .a necessary prerequisite for an · ~nderstanding of 
. ' . . 
food webs. Wh~re ·it was pos-sible to test for · trans'fer, "it was also 
. , 
shown that the le~rning of .~ubordinate skills provided substantial posi- , 
. tive transfer :to th~ learning . of . related superordinate : skills. · This has 
. . . : 
' . 
implications regarding the t~aching ~nd . design of instru~tional ~teri8ls ·· 
. , . ' . . . . . .- . . 
'I . 
' '. . ... . . - , ' 
. · Secondly, the present study provides solne evidence' of the ·. 
. . . . . ' . 
. . . .. . . . ' .·_ \ . .. ' . . . 
. application of Gagn~' s learning hierarchy ·model to the learning of a - · . _ ·· 
' ' ' ' • ~ • I " ' 
. . . ' 
I ' ' < .. • ' , ,· ' ' ' • 
a · substantial proportion ,of no~themdtic·al ~- ' concept which -involves 
' ' ·: . . ·, . 
·skills. Af present ·there is ·little evfdenc~ in the literatu~e - for the . 
. . . ~ . . . . . .- .. 
applicability of th~ learning hierarchy model i:o concepts of .this typ_~.· 
. The present ~tudy suggests.that the "learning bierarc?y model. ~Y- be 
. ' ' ' . 
quite useful in thi s application attd that.·further investigation of the . 
. . . . 
application of the learning hierarchy ~odel to. subje_ct areas other tn~n . 
__,_ 
I 
mathematics_ and the physical sciences is warranted. 
/ A third implica ti~n -of t:he . pJ;"esent study relates to the 
.. -
.. methodology_of learning hierar~hy - validation. In - the present_.study, 
., .. . 
'· 
the "validation of comiections involving the lowest skills .of the h:i.er-
~rchy presented s~me di~fi-culty as .a result 'of the larg~_ ~r~~~r~i~: ... : 
. · . . \ . . . ~ ·- . . . 
.• · ~ . . . 
· of: the sample · which masterJd ·the§e-:..skills.. Such a l~uge degree of 
. mastery of lower level .skills is not surpris ing if' one· considers that 
. . . . ' .. : 
.. -~or a hie~archy to be useful to . ins t ruction, the ·lowest skills s hould. 
be · r eadily accessible . to the targe t popula tion . · Al thqug~ a · h i gh de gi:.e e . 
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of mastery of both ski-lls in a hierarchical co-nnection does not detract 
from · the validity of the connection, ~t does c~~se it to become more 
.difficult to "validate empirically. 
. . , 
. .. t 
Because the or~ering-theoretic 
"-
method focuses on prespecified tolerance levels for'_"~x.ceptions to 
hyp~tnesized connections, when both skills ' in a connecti9~ are mastered 
.. L • 
by most' of the sample .the _ analy~is is hampered. Exceptions can only 
o"ccur ~hen' ope .of .the_ skills in a hierarchical>conriection is not 
mast·ereci by a si_gnificant proportion of the sample • . . This implies that 
· - ...:. 
further research into hierarchy val:J,dation techniques should _investigate 





,, \ .. 
'Another problem . re:}.ated to high mastery of skills on' the part : 
' . 
' ·skills in · the hierarchy. . A , major ·disadvantage of Grifffths' t:r~~;s-fer · 
·· teat' became app.are-~t .in the pre·seu't st~dy. ·The sampie which is used 
' . . . . " , ~ . . . 
to investiga~_e the occurrence:· of' tra,nsfer_ includ~s on.ly. th~se subjec~·s 
·who · .. are class.ified as nonmasters foi- both skilis of the connection under . 
. 
. ' . 
test • The . size of this sample may be . small .if at least · one of the skills { 
.. . 
. _under · t~st-nas 'be,e~ mastered by ·most s~pjects. Within th~ present 'study, 
· ./··. , · .. · ·. 
; . _E.he size of the .sample··used in testin~ several connectio1_1s inv_olving 
lower skills was so small' .that the· test of transfer between the-~e skills 
was ~ot m~~ning~u1 • . Hence, the applicatio of this method appears to 
. - . . 
. require larger nWnbe~s of un_successful sul;> ecta than ·were available in 
the prese~t study; however, other availabl tests of transfer appear 
.· " 
. . 
transfer of learning· between skills, this resents a problem to_ learning 
· . hierarchy _res.earchers. . 
...... · ., 
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A fot.irtli .implication of the p_resent study 'relates to the applica~ 
tion of·the -learning hierarchy ·model to instruction~! development, as 
well as for. use in the classroom. Important implications for . the design 
of instructional ~teria~s for high school science ~rise from the present -
.. 
. \ 
study • . Where material to -be learned concerns intellectual skills, there 
is now further support-that' these skills may be ordered' into a · hier-
archical sequence for efficient learning. Also, in situations where 
stu~ents come to a · new C:ourse deficient in certain skills, the.re is 
support from the present study that iearn~ng .hierarchies·may be used to 
identify missing skills and to guide .. the .teaching of them. In . addition : 
. . 
~0 providing . a pr:f_mary reference _for the de'\Teloper of instructional 
. . 
materials· and me~iia, -it wou+d appear from the -present study that l~arn-
. . ' 
ing hierar'chie's may be useful to the' classroom teacher in the preparation 
' ' . ,. 
of teacher-presented instruction, the diagnosis of learning problell)s',' 
~ 'and in . prescribing the content of' remedial instruction. 
Finally, the misconceptions whtch .were revealed in the present 
.. . . . . . 
study have important · implications for teacher~. It ·was f ·ound that half 
the . . experimental sample did not understand feeding reiat:icinships between 
·populations as they are represented by a food web. They ,'appeared to 
'interpret food web dynamics in terms of the simpler food 'chain model. 
· . : . ·:·.: · ··This suggests -that· although most ·students are able to distinguish a ~ood 
.· 
·. cha1:n from a food web in tei:ms of their structure, they may not be able 
to . distinguish these models in terms of the feeding 'dynamics which they 
represent. This suggests that teach~rs should be aware of this problem 
and should make a conscious effprt to prevent or eliminate it • . This is 
even more imi?ortant upon consideration of . the pers~stence of this mis-
·_Conception t~ . university-level biology i (Brumby, '1982). 
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'The five misconc~ptions identified in 'the present study have 
• <;. 
important implications for te~chers, . _as well as to the de~ign'_ of 
. 
instructional materials related to the learning of food webs, food' 
chains ~nd predation. In addition, the prese.nt study suggests that the 
learning hierarchy model may be useful in -the study of students 1 . miscon-
ceptions. The identification of a misconception_ in the present study 
' which was pecuiiar to. subordinate skills but was not evident from 
responses to the .terminal skill alone, suggests 'that .the learning bier-
,. 
archy model may be valuable in identi'fyi.ng misconceptio.ns which would 
not? be apparent from t::esting only the terminai skill. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
' 
. ;· 
Several dirf!ctions for furthe·r 'reseax:ch are appar~nt .  These 
· include: 
1. Further 'application . ~f. the learning hierar~hy model to other sclen'ce 
concepts, including those which .do not involve substantial amounts 
.·.· 
of inatheinatica_l skills; an·d further application to con.cepts from 
. disciplines other than science and mathematics . 
. .. 
2. Extension of. hierarchy valid_at~on procedures t .o pro'l!ide . for the 






mastery of skills occurs. 
3-. Further investigation of the development of !!lOre effective -:methods . 
of testing for transfer betw.een subordinate and superordinate skills . 
. i~ learning hierarchies • 
_4. ; Further .. application of the learnin.g hierarchy model' in the· investiga:.. 
,. .. 
·\.: .· tion Of studentS I miSCOnCeptiOnS • 
... 
. . ·,. 
0 ·, 
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5. Catal~guing of existing validated learning hierarchies for use · 
. by edqcators and instructional· developers •. 
6. Further investigation of the ·extent · of meaningful learning which 
· occurs wh:en · students learn according' to a learning hierarchy. 
119 
1. Furt'tier investigation of t~e application .of t~e learning hierarchy 
model to studies involving Wistery learning. 
., .. 
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· ·APPENDIX A 
. I 
THE . FOOD WEB PRETEST 
The' dimensions of :the following ·reproduction have 
.been · reduce~ to approximately three-qu'arters of 
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1 . . Answer all of the' questions · in the spaces proVided. 
2~ . In some ~ues~i~s\ you wiil be required ·to briefly eieplain the·reasoning you· 
. W!ed to get your answer; be sure to clearly state your r~asons. 
3. If you ·have difficulty answering a question, proceed to the next one, then 
come back to the difficult .one later. · · 
4. I:o any rough work on the food web diagram, if you wish. 
'' ~ . 
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This test deals with food webs. The food web diagra.J1is in the test do not 
contain names 'of animal populations. . CAPITAL LEiiERS are used to represent the. 
various populations in a web. 
So, ·instead of: 
' f wolf . 
/ .·.~ 
rabbit · . . /:. deer · 
·" . . ~ ' · ·.· 
., . . grass 
• 
You will see.: - .·. 
.• 
,.. (Note: the letters used are randomly selected, and are .not related in any way 
to specific populations.) . . 
·Arrows are always drawn~ the prey to •the predator. 
E.xaniple : grass - deer 
(prey)· (predator) 
. ' . To remind you how to intelJlret. the arrows·, each question wil-l have the 
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1. In the following food web: 
L . X 
/ /""- \~E 
8 , \.! I/J .· 0L--M/. J 
A 
a. If po~tation K tmdergoes a sudden:'DECREASE in size, .how-will this affect the 
size o popU1ation L? · 
ANSWER: 
132 . 
· 'b. , In a few \iOl'ds, explain' th~ re~~~>ning ~ehind your answer: 
• REASONING: ------------~--------------~------------------~-----
2. ~ the following food web:. (prey---..predator) 
~ , I A 0 /\a\/E 
T I I z \ K /s 
-·, ~ (___rp 
.. : w 
a . If Population P undergoes a sudden DECREASE in size, how will this affect the 
size of. popul.ation S? . 
ANSWER: 
' . 
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3. In the . following ·food web: . . 
. I . • • • A M 
i<'~ ·'· /. 
"' . 's. -'1 /H"-/\ .,. . i t 







E B / ~l/. - ·. · 
-'· 
... 
a. I~ populatiOn (iJniergoes a sudden INCREASE in size, how will this affect the· 





. b . . In a few words' ~klain the reasoning behind )lOUx-.. answer ·: .. 
• REI\S(JIIlNG: I . ' . . · .
--~~----~----~--------------~----~. ~ . 
\. ' ... 
. I· .. 
. 4 . In the. following fqod web : 
.· ...... 
.. 
a< If popuiation F Lmdergoes a sudden INCREAsE in size~ ho~· ~11 this 
1 size of popUlation /o? . · · 
; AN~: ·. J. . . 
affect the 
b; In a few words, exJhain the re~oning behind your answer~ 
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· 5 . In the following food web: F 
w~r"' \ 
. A"-' l--1 
·0 K , C 
f/· p . 
.134 
(prey-preda:tor) 
.. · .... · , .. 
. . . -~7~" -''.' 
....... . • .. 
. ·. 
a. If popula-don F tmdergoes 
size ~ popUlation M? · 
in size,· how will 'this ·affect the : · 
·ANSWER·:· 
----------~--~--~------~~------~~------~--
. b. In a few WOl:ds ' .explain the reasoning behind your answer: . 
REASOOING: 
I . 
6. In the following food web: . M 
---
: . H"' ... · .~ 
. K G \ ·. ~--~~ E I ·; / \'F . S 0
'.R \1/ ': 
c 
(prey-. predator) 
a. If population 'R tmdergoes a sudden · DECREASE in size, ·hOw will this affect the 
size of population E? 
. . 
ANS\'iER: ------------------~------------~----------~----
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·.7 ,. .In the foliowi ng food web: (prey- :'Tedator) 
. f. 
e· M 
o"- / / ;..-u\ ~T 
~E~f-1/L 
A . 
. a. U poPulation :M 1.mdergoes a sudden DECREASE in size, how wi~l this affect the 




b.: In a few words, explain the 're~~ning behind your answer: 
· RFASONING: 
8. . In the following food web: (prey- predator) 
. L 
.C /E \ • .. 
. . 
. '--- . /- .· D . ·- ~X~ .. 
. " 
a. If po(llllat i on L tmdergoes a sudden DECREASE in size, how will this affect' 
the SlZe of populatfon W? ·I · 
I 
~R: --------------------------------------------~---
b. In a few ~rds ; expla in the reasoning b~ind your answer: 
RFASONING: 
( _ _  
. ..::.-- -- ' 
- . 
.· ' 
.. .. , .. . 
·, . 
. ; ' ·.. :.-~·. 
. .. -~-- ,~ -- -· . 
• •.• ,__-~-----~-:- - .. --. 4 - .. - --·· - . -.:....- •• -· -··------- - ~···--· ··-··---· ··- -- - - · · ··--
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--- -· -···----- ~~- -- . ·----~ . . 
-~ · ~..,::Sl>-! .. Jt'-~ .. ~ --------- . 
----.. ··- - · 
--· ------- --~------·------=~ 
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9. ·rn the following food web: 
·' 
.~ 1(prer.- predator). 
. '( . 
. . 
a~ · If population D \mdergoes a sudden DECREASE in size, how Will this affect the 
,size of popUlation G? ~--:;-).. 
'(""- ' · 
. . l 
b. · In a f ew words, exp;l.ain the reasoning behind your answer : 
. . . . ,.·: . .. . . 
. , REASONING: :·:;.... I .• ·~ 
io .. In the f~lloWing food web: · (prey"~predator) ·· 
E T Z 
.s/ \ -·; 
I ~":'1------ p . 
. I"' -D · . · 0 :~R/ . 
. 4-
·.-
a. If population T undergoes ~ sudden INCREASE · in size, how will t his affect ~he 
size of popUlation Z? . . 
136 
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11. In th~· following food web: 
6 .- / 
(pr~y ·-:- predator) 
137 
0 
· . ·( .. 
a. If _population X Undergoes a sudden INCREASE in size, how will this affect . the . 
size_ of popUlation P? 
ANSWER• ' . 
b... I~ a . few words, explain. the .reasoni~g behind your answer:.· 
. : REASONING: 
12. .a.. on the following web diagram, CIRCLE the ietters of populations through whicli 
the effects of a change in the site of population B wOuld be passed on . to 
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13. In the following food web: · (prey-predator) · D · .. /E' · ;H'(· . 
"' ""L : .. · I ~W~ - - ~/ 
A N . O 
~\. ·'t ·. · ~""' . z · ~· · .. u .. 
. y ' ' ' 
.. 
. .. 
a. If population R undergoes a sudden INC~E in size! how will this affect; 






b. In a few wor-ds, ~xplain the reasoning .behin~ your : an5wer: 
.. 
'-~NING: 
14 •. In the followir.s food web: .· (prey~predatorr 
. M . it/A\ 
T /"' f C \s~?~V 
a. If population K undergoes a sudden INCREASE in size, how Will this affect the 
size of populati on M? . 
ANSWER! 
b . In a i;ew words, explain .the reasoning behind your answer: 
REASONING: -------------------------------------~---------'----
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·.' , . 
.a. If population N tmdergoes a su:iden INCREASE in size, how wilt this affect the · 
s'ize of ·powlation A? · • 
-~~=- -----··--------~~-----·-- ----------~----------------------- .. ' ' . 
u ' J • ' 
·. b. In a few words, explain the reasoning· behind your .answer : 
... 
~NING: --~--------~------------------------~----------
16. In the following food . web: 
•. '.':' 
Y (prey ~predator) 0 . 
H _ ./o" __;)/ \_;..c 
""F T I .. l . l /~1 ,· 0 - ~ .a : . •. · .. j P~ . 




.. - a. If population 0 undergoes a sudden DECREASE in size, how will_.this affect the 
size o;' popUlation Y? • 
1 
; . 
. . .., 
AijS\fflR: ---+-.-. ----------------------------~-----------------------
b. rn· a few words, explain .the reasoning behind your answer : 
- .. · REASONING_: .. . _.. .. --------------~------------------~--------------------
~ . . . 
.;: · 
·.· 
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17. a. On the following food web diagram, CIRCLE the letter,s of populations through which 
the effects of a change in the size of popuiation M ~auld be passed on to popula~ 












































b. In a few words, ·explain the reasoning behind your .~er: 
. . I 
REA..Set-lrnG : ' 
~----~--~-------------------------------------------
18. In the following ~ood web: ·. {prey--predator) 
. · 
a. I~ po!}flation S . undergoes· a ~udd~n •DEC~ in size, how will ·this affect . the · 
: sue o popUlat1on K? 
·• ANSWER: 
b. In a few words, explain the reasoning behind your· ariswer: 
REASONIM>: .,. 
k". 
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THE fOOD WEB· POSTTEST· 
Note: · The ·dimensions of : th~ follow.ing reproduction have been 
. r~duced to· aj>proximately. t~ree;;.quarters the siz~ of' 
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_1. Answer all of the questiof!S in the spaces provided. · 
' . 
: · · 2. · In some qu~stion~ you will be . required to briefly -explain the reasoning yQu: 
~ed to get. yo~ _answer; be sure to clearly state your reaso~. 
3. If you have· difficult:y answering a question, proceed to the next one, then 
come back to the difficult one liiter. 
4. I:b, any rough work on the food web di-agram, if you wish . 
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DIPORI'ANT 
This tes"t deals with food webs.· The food web diagrams in the test do not 
contain names of animal populations. CUJIT.oU. LE1T.ERS are used to represem ~he 
va:rious popula "tions in a web . 
. So, instead of: 
wolf 
/. ·~ 
rabbi~·. · '/deer 
grass 
' ' ' · 





(Note: the letters used are rando~y selected, and are not related in any way 
·to· specific populations.) · . 
Arrows are always drawn from the prey to the predator. · 
Example: grass- deer 
(prey) · (predator) 
· . To remil')q you how to interpret the arrows. each question . wi,p have the 
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1. In the following food web: r {prey-preda·tor) 
a. If pOpUlation M ~dergoes a sudden DECREASE_ in size. hew will this . affect the 
si;:e Of po@at:ion .~? · · . : · 
~R:_· --~--~------------------------------~-------
b. In a few words. explain the reasoning behind your answer: 
~ONIOO: . _ ------------~---------------------------------
z. In t:he foilowing food web·: 
a,. If poJ2Ul ation L• undergoes a sudden 'DECREASE in site, how will. this affect 
-;l• the sue of population W? 
t 
~ · A~~R: ---------------------------L------~---------------
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3. In the following food web: 
L X 
S /\ \ ./E I w D p 
B ~ .. \ · ~ //J 
_'-.... .·\I ' M ~A~. 
(prey- preduor) 
a. If poWfation K t¢dergoes a sudden· DECREASE ·in size, how will this affect the 
si;e o popUlation L 'I 
"I 
ANSWER: ·-------------'------------
b. In a few words, explal.n the reasoning behind' your answer: 
~ONING: ~~--------------------~-------------------
4. In the following food web: . (prey- predator) · 
a. If population P undergoes a sudden DECREAsE in si:e, how will this affect the 
size oi population 5? 
,!.\SlicK: 
bj , In _a few words, e~lain the reasoning, behind your answer : 
~NING: ________________________________ ~-------------
' ! 
. . ·, .. 
~. -----· ·-··- ··· -· . 
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5. Iri the following food web: (prey--.- predator) 
--- - .- ,.:.. __ __ ____ ___ _ 
.·.· 
a. If population N undergoes a su:!den ·INCREASE in sfze, how will this affect Lhe 




· b . In .a -few words, e."q>lain the reasoning be~nd -your anslt(er : ... 
REASONING: ·~-;· 
.... 
6. rn· the following food web: y 
0 
(prey-predator) 
H . . /P' . . . \j \ ~c 
"" .. ~T,;---; . z ' .(~l;Q . /,--' 
I 
a . If population 0 un!iergoes a sudden DECREASE in size, how will this· affect the 
site ?f populat ion Y? · 
ANSWER: 
b. In a f~ words, expla in the · r easoning b~hind your an~er : 
REASONING: •I 
146 
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7. a. On · the following food web diagram, CIRCLE the letters of populations through ~o'hich 
the effects of a change in the size of popu1ation M would be passed on td ~-
~· 
A 
'/ ""· \ . 
\ ; M . 
\-··;I 
_:__.-: ____ ~ . . __ ·:·. 




· · b .• In a few words, explain the reasoning behltid your answer:. 
~~= ·----------------------~----~~--~--~----~ 
· : 
8. In the following food web: (p-rey...:....... predator) 
S · 
· .. 
---T . :\ 
fM "_....- 8 -r 
\ . . y I ~ K..___/ ' _/A 
\/'-- . 
0 . 
a. If population S undergoes a sudden DECREASE in s i ze, how will this affect the 
size Of popUlation K? 
~~~~= ----------------------------------------------~----
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9. In the following food web: . (prey-.:..· predator) 
----- - .. .. . ----- ---.----------.···-· 
' . 
a. If population D undergoes a sudden DECREASE in size, how will this affect the . · 
· size of popUlation G? · . • · · 
~: ----~----~------------------~-------------------
----~--------~--~------------------~------~----------.. 
. b. In a .few words, explain the reasoning behi~d your ~er: 
REASoNING: 
10. In the following food web : (prey- predator) . 
E 
/ · . T . . · Z s~ . \/ 
I . ~M__.-P . 
. '., ~ -D 0 · · .,~/ -
R 
a. If population 't" urdergoes a sud4en INCREASE in · size, how will this affect the 
siz~ of popUlation Z.? · . · . 
~~~= ----------------~-------------------------------
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• 6. 
II. In the following food web: · (prey-predator) · 
D"' /E"'~H~I . 
~w...__ . ·' · ·/ A ~N . ~ \ ~~o"u 
y 
a. If population R undergoes a sudden lNCREAsE in · size, hpw_will this affect . 
the size of population W? 
' . . ~ 
~:----~~----~----------~--~----------~----




~.· If popul~tio~ IC Undergoes a sudden INCREASE in size, how ,will' this affect the 
. size Of population M? · -
. "ANswcle ----------------~----------------------------~--
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13. In the following food web: 
0 0 
/X"-. \/\ \ .· / . \/" 
. ~t/L · .. • .... 
150 
.. 
· .. ' 
-. _: _ _:_ ____ ._ .. _ _ --.---·---- --------- ... H-~- - -- -- -- . 
' . 
- ---·· - ----·--·-- ---·------.--- ----;--- ---
: ~-.' : 
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a. If population X Uf\dergoes_ a sudden INCRE.I\.SE in si:z:~, · how will this .affec~ . the 
size o~ popUlation P?' · · 
~~R: ~----------~~--------~------~----~----~~ 
b: ·rn a few words, · ·e;q,lain . the reasoning be.hind your answer: 
REASONiNG: 
' ----------------------------------------~-----------
14 . .a,. On the following web diagram, CIRCLE the letters of populations through which 
the effects of a change in the size of population B wruld 'be passed on to 





.. b. In a few words, explain the reasoning behind yolir answer: 
~NI~: ----~~----------~--------------------~~---
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15. In the· followil)g food web: . 
. . K~A"'/M 
·. -"" s . 
,. /H' /\ 






. .:.~----- ·· ---~- - -- ..• 
<- > ~- If populat:ioit K undergoes a sudden ·INCREASE in size, haw will this affect ·the· 
. . size"Ore>P\flation G? · ·· _ . . 









. ·, · . 
b .. In a few words_, exp_lain the reasoning behind ,your ansWer: 
~I~: ----------------------~~--~~------------~-
16. In the. following food web: 
c,/ /\ '\·. 
G~ t · I . 
. - N~v 
. 0 
(prey-:>redator) 
· · a . . If population F undergoes a sudden · INCREASE in size, how will this affect th~ 
size of popUlation 0? . · 
~~R! ____ ~--~----------------------------~~----~ 
,, 




- . ..... .. ~ .. ..... =--.. __ .,. ., ._ · : -~·f:-.7'-· , -. -.-.- .-. ---;:---;;~_ ; __ · . .. ::-: . . ·_. 
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17. In the fopowi.ng food web: F 
__,T . ··-\ 
w\ ""'·--M 
/A'---- I . f ·,, 
f 
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•• a , 
q • 
a. If population F undergoes a .sudden 
size of popUlation M? 
INCREASE in size, how will. this a£ feet the 
ANSWER: 
b. In a fe~ wo~ds, exp~ain the reasonmg . behind. your answer: \ • 
REASONING: 
18. In the following food web: (prey..:.- predator) 
..... 
a. If politation R undergoes a st.dden DECREASE in she, how will this ufect the 
size a po@ati on E? . 
b. In a few words, explain the T';!_s.9Jiing behind your answer: 
..: Ri:AsoNING: · ----------~-----------------------------------
l ' . . . . . . . ' . 
l-.~---... ----------~.-. :- ~~-... ~- ··~·- ~:· · . ··:~· - .,:; 
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APPENDIX· C 
THE REMEDIAL BOOKLET. 
' [~ 
The dimen~i~tis .'~£ the following reproduction have been 
r~duced to approximately three-quarters the ·size o£ 
the ·original. · · · 
' . 
·, ' • 
!>. 
.. · 
~· ' . 
. ,. 
· , • .• r
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· Under~tandi~g llow various popul.·a ti~~s 
. interact with . eaoh .p ther is an importaift ' 
part· o:f . understanding ecology. ·. Recently; · 
you were tested on your knowledg'e -of. 
predatqr~prey- rela.tionsllips in foo'd webs • 
. ·rhis book~·e~ has been · speciallY' .designed 
. 'to provide ·'"another l.ook"· at- some:... of~·tbe· ·: 
·more difficuJ. t concepts invol. ved in inter-
;, ·J!re.ting predator-prey- relat1:6nsl1ips· in. 
. .. ,rood webs. , . / · · · · 
' ' - . ' ___ ,.,,· .. " 
· The concepta. which gave you diffioul ty 
were indicated in :tb.e resul. t s of 'your test~ 
· This booklet will' ',hel.p .Y~U cleaz:..:up · ilny , · 
· .diffi.cul ties· by showing you where you we·nt · 
wrong, then giving YOU extra 'practice in 
those areas .. '. : ; ·. · . · 
I • 
. .. 
. _ .. 
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fhis is a do-it-yourself kit 
for learning about population re-
lationships on food webs. YOU ARE 
o:rr,y REQUIRED ~ro COVER r!-!B :.tAJ!Ea!XL 
~OR ·tHE 5!C!LtS ,IUR ,ffi!cR Yoti R:Xi) ·. 
b!ntcotU ON ~HE .U!ST. These ;nl:J: 
oa ~na~cated on tna chart entitled 
"Key t'o . Slcill:s~', whi.ch is 'located 
on the next page·. · 
. The skills which gave · you 
dif'ficul ty.·are circled in .the 
first column · of the chart. 
Start. wfth the LO'NEST-· 
NUMBERED SKILL, ttren turn to -the page 
dealing .with that skill; Read the infor-
mation caraf'~y, and-think about ' what. you 
are· reading. After carefullY answering and 
checking all the practice problems, and when 
.you are sure you have achieved the skil)., turn 
· back· to the key and '9lrl te a '' V"'" beside that 
skill's numbet. 
Then, turn to the · page dealing with the . 
next CIRCLED. skill in the column ahd study that 
skill. ' · 
Continue until you have carefully · covered 
material for eacn of the -circled skills. 
Ol;l page ).a. (folloWing pa.ge 




For all toad webs shown in this 
you 
the 
·booklet, arrows .will always go 
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Key to Skills 
·Description of Skill 
. U~derstanding how a change in the si:;je .. 
o.f. a 'Prey populatiun can affect the si 
of its · predator plopula tion. , · 
Understanding now a change in the size 
of a oredator population can affect the 






Determining how a size cnange in' one 
'POpulation can affect another population 
that isn't directl y linked to it (when 
the other population<i:s lo'cated higher 






i Determining how a size change in one 1 t]' ____ L----------------
P o ptil.a t ion can affect a no ~er-po-pu:l..,a-+t-ti"'o"'n.----11~ __ _, 
l~cated on a diffl ent""'Cnain in the food i 
web. . 1 
i 
DeteraU.ning how a size change in one 
population can affect another population 
that isn't linked to it directly (when 
the other population is located lower on 
the same food chain within the ,food 1veb). 
Consi~ering all pathways through which 
a change in one population can affect 
another population in the food web. 
22 
27 







Determining how a size change in one 
population can affect another 90pulation 
which is located higher on the sa~e food 
chain. in a food web -- when the effect is 
trans:nitted t 'hrough more than one -path1vay. 
Determining how a size change in ~ne popu-
' lation can affect another oooula~ion lo~er 
on 'the same chain in a food 'Neb -- when t·he 
effe'ct is transmitted through more than one 
pathway • ' , 
Deter.nining how a size change in one popula-
. tion can affect another nooulation in the 
web not on the sa~e chain :_ when more than 
one pathway transmits the effe ct • 






A Plow Chart of Skills 
~ popula Deter:nininG ho'lf a ·size . change in one 
- tion can affect another population in the 
. chai n -- whe l) ' 1;ba n jweb not on the s ame more jone pa thway trans'llits the effect . 
~t~;mining _ how . a ·s~z~ T ~---· ~~termintng . bow ~ ~ cha nge in one s i ze cban~?;e in one · popu-
population can affect another nopulation ~ation ca n a f fect a nother popula t i o" lower 
vhich ·is located hi,r:her on the sa:::~e food !on· t he same chain in a food web - - · r:hen t he 
chain in a food web 
--
when the eff ect i s e f fect is transmi tted through m~re t h an one 
tr~nsllitted through more than one oath\YOY • pathway. 
'"" 
.... T ~~ 
l&'mddering _ all pathways through which 












' ~termining how a size change i n one • : 
population can affect another populati oJl 
. 
' 




~ete~ining how a size Cflange in one IJ~ermi ni ng ·how a size chan ge in one 
population can aff ect another population popuhttion can a f f ec t ano t he r popula t i on 
that ·isn•t directly linked to it ( wh'en t hat i s n 't linked to it d irec tly ( wh e n 
the otner popula tion is located hir,her the otb£·r populat i on is loca ted lower on 
on the same food chain within the f ood web). the same f ood chai n within t he food tveb}. 
' 
. T T -
IW . r Understa nding how a change i n t h e s i z e nderstandi n g how a cha nge i n t h e si ze .. of a ~rey popul ation can affect t he s ize f a pred~tor p~pul at i on . can a f f ect t he of its oreda tor pop~lat ion . 1ze of i ts pr ey populatloiJ . . 
0 
·. 
.. ,.. · 
. . : . • ~ ' ..• ;:,: . . ' :- ,.. .: . ~ .- . . _ .
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D'NDERSTANDING HOW A CBANGK IN THE SIZE 
OP A PREY POPULAUON CAN AFFECT THE 
SIZE OP ITS PREDATOR POPULATION • 
4. 
. Almost every organism .±s preyed on (u~ed as food) by 
some other organism. (Animals that feed o.n live organisms 
'· are called oredators; the organisms that are eaten are 
called orey. 
.. 
Each link in a food web represents the eating of 
members of a prey population by those of a. predator ' gop~a.­
tion: 
--, ~ . . , ~ ' .... _..;rJ-P..; ~ . ~~,;· ... T,, ~~· 
snakes k . ~ \ ~~· \ ·~ .... ., ' . 
. ' ·~· ~ ' I !Dice \ ' I 
. r. ~ 1 ~ ..... ~r!bbi:ts ~:•:~ grass clover 
' ~ ,,_.,'-' 
The food web shown above represents the feeding relation-
ships in a very .simple grassland community. I£ these feed-
i~g relationship~ have occurred for .a number of years, the 
sizes of the populations in the community will stay fair.ly 
constant, generation after generation •. 
~ · 
' • . 
•.· 







' ' I ! I · 
I I 









. -.. ~·-· . ,., .... ... _ . .... --




Looking at the food web, we see that tile rabbit popula-
tion feeds on a population of clover. 
.. 
Ove·r the years, the 
. clover population may ·· 
·shift . in size :·slightlY. 
but tends to stay a certain. 
.- ".~verage" ·size. 
_..A¥1U4( 
-.....:::=~ -. SrL-." 0, 
~"" IWO&.AfiOiol 
Since clover is tne ·rabbit population's ma~n food source,. 
the rabbit p~pulation · is only as large as what can .. be fed 
··by the existing clover population. So, if the clover popu-
lation stays fairly constant, the rabbit population will 
also tend to· st.s.y fairly constant in size. 
" p_g_f: 
Suppose one ·year the cl over population is greatly reduced 
by an unusually cold spring, 
\ 
--~--:---·--:---.··--.. -. :-·-1r--· ... ···--·-. -- .. ·---
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.. ~ :. 
-· ~ .... -----.. ··-------.. ·-·-- ... _ .. ___ ...... ,
How will a sudden decline in the size 
of the clover population affect ·its 
predator; the rabbit population? 
.,. , .. 
6, 
If there is a decrease in food (i.e. the clover popula-
tion), some of the rabbits mi'gb.t die of starvation or leave 
the ·community to find a new area to .live in. Since the 
number of rabbits in the original population is reduced, 
.the size of the rabbit population has DECREA.SED. 
Now take the O~OSI~E situation: 
; .. · If some factor -- extremely good environmental condi-
tions, for example - causes the clover population to become . 
larger 'than usual, how would this affect the predator 
popUl:a.tion? 
Answer: 
If tou said the rabbit population would increase in size, 
you're right_. Bravo!! 
... o~r-B ~ 
. ~.o ur, ) 
.d ~H~! 
If there was an increase in the clover ~onu-
·lation, there ·would be more food for the rablli t 
population to eat. Thus, a larger popula~ion of 
rabbits could be supported by the larger clover 
161 
populatio~ . .. . ···-·-· _____ . . . \ · _ 
As you can see, when a'prey population decreases, its 
predator population will decrease .because of a lack· of food. 
·Nhen a praY . population increases, its predator will increase. ·· 
'Understand? Turn the pa~e to find out! 
' i 
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: ' . · 
l. In the following food web, if the Jtllrew.;!.Jopula tion undergoes, 
a. sudden I;fCREASE, how rlll this .~trect ·_- the size . of t_he 
snake population? · ,J · ·, ; • · , . 
Ansver: 
2. In the 
SNAI<ES RACCOONS ';J WOLVES 
"· "' / · r ··SHREWS FROGS 
PRAYING . \ ~IES OE~R M~NTI~S~ GRASSHOPPERS 1 1 . . . ! K.. . " . . -........ ....__ 
. GREEN RLANTS · 
follow~g food web: L 
K ··.·~ \ 
"'E / I 
. / ""r G ·~/ 
. c 
. . 
If popula ti·dn I Wldergoes a sudden DECREASE in size, how vtill 
this. affect the size of population H? 
Answer: 
·3. Explain the rea~on for your answer to question 2, above. 
.. __ !:n~wer:~---------,--------------
~ (Check all of yotl.r answ!'lrs on pag~ ~,.) 
Once you have mastered this skill, 
turn back to the key on page ), Pind 
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tniDERSTAHDING HOW A CHANGE IN. THE SIZE 
OP A PREDATOR POPULATION CAN A?~ECT rHE 
SIZE OP ITS PREY POPULATION. . 
All animals must eat to stay alive • 
. , Animals thS.t feed on live organisms are 
~-~-called nredators; the organisms that are eaten are 
called E!:!a:t:. 
Each link in ·a food web represents the eating or 




shown-above represents feeding relation-
ships in a marine environment~ If such feeding relationships 
occur for a number of ye~rs, the si~es of ttie various poyula-
stay fairly constant. 
But what if one of the populations ·suddenly 
CHA~GES in si~e? 
















· ' · ~-- ~-
•(.r• o ·..r>. , _,.. ,_..._.,,,___._.. •. ••• • ··•- • ' 
1 The food web indicates that seal! eat caplin • Over 
tne years, the seal population stays fa.irl;r constant', except 
fo:r;:: minor shi.t'ting- in_ size: 
.. 
'" ' 
Suppose that one year tne seal· population is greatly 
reduced~- this may have been caused by any_ number of 
factors. .1hat effect will such · ardecreaae in a predator . 
population have on its prey, the _caplin populati_on?. 
If there were fewer seals feeding 
on ·ca.plin, PEllER canlin would be killed· 
than are usually killed. As a result, . 
th~ caplin population would grow .larger 
than usual. 
. . 
· A DECREASE IN A PREDATOR POPULAtiON 
CAUSES ~N INCREASE. IN ITS PR!Y POPULATION. 
·. .. ..... . 
>low take the OPPOSITE situati on: 
How does an INCREASE i11 a p~edator population aff,ct · 
its prey population? ~or ·example, use the martne food weblti) 
to determine how an increase in the tuna population would 
affect the herring populatton; explain the reason for your 
answer .; 
' . 
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It you said the 
size, you're right. 
herring-population would dacrease ·in 
Bravo!! You Ire a.n ecological einstein! 
8. - - ~
• 
· If there was an increase 
in the tuna population, ·they 
would eat more nerring, which is 
their prey population. As a 
result more herring would be 
hunted than usual, and the 
~opulation would DECREASE in 
size. · '" 
In summary, when a . predator population 
ecreaeee in size; -the prey population tends · 
to increase (because · fewer will be killed . 
·for food~ When a predator population. increases 
in size, the prey population tends to decrease 
· (because more prey are being killed than 
usually . ar~ to feed the predato~e). 
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I . ... - - ..... - .. --- . - . 
SNAI\S . . RAC.COfNS 
SHREWS . r=RO~S 
. I' \ . J _\ 
PRAYING · FliES MANTI~5 t=-·GRA55HOPPERS t 
. ' . "'- \ _ 
GREEN PLANTS . 
If the frog -population DECREASES in size, how wiil this affect 
tile size of the -fly population? · 
.uiswer: ------~----------------------------------
2. ·Explain the reason for your answer to q,uesti'on l, above. · 
Answer: · --------------------------~----~--------------~ / 
3· In the following food we~: S" 
__...--"' R . "\ a"' o_._ 
• N 1 r / r . M K~J/ . 
If population tf undergoes a sudden INCREASE in ·size, how will 
this affect the size of populati9n K? 
Answer: 
(Check: your answers on page·~,.) 
Once ·you have mastered this skill, 
turn back to the key on ~age 3. Pind 
the next -skill which has been circled 
" · and proceed. 
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DETERMINING HOW A SIZE CHANGE IN ONE 
POPULATION CAN APPECT ANOTHER POPULATION 
THAT ISN~T LII«ED ro IT DIRECTLI: (I'IHEN • 
1'HE OTHER POPOLAriON IS LOCATED HIGHER 
ON THE ~ POOD CHAIN 'ol!THIN THE ,VEB) • 
:assing Lillks??? 
, . 
Even though two populations may not be l inked directly 
to .eaoh other Within a food web, they can still affect each 
· other. To see an example · of how two such populations can 
be affected by each otner, let's look a:t the following food . 
<I' 
web: · .. _. · ·-t 
. ' . . 
' '• I 
·OWl 
llons 






If so!De !actor causes ·the vegetable population to 
decrease drasticallY• how would 'this affect the owl .popu-
lation? 
· Turn the page , to find out ~ --
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STEP ONE: Firs~, locate the· popu-
1a\1ons on the food web, and mark 
t~e : population ' that has undergone 
tl1e initial change in size. ~ ! . . . • : ,.. .. -"' ~a.~ 
, P~-kd ~~f/J ·· 
j . \ l"abbi-ls 1· 
qraS& _,t.... · 
. 
IS . 
' :.r~~ ... rr'·nr 
~ . ~~~s fot o. . . 




· · STEP TWO:Notioe how a decrease in 
. ~ . . ~ 
. : the vegetablil population can _spread 
through the ~eb, by .observing th~ 
populations .which · are linked ·directly 
to the ifgetable population.1.. · 
~to.i'n: 
. )~~ or/'r 
--~~ r 
J ~~ld. ~rr"j5 . 
.. 
STEP THREE: A change in the vegetable 
popUlat1on causes the mouse and rabbit 
populations ·to change. A change in 
the rabbit population will directl7 
affect the mountain lion pppulation 
. 11nd 't he owl population. ~ 
"l ' .: 
-
C.W.NA-'£ lf4 1"14£. 
fb;uu.f'lolol C ... '-1. IU,~ A .. flP'f',C.(' 
. - . 
ON 1'ltlt IPW~ PoP\JI..J'T'\ONJ . 
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STEP POUR: To determine what the 
effect on the owl populatiOn will 
be, if the vegetable population 
suddenly 'decreases, fiTst ·determine 





* Since rabbits are predators of the vege~ble 
population, i! the. number of ·vegetables is 
suddenly decreased, the rabbit population 
tnat 'feeds on them will also suffer a decrease. · 
. I 
Now, · deter:nine ho1v this change, 
in the rabbit population·will affect 
the owl population. 
J-\ '• ..... . 
.· 
' · 
• Since owls are predators -of the rabbit 
popul!tio~; if· the rabbit po~ulation . 
decreasu, the owl population that feeds 
on tqem will also decrease. · 
~ . . 
r--k·· _ r~~r·~-
h\IGC,~ ·. ..~619 .. lft.t ' 
q(~ ~ " 'J ~ J . 
,,Clss \'~'"'e . Sclrr"""~ 
St1i£.U...1.Y :A' decrease iJ1 the vegetable por,n.tla ti::>n would catise 
the owl population, to .decrease, in time. ·· · ~ 
~- .. :
:iow you tty 1 t1 Using the same food web, deter:nine ho\Y an ;, · 
1ncraase ln the sappling population .would affect the mountain . 
· lion populati.on. · · · ' 
Answer: ------------------------------ ~- .. 
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The. effect of an increase in the sap-pling population 
on ·the mounta:in lion populati-on ·is to cause 1 t to 
increase, 
Here ' s •why: A.n increase ia sapplings would cause an 
an increase iln their predators, the de&~­
-population. · ;\n i!lcrease in the :ie!r 
population ·~rould mean :uore preY for the 
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l. The . following web represents feeding relat.ionships , in a 





. . . 7 . 
. . ~_egosaur ~ 
brontosaur -~ 1 stonefly 
. "'-.. . . /. 
~·, ' · 





sudden decrease '\;~ \vegetation (due to an 
age) would affect -- ~·~e size of the thecodont 
~· 
2. In the following food web: 
If' popul$tion C suddenly increases, how will this affect the 
size . of population I? 
Answer:~----------------------------------------------
3. State the reason for your answer to question 2, above: 
Reason: ______________________________________________ __ 
(Check your answers gn page lt'J.) 
.... . 
Once you have mastered this skill, 
turn back to the key on page 3. ?inc 
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DETERMINING HOW A SIZE CHANGE IN- ONE 












Even though two populations in a .food ~eb may not be 
linked directly by an arro", they can still have an effect 
on each other. 
. Consider 1:be. f'.ollowing ·foo.d web:~:: .. · . 
. -
oiak • f- • " h:r.u 
·J ·. 
~~"~· 
frog '""' baoo 
turtle f'\ . ~inooct 
.. \ ! 
reeds ~ 
S%'etn p_lanta· 
.. , some taetor cau•ee the heron population to decrease 









... ·· ...... . 




· .. ·; 
~~-.. ~ .. :~. 
I .. ~ • • -
... . -·~ · .. .'• 
~~ ~~~-------------- -~~~··'.· ~ .-.--. ···--.-- -~··- ·-· --~- --f-·-· -... ... . - --· _____ .... __,_, .. ,.. ___ ....... 
-
-. ' 
,, I 1 
.. . , 
. i~ 
' I \. 
.... 
Even though the two popul.ations are not direct~y Unked, 
eventually one of the populations .wllch chan8es as a result· 
ot the decrease in the heron population ,'fiLL have an effect 
on the bass population. To determine what the effect will 
be, . f'o~low these steps: 
STEP ONfi: ?irst, locate the two 
popUiat1oils on the f'ood '/lab, and 
mark the pop\llatidn that llas undergone 
the i.ni. tial change in size. · · ~ ~ 
• mak ~c~ 
173 
·19 • 
' . .... 
/ · · ~ · .f'~~- -'---~ -J-------------------------~uskra . inse"'t ' 
· . . \ t~tle~ , .... "1. 
.. 
reeds green plants .; 
STEP TWO:Obaerve ' how a change ('in 
this case, a decrease) ,in the size 
ot the heron population can spread 
through the web; and which popula-









. . , 
STEP THREE: A change in the heron 
·. popUia tion causu ~he frog popuJ.a .. 
tion to change. This change in 
the !ox popu.l.ation directly a:trects E.!!! and insects.· , 
so.. . It c.-oiGC olol -n.• liCe..., 
i'tw1.~1"1cN C.O."' loA,.. Atl tt.Hflr 1»J 
e.-;:i~ . 
........ ___ ~ 
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-:-row, to determine how the 
bass will be 
.-4!(ec~ed 
. . ·• 
·. 
.. . 
. !-- :c: :r: 
..... ~ .. Q 
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S':EP POOR: 'ro determine the affect o! 
a decrease in the heron population on 
the bass population, first · determ.:i~e 
how the f~g population will be a!!aoted. 
• Since herons are predators o:f the frog 9opulation 
a decrease in herons will cause an IliCRE.ASB Ln the 
frog popul.ation, their prey. 
s~. 






/" · \ fro~ ' · · (: . lllUkt . ·~ ' .\;-t-- insect , 




Now, determi.ne how such a change· in the frog popUla-
tion will affect tha bass population. 
• Since frogs are the prey o! the bass popuJ.ation, 
an increaee in the frog population will. cause 
its predator, the bass populat;l.on,to INCRBASB. 
.... 
... 
·rherefore, in this case, a deoreaee in the heron . 
population reaul ted in an increase in the bau population. 
. . ,. 
... ··~ ....... , 
.... 
. ,-, ' 
·, · 
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tTsing the same t'ood web, determine how an. I~fCREASE in 
the~· turtle popul~tion woul.d a!:t'ect the mu~rat population.· 
Answer: 
Let' e see how you did: 
1. "':t' the _turtle population increasu, the effect on its 
predator, 1lle mink popul.ation; will be to INCREASE. 
2. I£ the mink population increases, the eftect on its 
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I (Note that we are ONLY taking in1;o consideration the 
a:t!ects due to predator-prey relationships; this may, 
as a reaul. t, be. a rJther simple interpretation of a 
more complex situation.) 
/. 
.. · ,.,,';A. . '2' on . · 
,,:;,mink1.,_ / __J;ss 
r- ' ~, . 
· muekrat. . -~ . frog' 
\ turtle~ ;••ct 
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hawk:a .•• owls 
'/'· 
· mice· 
frogs . / . deer 
. "'mae\ta / 
gr~en plants • · · · 
+rr· tne 'mouse population suddenly increaees, how will this 
affect tile size of the fr~g. pop_u1ati~n?-
Answer: __ _. ________________ ~~--------------------------
2. Explain· t.b.e reason !>~r your answer ~o question 1, above. 
I 
Answer: 
J. Consider th' .roll owing food "'b: 
.. 
It population a ~Uddenl.¥ decreases, bow will this attect' 
the size of' pop\llation C? 
Anewarz --------------------~--------------------------
( Obe ck your answers on page 'f1. ) 
Once ,you have !llllstered thia. skill, 
turn back to the kay on page , 3. P'ind 
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DETERMINING 'HoW A SIZE CHANGE IN ONE 
POPULATION CA.Ll AP?EC'f A~OTHER POP!JLA~IvN 
THAT ISN'T LINitp ·ro IT DIRECTLY ( iiHEN 
THE OTHER' POPULATION IS LOCATED LO\'IER 
IN. THE ~ FOOD CHAIN WITHIN .TH!"i'I'D), . 
olhat 1 s" the Connection?? 
. 
~ Even 'thou,h-two popul._a~ons lll!lY' not be U.alced directly 
to each other within' a !o!)d web, they can stUl a~teot each 
-J other. · To see an example · of this, consider· the following. 




, I· caribo~ 
'~ i __!_wAU gra~·ni'l an~ :11osse s 
. . . If some taotor causes ·tne polar bear population to · 
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S'l!EP ONE: Pirst, locate • the · p6'Jn.i-
1ations on "the · food web, and mark 
the . population. t.l:lat bas undergone 
the initial change in rlze. 
. ·· -~ 
. r@J·. ~~r · 
. Ur · 
,/ibear _ 
' STEP' TlaEE 1 A change in the polar · bear 
popUlation causes ~he fox. pop\.llation 
to change. A change in the fox population 




Now. to determine hovr'the · 
·ptarmigans Ifill be 
. ; 
\ 
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S'rEP- POUR: 'ro determine the ef~-­
an increase in the .polar bear popula-
. tion on the ptarmigan population, 
'firet determine how the arctic fox 
population will. be affected. 
*Sinoe polar bears are predators of the f'ox po-pulation, 
an increase in the polar bear ;~opula.tion will cause · 
a DE~~E in its pray, the .arct3:c fox ~opulation. 
pol~ar'·< 
. bear l 
arctic~ 
. ~ox c_ .... ) · - . ~ol! 
. /- , arctic/' ' · p•armi~ T J.Oou 
green plants and .mo15ses 
Now, det•rmi:le how this change in the fox population 
will- -fftot ·the ptarmisan populaUo~. 
. . 
• ~ Since foxes are predators of . the ptarmigan, if the 
fox popu1ation 'creases, its prey, _ the ptarmigan _ 
will' INCllEASE i popula tiQn size. 
polar~ bea 'J 
l:-) . 
arcw toxJ~ 
/ - ·. ~ ,;tf!Ol! 
' I 
( 
~arctic ~ ptarmiga -. !lare caribou ( "' . t . . ·__;~~ I --~r---~~~------~--------~---------------------~een plants ~ .• 
~oases 
. • . ' 
. · . ·. 
~· . - ·:· ~ 
. ' 
·' . , _ 
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Using the same food web, deter.nina -how a DECREASE i n 
the polar bear population would affect the. green plant and 
moss population. 
Annerz 
· ·· lltt! s see how you did: 
.. , .. 
•' 
. .. 
1. ·If the 'polar bear ~o-pulation, de'creaau, the - e~_f'ect 
. 'on its prey, the !ox :population, will be to 
. i'ncreasa , . · · 
2. I! the f'ox population increasea, the effect on 
·its ·prey, the ptarmigan population, will be to 
decrease. 
J, I! the ptarmigan population decreases, the 
e~.tect on its prey, the green plant and :nos a 
population will be to· increase. 
~hare:t'ora, a decrease .in the polar bear popul.a.tion · 
wo}lltl. causa the green plant and moss populati.on to 
INCREASE-. 
.-:- ,• 
. .APOLAR 8~ 
;r·.·~ 
ARCfiC ~ iYOLP 
., PO~.·~ ~ ·. 
. I~ ARC!IC \ 
PTARMIGAN e. ' . HARE ·CARIBOU 
~®·t ...,/ 
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1. Consider the !ollow~d web: 
. . ospre1 co.31orant 
mergan~r · · _/ · ~ 
. ' "fl~ ... iowti.sb. ~ 
\ . cla~ cladopho~ . !)lank:ton 
If the cor:norant populati.on .suddenly decreases, b.ow will this · 
affect . the size of the clam 909ula tian? 
Answers __________________________________________ ___ 
' 
If population A undergoes a sudden increase, how will thi.a 
affect the size of population X? 
Anawert -----------------------------------------------
), Explain tb.e reason tor your answer to q~astion . 2, . above. 
Answer: 
(Check your armrtra on page It,,) 
.. 
: ·. ' 
Once yoa have !lla~tuad this skill, 
turn back to the kay on page 3. Pind 
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A CHANGE IN Ofla POPULAf:tON ·CAN AJ'PECT 
.ANO'rHER POPULATION IN THE POOD WEB • 
- ~¢1 :J CONSIDERING ALL PA~HWAYS THROUGH 'RIIIC~ 
. ·. !! . > 
In previous probJ.ems dealing with the effect of a .change 
in one popUlation on another population in -a food web, there 
was usually ·only one pathway in which. the effect couJ..d travel. 
This .iS not always the -case. ; ·In taot, 1-or. moat :fo~d 
webs, this ia RARELY -the . case. Pood webs are used to . ·: 
represent feeding rela tionshi.ps in a eoiDI!Iuni. ty, . ·rhey_ . 
usuall.y consist of · a complex network of 1ntercoruiections; 
As a ~esult, there are numerous way-s in wllich the affects 
. of a change in one populati'on can s-pread to a different 
population. ·In order to interpret. food ifebs correc~ly, 'it 
h important to be aware of these, and to consider al.J. of' 
them. 
I 
Consider · the folJ.owing simplified food web (each letter 
represents a different population): · . 
. 0 -\_,.c-: 
8 . 
p( ' . i· 
' • '§:i .· (•~:, .. 
I~ population'S increases in siae, ·due to ·an extremely 
~;ooess!ul bre_eding season, how will this affect popuJ.ation 
t. . 
ll'irst of' all, noUoe 
that when population 
B inore!l>aea1 1 t . will · 
. a~ftot · no-t . only_ popu-
lation 0,. out al.so ' 
:populations D and A. · 
l Let the brok'en J.inea 
represent the ef'f'aot. 
·.~ 
J\), . ·~ 1"\ / . . .r-' 
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As indicated on · the preVious page, the eftaat of a 
change_ in population B oan . only reach population C from 
one P&:thwa¥ dir,ectJ.y .~om population·S • 
1 ~~~ . . • ~-toe 
' ?,~- "'-----~~~ ' ' .· 
,: Iii ' ~' . "' . 
· v 
. _Even though popul.ations A and b are af'fectad by- the 
inoraaae in po'!)ul&tion 81 there j.s no pf,\th~ <~from either 




As a resuJ.t, if popuia.t,.i.on B increases, . . .f!a. 
popula ti. on C wi.l.l also inoraa~.e, · since 
it is population B'a predator and ,the 
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This time,. we'll consider a different. si tuat:l.on, in 
,,tlle follolling food we'b (again, each lett&~- repr~sents a · 
ditferent popuJ.ation).· · · · •• 








QUESTION I If' Population s · sudcienly_chcreaeas :!..n size', bow wi~l 
th:!..a al~ect population tJ? . · · . 
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Pirst of all; notica that 
when population S decreases, 
it ~ll affect its predators 
(:population U) and its :prey 
(population \f). · Let .the 
broken lines represent the 
effect spreading to these 
poptqa tiona • . 
. /e--\ . 
,' ;r "" t-:-l- / ~ - ... . R j ·. 
. .. _( T. . .'\ \ ·j. ,,u ' 
' \ ' t \a . '~ . 
;, ~ ~ . ' .;i ·• I 
' .......... w<)· , ,....., __ ..., __ . 
• In this !oo~ 'Neb, the' 
effect of a decreas·e in 
populatiop' S can reach population ' 
. u f'rom ·~ pathways: · 
L From s to ·o .. d1rectly; 
2. · From S to ·iV to 0 to T ·to E to U 
· ( tb.is route may .take longer) 
184 
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The effect of' a change in.population s on 
• ·popula1{1on U troST be determined by considering 
a\~ possible .Mthways that the effect could . 
arrive at _population U. 
If 'we consider only the fi~st (sh~rter) .pathway; we would 
conclude .t.hat a decrease in . population s would cause iota 
pr-edator, ~population U, to' decrease. '\J 
... 
If we consider. only the second (longer) pathway, what would 
we predict. the effect to be . on population U? 
Take a ~oment now, to do this. 
Answer: 
.• 
. . . 
{ ' ' 
\ 
. - ' . 
•. :·\. _~ - -.-~-:--···---::-~-~-~-. •, ~ .:~. -:--.· .. -.-,- · .. ·-·-:--:-.:_.-. ~-~:-!_- -
- ,: ·_, .. :: 
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Check Your 9.1\Swer here: 
I . ,~ 
a decrease in population s would cause an increase in 
it~ .prey, population ·a · 
. an increase in 'If would cause a.n ip.cr~ase in :its predator, 
populati~n 0 \ 1 
an 'ir,ncreljlse• in 0, would cause an increase in :i. ts· preda_t-or, . 
popuJ.a tion T ~ 
-·"an increase in T wouJ.d ?~u~-e an inc_rease in i. ts ))redator, 
population E · ' 
an increase in· E would ·.c·a)ls~ ~~~crease in its prey, 
popul.a tion R· 
~nd PI NALLY, a decrease in· pop\Uatio:n ;i · wd\.ud cause an 
increase in its prey, population .U. 1 
I 
This route seems to suggest .the ~'ffe'Ct is OPPOSITE to that 
of the other route's· effect • 
) 
The most likely effect is a ,combination of the effec<ts ' of 
the various uathways. Since 1.n this case there were two . 
'oas1bie ei'fects,, opposite to each other, the effects · 
· would tend to cancel out. In this case., a DECREASE in-
population S wou1d probably resu1t in no change in .popu1at:!.on u. . . 
. ,• 
'. 1,(.• 
Sometimes _there are , more than two pathways to consider: 
... . 
.M~ .~x 1 . r 




. ·, . . . a 
, .· 
List the various pathways ·through. whic_h · a change in populat~on 
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, :: ~· · There. ·are three · possible pathway.s: 
M· · 
l . L to X, directly 
:2 .• ,: L to 1i to x; 
". L . to A to D 
' 
). to F to X: • 





'l'he skill of considering al.l. possible effects 
·from a!l. · poasibl.e 'd11'eoti.ons is important iri· dealing 
With food webs, In a ~foo.4 web, a.s we: !lave· seen, , 
the're ·are often n1an,y complu intercoMecting pathways 
between populations. It is these·. pathways that gfve · 
a. food web .itS stability -- so tnat· often the effects 
of a drastic change in one part of the web are cancell~ 
out ·before they drastically affect other populations · 
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) . 
•· 
,,1<!, ., , ,\ ........ - ... -- - v,. ~.-........ .. . 
.... 
. - - - -- - -;~---
___ .f.~ .- -...... ---· ----
·----------------~----------~--------
. , . -i · 
.. . 
l. P'or the f'ollowi.!lg . food web: 
- ·-~ h!'ronl\__ 
Z _..-t~sa 
crayfish:---.- . ·r· 
.. '\ . 
won a 
· '\. sunfish 
· . . / 
. · ~Sl!cts . 
plan;t s 
···. 




I.!l the·~ ~·pace b'elow, l'iri te out ail. pathways ·. through which a · . 
change in the siz-.e .of the bass · populati•;m :can ce passed along 
to the crayfish population. 
I 2, 
. ~ . 1 ' • 
. ~ . 'Fo~ the· following food web: L'- ~ . "" . 




.Qn the food· web, circle .the letters representing populations 
through ' whieh the e.t'f'ects of a change in· population J•will 
spread to population F. 
t' (Check your answers on page 'Pl.) 
... 
. .... ..... .... :: ---__ .... .'' 
. -~ ; . 
Once you. have mastered this skill, 
turn back to the key on page~ 3 . Pind 
the next skilJ. ·which has been circled 
anli' oroceed,· 
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DETER!AINING HOW A SIZE CHANGE IN ONE 
POPULATION CAN. AFFECT ANOTHER PO:PlJLATION 
,YHICH IS LOCATED. HIGHER ON THE SA1IE FOOD 
CHAIN IN A. P'OOD ·NEB --. NHEN · THE EP'FECT 
IS TllANSMITTED THROUGH MORE THAN ON'E · 
PATHv'IAY. . 






It tne 111udsnail population suddimly increases, how w'ill 
th~s affect the merganser population? 
Although these populations aren't directly linked 'by 
· an arrow, it is clear that a change in the number of !IIUdsnails · 
coul.d affect their predators, blow'!ish, which· in turn wouJ.d 
affect~ predators, mergansers • . 
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.. . . . .)_ 
" ' . ./ 
; . 
c~·C · 
-. .. · ... ;. 
. '· 
·' 
\ · . . 
I:! you ~ook at" th~ ·WaD careful~y, you wi.ll: '·nbt.ice that 
the effect of'· a cllange in t.b.e IIIUdana.i.l population can spread 
to mergansers by· another pathway in · thl! _web: 
..... 
mer'gan,se~  .. : r-:· :
1
Howt\i.sh . /COfi!IOrant ::_ · . .. : 
eel · · · .. 
Q • • 
·. .m.~dsne.il . . · : . 
. . r : . ': . -. fluke 
clad~phora ·~· .. .. 1t 
~ , .. 
·: ·.1 
What is · 'the alternate pathwayf 
. I 
AJlewer: __ ~--------------------~ ------------------------
~-
~-
The second pathway invo~ves'.more . popu~atione • . 'l'he 
-·a·!fect could be· passed in . the . i'oll~wing manner: 
mudsnails to cladophora to eels to mergansers 
·:, 
In crier to !)rediot tne effie~ of a change' iz;; one 
population _on another population when more than one 
pathway connects· ·them: , · ' 
'· l.tl;irs~~ ·identify !1]. poss~ble ;athways in 
which. the effect could be passed from one 
populat j,on t o th.e other, . , 
2, For EACH pathwtiy, deter:nine the effect of 
~ the initial. c~ange on the population in. 
question. 
(continued _ _, 
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'· .• 
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3. Sum the indiVidual · .atf'e.cts, 'to get a net affect. 
·rhi.s is the .best prediction of b.ow the !JOpulation . 
Will be affected in the long run.· 
·• 
Por · the;·t"ood web we have been considering·, determine the 
e.ff.ec:t ()£ .. an increase· ii_?. the mudsnail· po-pulation .on the 
merganser population, us"i.ng t~e guidelines below: 
Stell one: In the spaoe below, list all possible llathwe:ys 
through. whlch the effect might travel. · · 
. ~-. ·-·. 
. :. ' ·: . 
Step two: P'or each pathway . listed. abov;~·, determin, the 
- effect of an increase in ·mud snails on mergansers. 
I ' \. • • • 






)Jtep thr-~e: Deterioine the overalJ: n;et ef'f11ct of an .increase . 
1 in mudsnails on mergans'e.rs, by summing i~divid- ·· · . 
ual effects • 
(When you have .finished 
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" SteE, one: 1'.• :nudsnail. to· blowf'ish to merganser 
2. .. l%11..!-dsl'l.llil. to cladop,tlora to eel' to 111arganser 
Sten two: 1. an increase in :nudsnai~~ ·WOuld cause · their 
· P&edators, bl9wfi.sh, to increase; this 
· ' . :~I '" 
· would cause. thdir predators, mergansers to 
. i.ncrease • . 
. Through thi s pa thwa;y, an increase in :nudsnails .. 
.. results · in an: i.narease i.n mergansers • 
. ' 
2 .• an inbreaae in mud mails . would cause their pret,;.'cl.adophora, to decreaae; this would · ··.· 
cause their predat.ors, eels, to dlloreaae ; 
"'hich woul,d cause . . th.eir predators, illerganser_s, 
to decrease, 
Through thi s pathway, increase in mudsnails an 
' resul ta in fl decrease in mergansers. . 
, . 
~_,- . ·."';~ 
, 
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l. In r• following food ••b' 
' ! 
It population · 'r suddenly increases, how. will this a:ff11ct the 
s'ize of· ·population Z? 
!njwe.r: . . 





3. Ia rhe t'ollowi.ng. food web: 




· wolf· ' / ·-........ 
. , "' · ·.. .· . ·· f\ ptarmigan arcti.c 
.
. r:...._ hare · , 
· .........._ ). ~ l enl!:ling 
green :plants 
. . 
If ~he lem.'l!ing population suddenly decreases, · how will 
affect the size .Of t he. polar bear population? 
... r·r.· . 
-·- ,• · . 
tnis 
't· Stare the reason t'or your answer to questi:>n 3, above., 
;Ans\er: 
_ _;_ __ _:_ ______ --: _ __:;._ _____ --:_,...--~ .... ,: i . 
, 
(Check your ans·Ners on page !io.) 
Opce you have · mastered this ski~l, 
turn back to the key on page .3. Pi nd 
the next ski ll which has b e en circled 
and proceed. · 
· ... ~ .. :·~ . :, ·;· 
.·. 
.• ·. ~ . 
: •• • . .. :U,.-:-~•o r•,• •,-•• : .~ . . . ... 
· ' . 
,- ·,. 
':'=: 
. .. . 
' . 
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. ' DETERiaNING HOW I A SIZE. CHANGE IN · om; POPJJLATION 
.CAN APYECT ANOTHER POP~TION LOCATED ~~ 
ON THE SAME CHAIN IN A POOD WEB - WHE~f 'l!HE 
EPFE.CT IS TRANSMITTED · THROUGH MORE THAN ONE 
PATHWAY. I I • • . 
· I. 
food ·web: 




I I • 
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'I • 
·; .. ·. 









·- ~ ... 
,· 
:·.: > 
::. :. : 
. . 
- · 4 • 
. · 
·' 
-- . . . . '. . ... ' , .. ~.: ·: .. .• . · .... ·'" 
·,·· . 
. '·: 
i ·. .~~:; .::" : : ~· 
~ · .  ·.. ·, . . ~,..:c 
: I 
. .. 
. ·I'. ) ~- -
~· 
. ' .. Siowfi~ ' j 
\ 
1\. . . . . .·. . . . . .. l 
. \ · ' .. ~ . ·-·:· ·- · -~-: ·· ;· ~ _· - ·-. -~:...·. _:~ ~~--- - ·__ _ 9..!11!~ic_~:~r~s 
~ ' . - . . . ' 
. . ~ -- : . . . . ' ' 
- ~ 
I 




· :·. ·" . . 
.' .. · 
· ' 
\ ; . 
i· \' ' .. 
· , 
. , . . . . 
If .t.t?.e osprey population suddenly, de.creases,' ~how ·will 
this affect t ,lle· s:l.-lversid~s pop~lation? 
t: 
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1· ;· .. , ... . 






- .<!~~:-:- : :...' ... ·_,..,_.,..;-. '"'·. -· -.~~ .......;--.,....  -,.-.'-; "Tl . \::.~-~-< .. 
.~ 
' ·. 
. . ~· 
.•.. . ~ -
·' 
.· · 

















·-. -... ·+ ... ·-· 
•, 
' 
··' · . 
. • 
·. :. 
·" · ..c · .. : .. . 
• , • J 
. . . Although the osprey and. silverside populations aren•t 
, lick:~.d direc:tl.y by an arrow, i ~ is ol!e.ar that 1\· change in · 
the ·osprey population could affect its prey, billf'isl1; ·ahi.c.ll ' 
in turn woul.d affect 'ita prey~\silversides. · _ .· ; 
The solution to this problem is not so simple, ho~veve;; : 
If you l.ook at the IVeb carefully'. you will . oo.serve. :· 
that t.ne· effect ·of a change in the osprey population .can 
'spread to.t.b.e silver-side -population by another pathway, 
. :?ray' . ."' 
· blo~f'i( _.·. . bi.llfish. 
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Sh,l'imP . · / ' 
.. . ,._ '\.:. .. • . · .cl~s /, 
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·o~ret; .. · ~'l~ton' 




The second oath.way involves more populations than did 
the fi'rst pathway: 
:1-
f'ro:n . osprey to blowfi.sh to clams to plankton · to 
ailversides. 
, · ,/ 
' 
In order to predict the effect of a change in ·one 
popul"'ati:on on another. !IO!Iulation when .:aore than one 
. pathway connects tllem, follow the st~ps indicated on tne 
. ::-:.: next page. " · 
' · ; 
.... 
.· 
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. STEP ONE: · First; det~r:n:!.ne all. · path1vays through . 
which t.lle effect of a change in .one 
,·· 
· popul.a-tion · ca.n 'l!ove to' another p'o-pul.ation. 
· S'rEP TWO: . Por EACll pathway, d~termine the effect : of 
·the in:i tial ch.an·ge on the popul'atian in 
questi.on. 
STEP T!iREE: Sum the individuaJ. effects, to get an 
overall effect. 'l~his is· t.he best -or.e.d.ictor 
of how the population wil.J. be affected ,in 
tile long run. · · · 
· -:·· 
FoJ:: the fo~d ·web we have been considering, ·• determ:i.n~ 
the effect of a decrease in t l:le osprey · popula.ti.on on .the 
silv~rsi.de P~I'':ll-ation, ua'ing the. guideJ..ines beJ.ow :JitllliW . 
.I . 
. STEP ONE: .List aJ.l possible pathways ~through which the. 
effect pould travel between the two populati.ons. 
. ' ' ~::.-:: 
... 
STEP TWO: 'lor each of the ·pathways listed aboye., determine 
the effect: of a decrease in the osprey popu.J.;at i on 
ori the silverside population. 
STEP T:iREE : State . t he "ne:t' overal.l ·effect of a decrease in 
tne osprey populati.ori. on t~e silverside popula.:. 
t ion: 
Check· your answer ·on the nex..t . page, once Y,ou ha:Ve comp~eted · 
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• ,. • I , I , · , 
l. osp;rey- to billf'isb. to · silvarsides 




' l, A decrease in the osprey JlOpu1:3:ti~n would 
cause · its prey, the bi.~lfish po-pulati :Jn, to 
increase; an increase _in the oi.~lfisb. ·11oRu.-
' . 
,.lation would _causa its prey, the silverside 
population,.- to decrease. 
Therefore,· for this ·pattuvay, a decrease · in. 
-ii.b.e ·osprey popuJ.ation results in a decrease. 
in the sil versi.de popul.a. tion. 
A decrease in the Josprey population would' 
cause its prey, the blow-fish· po~ulation, to : 
increase ; an increase in the 'blowfish <;WoUld 
cause its prey, the . clam Jlopula. tion, to · · · 
· d 'ecrease. · ·A decrease in the cla.m popu.l.ation . 
,would ·cause· its prey, t.be planlct()n populati cm, 
to increase; an increase in pla.rlkton. would 
cause i -t<a predators, tP.e silversi.des tq_ · ' 
increase· .• 
. d. Ther~f.?,:re, J.?r: -this , pa~.b.way,. a d·e~re!lse · i~, .· 
· the osl9rey "P~t11at-ion ·-re_sV4 ts···'in . an increase .. ) 
' i.n ~he silvetsi.'de popul.a t-ion. . ·•·".;:{,o ,, ..• .,, .. -:-.~'-.'}• ~·: a o, < • • • 
. . .. 
'•' 
The overall .effect' of a decrease in the 
osprey population is "no change '~ in the 
si.~verside popu~a.tion.· 
~"' . ·' 
' 
. I , 
•· 
.. .. ~.. . 
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l. In the followin~ food web: 
- .. . 
/'li.ons~ · hyenas . 'I 
monkeys· \ , · 
. \ . . , . elephants 
insects .• zebras . . / · · 
~:t /. grasses 
~ - . . 
. It' the lion populat:i.on suddenly increases, how will this affect 
th.e insect ·po'!Julation? . 
.... . • ~swer=--------------~------~~._~------~--------~-------
. .. 






. .. . 
./ 
... 
. If :popuis.hon D · suddenly decreo._ses, llo'w wi,J.l thi:s affect the 





( Chet:k your answers on page SO. ) 
' .. 
..·:. 
Once you have·mastered this skill, · 
turn bac k to the key on page ). Find 
the next ~kill which bas been ci rcled 
and !Jroceed. 
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DET:E:RMININCi HO'IY A SIZE C"dANCiE IN ONE 
POPULA~IOH C~1 AFFECT ANOTHER POPUL~TION 
IH THE'ViEB iYHICH IS NOT ON THE SAME 
CHAIN -- '.V'HEN THE EFnlrT IS TRANSMITTED 
THROUGH jtQ'BE THAN OHE PATH',YA-:(, 
198' 
Some relationships are. more direct, and 
easily traced, than. others. • Rega.rdl'ess · of how 
directly two po~ulations interact, you can .be 
sure that within aoufood web, every population has 
( 
' : 
in!luen on .every other popu~ation in ~he 
-. 
.t 
. Just like a spider's web, when 
l'le part of the web i's changed in 
so:ne 1vay, the effect wi ll reverberate 
throughout the web to the farthest 
corners. . · 
As you nave probably discovered, 
interpreting food web relationships 
is not always easy. The more complex 
the web, the more difficult it is to 
race effects through it~ 
In this section , we will stud:r 
how to s}etermine the effect. of a change 
in one part of a web, on another 
po9ulation located in a di f ferent part 
.. ' 
. I 
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Co,sida~ the following food •• b : ; ;: · 
\ /BEARS~ 
SNAKES RACCOONS 




. ·/ · SHREWS . ~ . 
'PRAYING . . . \ . 
MANTI~ . . . . . 






If the raccoon population .suddenly .l,nc~eases, how will ' . ·. 
this affect the shrew population? , . · 
To answer thi!!. question," it is necessary to see which 
populations are directly linked to the shrew popu~ation • 
. 
. List these populations, and note which are predators 
and which are prey of the shrews, in the space · belo~: 
Answer: ------------------------------~----~----
(aneck your answer on ·next page~ 
· ~ 
The overall effect of an increase in the raccoon popula-
ti"on on the shrews will be fe,l t through these three popula-
tions:"' J • · " · 
~·· 
...... -~-'7""""-~-· · ·. 
. '• 






!~··· .. 'l:~'l"r~~~,.~  .. ·~---.......... ----- .. --·- -· --···-~-----··--"----·--- -···-~ ---- ·-.. -·-··· .. ··-· · -· 
· ~ 
.... 
' .  









As you can see '' from the w~b,' three· populations directly 
affec~ the shrew po~ulation: 
grasshoppers and praying 
mantids are prey of the 
SNAK\\ 
. pew~s: shrews . "'.: . I 
snakes are pre~ators of 




It is very important to FIRST determine the overall 
effect of an ;i.ncrease in the raccoon population on each 
of these populations, before - we can determine the final 
effect on shrews. · 
( 
.. *** . To ·deter:nine the overall effect of the increase in the • 
raccoon population on snakes, grasshoppers or praying ~tide · 
it is necessary to consider ALL pathways through which these 
populations can be affected. · 
........ 
, I 
Then it is necessary to determine the net change in 
the- population, by summing all the individual effects, 
Snakes: Since the initial c~ge happens to the raccoon 
population, the effect. will spread to snakes by 
the following pathwaY: . · . 
,.-1..-T .... , (dotted line indi.cates pat~way; changes 
" BEARS "'- in population size 
')'""..;or "'--' •. () ) \- ...-.,.r- · . , '(+) · are given in 's . 
SNA\S RACCOfNS-/ WOLVES 
. /EWS\ FRO~ r 
PRAYING FliES DEER 
MANnes._ GRASSHO"P' i / 
GREEN PLANTS 














~---:-:-: ··~· -~ ... . o# ~-· ... _ . .: -. ·\ ··· ·· ···--- - -- ··- -( , ., 






c-.... . # 
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' •· "'-· - A 
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Praying mantids~ The effect cnn spread from raccoons to 
praying mantids by two pathways: 
(dotted line indicates pathway·; 
_./'fBEARS'K.. " _. changes in pop';llation si~e 
201 
: I 
SNA'\SS RAt~o.o,~s, _;,WO.LVES· ' are g1ven in ()· s ) 
SHREw's · FROGS\ pray1.ng man tid. po-oula tion 
'\ '\<+) /. r Net effect: decrease in . 
· /' \ · · ~{~ \ (since both path~ys · 
PRAYING ,. . FbE~\ DE~ indi cated a decrease 
MANTIDS t-) <.•>t I in, praying :uantids). 
\.•,> .t-:; ~RA~~.<?_f'~:~ ) ~ 
.... ., . 
· · . GRE N,_PLANTS · ~BEARS ~. · • C-) 
. , ,.') ,.,...... . ' . -- ... sNA~s . RAccoR~s ,;;woLves,' 
·. SHREWS . Fi&<f':.) (:' 
/. \ · ~ . - DEERY+) PRAYIN~-) . · FUES ,. 'I 
MANTI OS . . C-) t ~~ 
. ~ .. t;--_Gf!A~S~Q.P!':~ I / . 
. . GRE~-PLANTS 
(.-) ·• . 
Grasshoppers: The effect can sp~ad from raccoons to 
· grasshoppers by two pathways: · 
• 
,.......-"8EARS1'-....,. . 
SNA\S : RACCO_f~~ WOLVES 
. · SHREWS ' FRoGS\~) r 
N.et effect: I decrease in 
grasshopper· population 
( sine e both · pa t.bways 
indicated a decrease in 
grasshoppers) . .. · /' ~(_ 
PRAYING \ · f[lr QEER MAN;TICS~ ~· I 
, . GRASSH't!'fE .. Jk 
.. J 
GREEN LANTS . 
· ~BEARS~ . .. SNA~S . RACCO~~s~"!?~rVES~' 
SHREWS FROG~) 1 . 
• /' \ . ~IES c'~EREt) 
PRAYING . I 
MANTI OS~ G~ASSHOPP~~ t 1 ~}·~ ·I I . 
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· To determine the net effect of an increase in 'the raccoon 
population on the . s.llrew population,0 i t is neces's·ary to · 
determine the effects of snakes, praying mantids and grass-
hoppers on the shre~ population. . 
.... 
ne have already determined how· an increase in·raccoons 
will aff'ect snakes, praying. mantids and grasshop!)ers. These 
results are shown below: · 
. . . 
SNAKES (net decrease) 





( PRAYING net. decrease MANTIDS 
GRASSHOPPERS 
' (net decrease) 
A 'decrease in snakes will cause an INCREASE in its prey, 
the .shrew population. A decrease in grasshoppers will cause 
a DECREASE in its predator, the shrew population. A decrease 
in praying mantids .will cause a DECREASE in its predator, the 
shrew population. 
As a result, the .shrew population would undergo a net 
.' decrease in size ·(since there were more individual decreasing 
effects,. than increas~nk effects). 
"'- . 
Sm.n.L\RY: To determine the ' effect of a change in; "population A", 
on another population located in a different pa~ 
ot· ~he web (call this population ''3") : ·~ 
·1. Identify the populations directly linked to population B. 
2. For each 
a change 
of these populations determine the net effect of 
in populatio~ A by: li) eonsid~ring !11 pathways, 
then · 
· ( ii) summing individual· llf'J ect's 
to obtain a net effect 
3. Deter::~ine the net . effect """n· population .a by considering 
the .individual effect~ fro lll the po!Julations directly linked 
to it. · 
I 
' I 
.; •' • • t .' 
~-·---- -~ - . ....... , .... ____ .. - . ;. 
. ' 
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Wi. · ... 
1. Consider the following food web: • 
· · · /]~(\ 
~K 0~ ; . 
'\/ I 





.If population Y suddenly ' increase·~, how ,will this affect 
the si:te of '\)Opulation iC? ' • . 
Answer:----------------------~-------------------------
2. Explain the reason for your answer to question 1, above. 
Answer: .(use 'the space below) 
. ., • 
• 
• 
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Answers to ~.· --_·_ :..,1 .. I·OWWIO Questions 
rae;e 7 . 
, the snake population would increase 
2. population H ~ll decrease ), Since population I is the food of population K, ~f there is 
a decrease in the food supply, some of the animals will die 
o~ leave the population. 
49. 
oage ll . " 
1. the .flY population would increase • 
2. Since frogs are the predators of flies, if the frog ~opulati~n 
decreases, fewer .flies will · be killed for food- so the 
population will tend to increase. 
3. population K would decreas~ 
oage 16 · · · · L the thecodont population would decrease 
2: population I will increase , 
. )',· If population C increases, there will be enough food · for mora · 
: pradato.rs, so population 'P will iq.craase. When P 'increases 
· it will in turn allow 'I to increase·, since there. is :nore food 
• available than there · was before, 
. -
rage 21 • 
• the frog population wou~d~decrease . 
·2. I! the mouse population increases,· it will eat more insects, 
so the insect popul~tion will decrease. If the insect··popul:a-
tion decreases, its predator, the frog population will .be 
caused to decrease. ), population C will· increase . .; 
, ~ 
~age 26 · · 
• the clam populatioq would decrease 
2. oopulation X would/ increase 
3. If population A ir;creases, it will kill more prey .-- eo. popula-
tion E will decre~se, It population E decreases, it will not 
.... 
·r~~~i~:~· :~~:;~~;~~~: ·:. p::::i:~ :z, ,:·::.::,:~·r····. 
2. ;. 
. I 
.r _, r :-" F 
., 
E 
. ...• . . 
,··. ' 
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' • 50• 
. ( conti?ued.) 
·' I .. t:~ 
'Cage 37 · ' . 
t. Z woUld probab1y 'remain the same size 
2. The effect of a ch~ge in T can travel .to populat ion z 'dy two 
pathways: 
-T to R to z 
. - ·r to IJ to P to z 
In t,.b.e first patnway., ·the effe.ct is for .Z to.· increase; in 
the· second, the effect . is. for Z to .decrease. Since these ·two 
effects cancel out, the net effect is for Z to remain the 
~ame size, in the long · run~ . . 
3. ·rhe polar bea.r. popl1la tion would remain the same size. 
205 
4. ~he effect of a 'change in lemmings can trave~~ .polar. bears · 
· by two pa t . b.wa.ys: · · . . . 
-lemmings to foxes to polar ·bears (causes an increase) 
-lelll!llings to green plants to arctic ha_J;"es to 
·.. . . polar bears (causes polar bear,a: to de-crease) 
The two pathways give . opposing effects, s~ the net effect is 
no change. · 
.• ' • • I ' 
t~5t&!2 tns~ct popUl~tion · w~Uld remain the same size . . 
~. The effect of a· change in lions can travel to insects by two 
pathways: -li~ns to. mo~eys to insects '(causes an increase) 
-lions to hyenas to zebras to grasses to insects 
• (causes a decrease in the insect population) · 
Since these two ertec1B are opposing, ·the ne.t effect is no 
change in the insect population. ' · 
3· no. net change 1~ population~ 
re:se 48 . 
• • popUlatio.n lt will decrease. 
2 • . The net effect of a change in population Y on populati on K will 
ul~imately pass to population lt ·v1a populations E,N, and G. So, 
the net effects of .a change in population Y must ·tirst be deter-
mined for each. of these, by considering all possible ;routes. 
population N: - Y to z to N (causes N to clecrease) 
. - Y to A to 0 to Z toN (causes N to increase~ 
. NET EPi'ECT l no change 
population E: 
population G: 
- Y to Z to N to E (causes E to increase) 
- Y ~o A to 0 to . Z toN to E(eauses E to decrease) 
NET EFFECT~ no change 
' . ' 
.: · Y to Z to 0 to G (causes G to d'ecrea.se) 
-Y to A to 0 to G (cause~ G to decrease) 
NET EPPBCT: G. will decrease 
The net effeet ot the ohange _. in ·Y on pop!J].ation K w1i1 depend on 
individual effects passed on from populations N, E and G, Since . 
neither N nor E change in si ze, they will not cause a change in 
· K, but !r will cause K to decrease. 
Therefore I the net; effect on ·'Copulation lt 'is for K to d,ecrease. I . . . 
. , _, 
• '• I 
·~ · . 
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Student Skill 1 2 3 .. 4 5 6 
No. Item 2 13 5 18 6 15 10 16 4 7 12 17 
' . 
1' 1 1 1' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
2 9 1 1' 1 9 1 1 9 ·. 1 1 9 9 
3' , . 9 1 1· 1 9 1 1 9 1 1 9 1 
4 ,. 9 1 1 1 9 1 1 9 . . 1 1 9 9 
5 .. 1' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1'' 1 ·1 0 '1 
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 1 
. " 
_J" '1'1 1 1 "1 1 1 1 1 1 9 9 . 
8 1 1 1.1 9 1 1 ' 9 " 1 1 9 1 
9 1 1. 1 9 9 1 9 9 0 1 0 0 
10 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 9 0 ' 
11 
12 
1 1 1 9 1 1 9 1 ' 9 ·1 0 0 
9 1 1 9 9 1 1 9 0 9 0 0 
13 1 1 1 1 1 1 
'•· 
1 1 0 1 . 1 1. 
14 9 0 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 . . 0 0 9 9 
15 1 1 l 1 1 L - 1 1 1 1 1 0 . 
16 <1 1 1 1 
-
Y9 1 1 0 0 0 0 . 
i 
' 17 i 18 
I ~ l 20 
l 1 1 1 9 1 1 9 1 1• 9 1 
9 1 1 1 9 1 . 1 9 0 1 ? 9 
. 1 1 1 1 1 1 · 1 0 1 1 . 9 0 
. 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 9 1 ' 1 9 0 
I 21 i I 
I 22 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 1 1 9 9 
1 1 9 9 0 0 9 9. 9 0 . 9 0 
• 23 0 .0 9 9 9 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 
/ ~ 
24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
25 1 1 1 9 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 
26 1 1 . 1 J. 1 0 0 9 0 0 9 0 
. 27 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
28 
... 
1 1 ' 0 :o 9 9 0 9 0 0 9 0 
29 
30 
(}'· 9 1 9 .• 9, 1 9 9 0 0 1 9 
1 1 ·: 1 1 . 1 1 ' 1 1 1 1 :. _9 9 
31' 1 1 1 l 1 9 1 1 1 1 . 0 9 
32 9 1 J.. 1 9 1 . 1 9 1 1 9 9 
33 
~ - 34 
35 
. 9 1 . 1 1 9 1 1 9 0 1 9 9 
. 
1 1 1 '1 1 1 1 1 9 1 0~ 0 
-
1 1 1" 1 l 9 1 9 1 1 9:.9 
· "' .. 
. I 
• . ·· -·· ____ _ ___;_:=.:.;= ·'=--~-----==-:::--:----
.. ~ . - .- ,. . ' . -... ........ ~. · · -:: -· ..... _ ... ·- -· . "'- ' . . - ~· .. : .. ..._ . 
·-
Post test 
7 8 9 .1 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 
1 14 9 11 3 18 4 11 - 2 17 5 18 6 ];() 1 16 7 14 3 12 9 13 8 15 
. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ' · 9 ' 9 9 1 9 9 0 0 9 1 1 ·1 0 9 0 9 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 9 1 1' 9 1 1 9 1 1 9 ·-1. 9 1 . 9 1 9 1 9 1 
9 0 0 0 0 9 . .. 1 1' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
9 0 . 1 .0 0 0 1 1 '9 1 ' 1 9 1 1 9 1 9 1 1 1 1 1 9 1 
' 0 ,0 0 0 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9. 9 9 9 9 9 9 
0 0 0 0 0 9 1 1 . i 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 . 0 0 . 0 9 1 1 9 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 9 1 1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 1 
o.o 0 0 . 0 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 9 . 1 1 -! 1 1 1 1 I 
o ·o 0 0 0 0 .-1 l .9 1 1 0 l ' l 
0 -0 0 0 0 0 9 1, 9 1 '1 0 ·9 9 
0 0 0 0 0 0- 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
0 0 0 0. 0· 0>. 1 1 . 1 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 -. 0 0 , 1 1 1~ 1 1.1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 '1 1 '1 1 1 1 0 ·1 1 
0 0 0 0 · ·o 9 . 1 1 9 1 .1 9 1 ·1 
9 0 ~ 0 9 9 1 1 9 1 1 9 1 9 
0 0 0 0 0 9 1 "1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0, 1 1 1"1 1 1 1 1 
.o ·o .. 0 0 0 9 1 1 1 f 1 1 . 1 i 
. 0 0 ·_o o 0 0 1 l 1 1 1. 1 1 1: 
0 0 0 0 0 9 - 1 1 9 9. 9 9 0 0 
0 0 OcO 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 l 9 1 0 9 1 1 
.o 0 0 0 0 9 1 1 1 1 1 9. 1 1 
0 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 9 1 1 0 
.o 0 .0 0 9 9 9 0 ' 9 0 9 9 0 0_. 
9. 0 9 9 0 0 1 1 1. 1 9 1 9 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 ' 9 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0. 9 1 1 1 1· 1 1 1 1 
9 0 .0 O· 0 9· 1 1 9 1 1 9 1 1 
9 0 9 0 0 9 1 1 9,1 1 9 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 9 1 . 1 1 




j. - -r. . 
1 1 9 9 0 0 . 
1 1 9 9 1 1 
1 1 0 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1-1 0 0 0 0 
9 1 0 1 0 0 
9 9 9 9 9 9 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
.• 
. r 1 1 L. 0 0 
1 1 9 9 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 . 1 1 
1 1 · .. 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 9 0 0 
. 9 0 0 0 9 0 
1 1 · 1 1 1 1 
0 1 9 1 1 1 
9 1 1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 0 0 
9 0 0 0 o· 0 : 
1 0 9 0 0 1 
1 1 9 9 0 0 
1 1 9 9 l 1 
9 1 9 9 1 1 
9 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 q_,o 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 9 0 
1 1 0 0 
·0 0 0 0 . 
1 1 1 1. 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
9 9 9 9 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 . 0 0 
1 1 1 r 
0 1 o· o 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 0_ 0 . , 
1 1 0 0 · . 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 
9 1 0 0 
0 0 · 9 0 
0 0 .!> o. 
9 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 ' 0 0 
0 1 -9 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
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2 13 5 18 
9 1 1 1 





' 1 1 
9 1 ' 1 9'. 9 1 
1 1 1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 .( 1 1 
1 1 1 . 1 1 i 
1 1 1 l 9 1 
9 1 1 1 1 1 
9 9 1 1 1 ' 1 
1 9 1 1 11 
f 1 1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 11 
9 1 1 1 1 1 
9 1 1 1 9 9 
1 1 1 1, 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1, 
1 1 1 1 0 1 
1 1 9 9 1 0 
1 1 1 1 1 ' 1 
1 1 1 1 1 l 
9 1 9 9 9 0 
1 1 1 1 1 0 
1 ,1 l. 1 1 1 
1 9 1 1 1 0 
1 9 1 1 1 1 
1 9 1 1 · 1 ·1 
1 1 ' .1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 '1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 o· 
1 1 1 1 1 9 
1 1 1 9 0 1 
1 1 9 1 9 1 
9 0 0 9 0 0 
4 5 
10 16 4 7 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 9 9 
9 .9 1 9 
'1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 
1 9 0 0 
1 1 0 1 
. 9 9 9 1 
i. 1 1 1 
1 1 ·a 1 
.o 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 
0 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 
9' 9 9 1 
1 1 -..1 1 
1 1 1 l 
9 9 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
0 9 9 9 ' 
9 9 1 0 
l 1 ·0 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 . 9 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 
9 9 1 1 
9 0 '9 1 
1 1 ·o 9 








































1 14 9 11 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 . 0 0 
0 _0 I) 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 9 0 
9 0 ·o o 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
·a o 0 0 · 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
9 0 9 9 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
o· o · 0 0 
9 0 9 9 
0 0 ' 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 o . 0 0 ~ 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
.o 0 0 0 
0 0 0 .o-
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
JS a J a 0 
Poettest 
• 9' 1 2 3 4 5 
3 18 . 4 11 2 17 5 18 • 6 10 1 16 
·o o 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
.. 0 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
0 0. . 1 1 l· 1 1 9 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 :J. 0 ·~ ~ 0 0 1 1 ' 1 1 o ·1 1 · 1 
0 9 1 · 1 1 1 0 0 . o o· 0 0 
9'9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 1 -5 1 ' 1 1 -1 1 1 
9 9 9 1 ·9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 Q 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
9 9 1 1 '1 1 > 1 1 .· · ~ 0 1 1 1 
0 0 • 1 1 1 1 - 9 '1 o-o 1 i 
0 9 1 1 1 f 'l-~· 1 1 1 1 0 0 .1 1 1 ' 1 l. l 1 1 
0 0 9 9 . 9· 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
0 0 1 1 1 1 _. 0 0 9 9 0 0 
0 0 1 1 9 9 9 9 0 9 1 0 
0 0 ·' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
' 9 9 9 1 9 0 0 9 0 9 9D . 
0 0 1 1 1 1 ' 9 1 9 9 1 1 ' 
Q 0 9 9 9 1 9 9 • 0 0 9 1 
0 0 1 1 9 1 1 0 9 1 1 1 
0· 0 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1' 1 1- 1 
·a o 1 1 9 1 1 9 1 · 1 91i 
0 0 .. 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 
0 0 . 1 1 9 1 1 9 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1.i 9 1 1 9 1 0 9 1 
0 0 1 l 9 1 l 9 l -1 9 1 
0 0 l 1 1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 9 1 1 .1 1 1 1 1' 1 
0 9 l l 9 1 1 9 . 1 1' 9 1 
6 7 
7 14 3 12 
1 1 1 1 
I l l 1 . 
• 9 9 9 9 
9 9 0 9 
1 ·o 1 0 
. 1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
o·o 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
9 9 0 0 
9 1 0 0 
1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
9 9 1 1 
9 9 ' 9 9 
0 0 0 0 
0 0· 0 11 
1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 9 
9 9 9 0 
0 0 0 0 
9 9 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
9 9 . 1 '1 
1 1 1 1 
9 9 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
9 9 1 1 
9 9 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 























































































































































Skill J: 2 
Item 2 13 5 18 
1 1 1 1 
00 1 1 
- 0 l l l 
1 1 1 1 
1 9 1 1 
~ - 0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 l 1 
1 1 1 1 
9 .0 9 9 
-
. 
- 0 1 l l 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
p~ '1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 
- 9 0 1 0 
9 9 1 1 
9 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 - 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
0 9 9 1 . 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 . 1 • 1 
1 1 1 1 
Pre teat 
3 4 s 6 7 8 
6 15 10 16 4 7 12 17 I 14 . 9 lJ. 
'1 9 1 1 1 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 o. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l 'l l l 0 -l 9 9 0 0 0 p 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 
1 1 1 1 I 1 
- 0 0 0 0 0 9 
1 1 l 1 1 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l 1 1 1 0, 1 9 9 o. 0 0 0 
9 9 9 0 0 0 . 0 0 a· o 0 0 
0 9 1 0 l 1 9 1. 0 0 0 0 
1 1 9 9 1 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 9 9 0 0 0 0 
1 1 9 9 . 9 1 0 0 a· o o·o 
9 1 9 9 1 ·a 0 0 0 0 · o· o 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 · 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 0 1 9 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 9 0 0 0 0 0 . 
. 1 0 9 9 0 0 o·o· 0 0 0 0 
• 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 
1 0 1 1 9 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 9 'g 9 9 0 9 9 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1' 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 1 1 9 - 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 " 1 0 1 1 ' 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 9 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 9 9 9 1 1 0 0 o.o 0 0 
1 1 1 -1 1 0 0 0 o· o 0 0 
. ·1 1. l 1 1 1 9. 9 0 0 - 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 i · l 0 0 0 0 0 
' : 
. - -- ~- -- - .. . -----··--· -.. -- --- - ~ --:--7·;--
. ~ ~· . -~ ' :.... . ' . - ~ . . . 
~ -
Pos t test 
9 1 2 -3 4 s· 
3 18 4 11 2 17 5 ' 18 6 10 1 16 
0 0 _1 1 '1 1 1 9 0 1 9 -1 
0 0 . 1 1 9 1 1 9 1 1 1 1 
0 9 0 9 l. 1 'l l 1 0 . 0 1 
- 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 9 1 1 9 ' 1 1 9 1 
0 0 J. 1 r 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 9 1 1 g 1 .1 9 9. 
0 0 1 1 1. 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 
0 0 l l l l l 1 l 0 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 1 - 1 '1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 1 • 1 9 1 · 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 _1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 1 1 
0 0 9 1- . 1 1 -9 1 . 1 1 1 1 
-Q 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1· 1 1 .1 1'1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 9 1 1 _1 . 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 
0 0 1 1 ~ 1 9 9 -o o -9 1 
0 0 9 9 9 9 ' 9 9 9 9 9 9 
0 0 1 1 '1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 c9 9 1 1 9 0 0 9 1 1 
0 0 . 1 1 - 1 1 1' 1 9 9 1 1 
0 0 1 1 •. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 -- 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 ··i 1 l 
0 0 1 1 1 1 14> 1 1 1 '1 
0 0 : 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 '1 1 1 
-0 0 1 1 1 1 1 ~-- 1 1 1 1 
0 ·9 1 ,'1 · 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 
0 0 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1. 1 1 1 9 9 . 1 1 
, 0 0 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 
9 0 :1 1- 0 1 . 1 9 1 1 9 1 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 1 
6 7 8 9 
7 14 3 12 9 13 . 8 IS 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 00 
9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
9 9 1 1 9 1 -9 0 
1 1 1 1 1 _1 0 0 
1 9 9 9 9 9 0 0 
9 1 1 1 9 1 9 1 
l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 l 0 1 . 0 1 
l 1 9 9 9 9 0 0 
0 9 1 1 1 1 0 0 
9 9 1 1 1 1 0 0 
0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 9 a· o 0 0 0 0 
1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 9 9 '9-o 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 _. 0 0 
9 9 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 
0 0 ·0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 l ) i 1 0 0 1 0 
1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 
9 i 0 0 0 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
-0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 - 9 9 
--0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 
9 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
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1 2 . 3 4 5 
2 13 5 18 6 15 10 16 4 7 
;: . 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 .Q l 1 
o·o 1 1 ·0 0 9 9 l 0 
l 1 l 1 1 1 1 9 0 1 
-
1 1 1 1 9 1 1 1 . 1 1 
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